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CHAPTER I 

1. !N'l'RODUC']'ION .' ' 

Cooperation has al wa ys 

cooperatives movement 

been a feature of humankind. However, the foundation of modern 
Ih . 

is dated back to the late 18 century. The first consumer retail 

cooperative businesses was opened on Toad Lance in Rchdale, England, on December 31,1844 

by twenty--eight textile mill workers (AEMFls, 2006), During the later part ,Qf the nineteenth 

century, the concept engulfed several parts of Europe and North America, and ·then the 

cooperative movement spread to other parts of the World. Then afte r, the World has witnessed 

the proliferation of cooperative societies in various forms and for variety of purposes (ibd). Since 

then, the cooperative movement aims in improving economic and social situation of under 

privileged social groups. -.... 

Cooperati ves are complex organizations that emerge out of historical circumstances with 

complex economic and sociological goals. In line with thi s, Patrie (2002) stated that cooperatives 

are multi-dimensional, contain multiple values and objecti ves and emerge out of historically 

specific circumstances. 

Cooperatives are different from other investment organizational firms in their basic organizing 

principles, means, and .ends rationality, and the ir inherent ·diversity of interes ts (Helpdesk, 2008). 

Applying investment models to cooperatives obscures thi s diversity and these differences. 

Cooperatives also pursue a variety of goals, some of which may be in conflict with one another - ' -
(Thomas, 2002). The issue of targeting the poorest versus assuming the' poorest will benefit from 

a more general approach has been debated in the circuits of cooperative development agencies 

and unfortunatel y research 011 the issue is very limited ( Brichall , 2003). With this regard, 

19nance (2004) noted that the point "cooperati ves" have the poten ti al to reduce poverty provided 

that their values and principles are respected-will do this more effect ively than other forms of 

economic organization . 
.r-'~~' 

. -' - - ' .' ... ~ 
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However, thi s potential may not always be reali zed either because members lose right of the 
needs of other potential members or because those concerned with poverty reduction see 
cooperatives as tools rather than as autonomous organizations. For instance, Mnknes ·(2bbi) · 
states that "cooperatives do ·not help the poor, but by working together, by poollllg their 
resources, by submitting themselves to group di scipline and by accepting to combine self- interest 
and group solidarity, the poor can solve some of their problems by way of organized self-help 
and mutual and better than alone." 

There are al so some . theoretical arguments tend to be organized around understafldiilg of 
cooperatives as "pace makers" or as having temporary "yardstick" fuilctions that mix multi
functioning markets. But, given the deductive nature of these arguments, these conversation 
theories tend to miss the boom- and bust character of agricultural markets as well as their 
historical tendency toward consolidation and oligopoliozation (concentration) (Patrie, 2002). · . 

Despite the different arguments, many literatures indicate that most cooperatives in the World 
are in position to serve their members and the poor in different economic areas because of the 
breadth of their out reach. As noted in Graham (2005), many cooperative development agencies 
have in recent years adapted their strategy and have explicitly been working on .tlleo.lIl .reach 
towards the poorer sections of the World population. Thus, cooperatives ·have become the voice 
in meeting the needs of poor people more effectively and service delivery chain in the World. 
Cooperatives have made also a significant contribution to development in general and financial 
architecture, in particular. 

---~--
However, Harte (1995) argues, " the efficiency of cooperatives is nor proven by th~irs~rvival 
and development over so many years, as cooperati ves in most countries have been favoIed by 
government policies ( and sometimes used as instruments of government policies) through tax 
breaks and other direct and indirect proportional to levels of investment. " But, unlike other 
capitalist enterpri ses, cooperatives have traditionally incorporated a democratic political 

.. -- .---principle (one member, one vote) in to their intemal govemance. Thisaspecrhas always stood in 
contrast to investment of finance in which voting privileges are directl y propoltional to levels of 
investment. 

2 
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Political neutrality is also a cooperati ve fundamental. For example , according to Rocha dale cited 
in Pichai (2005), it would be unwise fo r a cooperati ve association to get affili ated or become 

.- ~'~ . identified with any political group or party, because the schismati c influence which"iesults from 
political issues tends .to destroy relationship essential to cooperatives, and brings in division and 
disharmony among the members. Furthermore, Veerakumaran (2005) noted that an active 
re lationship with cooperati ves employees and workers shall be encouraged by concerned 
governmental and non governmental agencies only with a view to cre ating a favorabl e climate 
for the development of cooperati ves. In connection to this, Mesfin (2007) ' alSo ' stated that 
cooperative potential s can be fully realized if they are integrated in to the development process, 
with out undue interfe rence of government authorities and donor communities . 

Cooperation is not a new venture in the Ethiopia peoples ' history. Regarding this, Assefa (2005) 
stated that cooperative 'Societies of different forms are as old as the society--of- E tlfiopi ii:' 
Cooperative societies among the people in the rural and urban areas have been l.1sed 'fcif 'different 
purposes on the basis of needs of the cooperators. 

Ethiopia is well known for its diversified nationalities. Each nationality has its own ul1lque 
culture and custom of li ving. Despite di versified nationalities, people work i.n_group -or'·j'iY
coordination. This has been ev ident in Ethiopia that people had been workingtogether -to 'solve 
common 'problems and to achieve common goals in organized form :' For example;"people ' have 
been organized through informal institutions such as Iquip, Iddir, and Debo. 

Among the different informal institutions, some of them have contributed to the bas i~ qf.modem· 
coop~rat i ves in Ethiopia. For instance, Alemenew (2005) noted that among _the-informal 
institutions; ' Iddiris the most common one, and has similarities with modern cooperatives·for-the 
reasons that it holds voluntary membership, democratic control and administration, each member 
is partic ipating accordingly the bylaws and principles of the loca l Iddir. 

-- .. .. -. ----- ---
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1.1 Statcmcllt ofthc Iwoblclll 

One of the major problems of most of the rural cooperatives in LDCs is the ir unsatisfactory or 
dismal cooperatives performance. The historica l background of the performance of Ethiopian 
cooperatives, particularl y the fanners ' primary multipurpose has been disappointin~, II~.Yi.ng less 
than s atisfactory or insignificant ontribution to their members and to the cOlmnunities .as a 
whole: 

Some studies have al so shown the performance of Ethiopian cooperatives, particularl y in the past 
regimes was dismal attributed to different reasons such as government interventiol1, 
implementation problem, poor Jeaderships and the likes. for example, Kefele (2006) stated that 
excessive government intervention and control coupled with rnismanagement, and lack of 

. coordination between cooperative principles and policy during Dergue Regime deterred the 
cooperative movement which led to problems and fa ilures of cooperatives. Moreover, Assefa 
(2005) pointed out that cooperatives during Dergue Regime were poor to perform their acti vi ~ie.~ 
due. to wrong proclamations, lack of trained manpower, shortage of ·capita"! and oth~rs. These 
different (actors had deterred the cooperatives resulting in poor performance. As the result, the - . - -
cooperatives were not attractive to give different services to their members thereby to improve 
their living conditions. Following the collapse of socialism in 199 1, many cooperative societies 
collapsed and others were at marginal. 

.,_ . . 

. - .-. However, in subsistence agriculture and low income countries like Ethiopia, where the national 
economy is dominated by smallholder and the peasants also often face scarcity of capital to 
undertake different agricultural activities, promoting of farmers primary multipurpose 
cooperatives is deemed to be crucial in the provis ion of different services and facilitating 
different agricultural activities thereby to improve li ving condition of their )nembers;-<rnd In· the
development process of the country as whole. For example, they can provide rural "·credit 
services, agricultural inputs such as high yielding seeds, improved agricultural techl1010gy Tn"puts, 
chemical fertili zers to their members and to the communities. Besides, they can purchase raw 
materials and agricultural machineries, and distribute to their members. On top of this, the 
cooperatives could create capital and make profit from involving different ac!.ix ities . and-jocal " 
resources mobilization thereby di stribute dividend payments to their members. 

4 
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Following the demise of the Dergue Reg ime in 199 1, the current Government has taken series of 
economic reform programs re-orienting from command to market economy. Following the 
economy reform, the Government has also leformed rationalizing the role of the slate and 
cleating legal, insti tutional and policy environment, and encouraging the private.· sectors: 
Moreover, the Government has refined the legal regulatory framework for cooperative 
developm'etit 'comprising regulations, principles and values of cooperati ves. For example, The 
Government has prov ided the Proclamation NO.14711998 consisting different cooperati ve 
societies which stipulate the establ ishment of cooperat ives shall be on the fundamental 
cooperative principles. 

Thus, the need to assess the perfo rmance of farmers primary multipmpose cooperatives arises 
because of the recent considerable importance of the Government has placed on cooperatives. 
Therefore, hav ing the disappointing background performance of cooperatives, particularly in the 
past regimes and considerable focus given to the cooperatives by the current Governt~lerIJ, Jhe. 
study will try to assess the performance of farmers' primary nllil tipiii"liose cooperatiY<es in 
Asgedetsimbla Woreda. Tigray Region. MOleover, study has not been carried out un assessing of 
the performance of these cooperatives so far in the Woreda. 

1.2 Objectives of the study 

1,2.1 General o~jeeth'e 
.~ . -. . .---' 

The General Objective of the study IS to assess the performance of farmers' . pnmary 
multipurpose cooperati ves in Asgedets imbla Woreda. 

1.2.2. SIJeeifie o~jeeth'es 
_ . .,., "-' _ _ ..,0---

>- To examine the capacity of the cooperati ves in provision of a i ffei:;~ i ' ~"Lyi..c.es.Jill.Qh as 
credit·services and suppl y of agricultural inputs to their members 

>- To know the trends of dividend payments, profitability and capital creation of the 
cooperatives 

>- To assess the organizational capacity of the cooperatives to execute the outlined duties of 
. _ . . ....-- ",--'---'-the cooperat ives - - . ..- ,- - . 

5 



? To know the job c reating-opportunity of the cooperatives 
- .. ' 

? _ To examine the "contribution of the cooperatives on living conditions ,of members 
? " To identify factors affecting the perfonnancce of t he 'Cooperatives 

1.2.3 Uesem-ch que"stions 

In o rder to address the basic objectives of the study, the research was Supported by some 
research ql,lestions" The following are pointed as I'eseawh quest.ions so as to address rhe basic 
objectives of the study" 

1" How do the cooperatives perform? 

2, What are the factors that affect the perfo rmance of the cooperatives? " ,,~- ' 
- --,.-

3, What is the contribution of the ,cooperatives in improving the living conditions of their 
members? 

1.3 Sig'nific:tncc ot'the study 

This study is important in the sense that it gIves helpful insight to the ,nature -of'Ethio-pian 
fanners' primary multipurpose cooperatives, Despite the existence of some studies on 
cooperativ,es in Ethiopia, study on performance of farmers' primary multipurpose cooperatives in 
the 'country, however, is scanty, This study could contribute towards filling some of the gaps, 
Moreover, the study findings are ·expected to be valuable documents for re ference to government 
bodies, NGOs and researchers since the study 'Came up with performanc~ sqtus oHhe'fafinel's' 

"primary multipurpose cooperatives and factors affecting performance of these cooperatives~-

1.4 Scope Ilnd limitlltion ofthc study 
This study mainly devotes itself to , the assessment of performance of farmers' pnmary 
mUltipurpose cooperatives and some factors affecting the performance of .these cooperatives in
Asgedetsimbla Woreda, The study included four farmers' primary multipurpose coop-eratfves of 
the WOf{Xfi\,"TEkcovel'Cd 2 1 % of the farmers' primary multipurpose cboperativesavailable ii1 
the Woreda, Owning to the inherent difficulties in measuring perfo rmance of cooperatives in 
some standardized yardstick variables, the perfonnance "of the cooperatives for some of them was 
evaluated based on the achievement progress status of the cooperatives, This may liJ]Jitsomehow-- - .' -

·'·"" 6 "---
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the testing performance and the .conclusions drawn. Nevertheless, it should be noted..IDaUhis 
." " ..... -_ . . 

.' ,.-." .. approach has been used by reseal'Chers engaged in undertaking performance assessment of 
cooperatives. Moreover, the education being on diS{ance had its own limitation .in carrying ·out 
and finishing the study t imely. Because of this. it was difficu lt to communicate personally with 
the advisor so as to ·exchange ideas and information impOlt ant in carrying out the study timely. 

1.5 O.'gallizlltioll of the IlIIpel' 

The paper · consists of five chapters. The first chapter provides an overview of historical 
background of cooperatives including the Eth iopian context, state ment. of the problem, objective 
of the. study, research questions , significance o f the study, and scope and limitation of the stud y. 
Chapter two is mainly concerned with Ih" r,,",pa rch methodology of the stud y. Chapter thr~ ., ,_.- . 
deals with li tcratme review including tlleurelical antl ·empirical ev idence of coop,:,rative~ . C~.aPter 
four covers the dctail discuss ion, data interpretaUllll aUlI findings of the study. The last ci!ap!er, 
chujJtcr ri ve, im:l"dcs the. conc.lusion, and feeull"llcllciatiuIIs. 

. .-,, ' 
: ..•. _ ..•. 

-- .- .", 
.. ___ ,....~ 1 ~ --- ." 

.,_ .--.--

I 

/ 
;....~ ------
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CHAPTER II 

2. RESEARCH ME'l'HODOLOGY ..... , .... 

2.1 AJ'Cll selcction critcria 

The research approach is c ase study because case study is focusing on specific issues in holistic 
approach in specific area. Thus, the 'study is focusing on assessment of performance of farmers' 
primary multipurpose .cooperatives in Asgedets irnbla Woreda. Moreover, the Wmeda is selected 
for study purpose because the researcher is well familiar with the CIJ'lture, custom 'and riorlns of 
the people; hence communication with people during lesearch undertaking and field work would 
be easier. On top of this, substantial numbers of farmers ale seen being organized under fanner 
primary .mult ipurpose cooperatives in their 'local areas . However, research on these cooperati ves, 
particularl y on performance of the cooperatives has not been yet undertaken. 

2.2 S:tllll)ling Dcsign 

There are several types of sampling des igns from which the lesearcher could select appropriate 
for hidlher study. For this, study the simple random sampling technique was applied. This 
method was applied because the rural farmer cooperative members are more or less homogenous 
in their economic.conditions, and other social and cultural characte ristics. 

In Asgedets iiilb lii ; there are 19 farmers' primary multipurpose cooperatives founded 'iii different 
Ke beles of the Woreda. From these cooperatives, four fanners' primary mUltipurpose 
cooperati ves were taken for the study. The purposive selection of the cooperatives is due to that 
some of the cooperatives have involved in the production of local resources; anQ., lhe.othel"is
related to their location Dedebit primary cooperative was selected because · it is -the··only 
coopetative "which" has involved in incense production. Mayferes · and Maysiye pnmary 
cooperatives were selected due to their involvement in sand production. Lemlem pnmary 
cooperative was sdected due to its access ibility such as to transport facilities and is nearer to the 
main town of the Woreda. On top of the involvement of local resources production, DedebiLand-. - ~. ~-~-=-

Mayferes primary cooperatives were also selected due to their location-' ~hich. .i~Jm:JroUl the 
main town· of -the WOl'eda .l acking such as transportation facilities. In addition to its invohcement 
in sand production, Mays iye primary cooperative was also selected due to its accessibility to 
transportation faci lities like Lemlem primary cooperative. 

- .<----._' ~-
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Table-2.1 Number of cooperative members and sample size 

of Kebele Name of multi 

purpose 

cooperatives (11.2%) 

Male Female Total 

1 Dedebit Dedebit 334 22 35.6 . 

2 Lemlem Le mlem 394 35 429 

3 Maysiye Mays iye 98 36 134 

4 Mayferes Mayferes 288 42 330 

Total 4 1114 135 1249 

Source: WARDO Cooperative Desk report, 2007 and own computation 

.The above Table indicates the total number of {;ooperalive members and sample size of the 
cooperatives to be studied. The total number of cooperative members of the stugy. .. cooperatives ls 

,'", -- '-
1,249. From this, 140 or 11 .2% of them were taken as samples for the study. Because-theJural 

. societies are hoinogenous, the samples are .representatives of the population under c6nsiCIeI'atiOiL 
Regarding this, Kefele (2006) stated that in societies, where they are homogenous in economic, 
social and cultural characteristics , small sample size can be taken representing the whole 
population so as to minimize cost and time. Having this, the sample of the coopera!iy,e",melnbers---".- .. -,. ~ .-fronLcach cooperative was taken based on the size of members that the cooperatives -ha¥ing~ 

That is: S= nfNxK, where; 

S= Number.of cooperative sample members drawn for ti-]e cooperative under consideration 
n= Total number of cooperative members registered for each cooperative 
N= Total .~ummarion number of cooperative members registered of the four 'san1Ple cooRer~tives 
K=Total number.of-sample size of cooperative members taken for the study 

'., 
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Having the above computation, the higher the number of cooperat ive members regis tered 
for the cooperative, the more the number of sample -cooperative members taken for the 
study in relative terms. 

2.3 Data SOlU'L'C 
- ",,' 

. . ~ ....... " 

-. . ." -" Both quantitative and qualitative data were used for the data source. The primary data was 
obtained fmm survey l'Cspondents, key informants interview, and focus group discussion. 
Secondary data was collected from the diff.el'Cnt records of cooperatives such as Woreda 
Cooperative 'Promotion Office, Regional Cooperative Promotion Agency, and other 'related ' 
sources. 

Focus GI'OUI' Discussion 

A focus group di scuss ion is .expected to strengthen the data source of the study. The focus group 
discussion was held in all primary mUltipurpose cooperatives based on the interview guidelines 
prepared by the researcher in o rder to generate information on the research mattel:.·.Then; tli'f' 
.result obtained was interpreted in cOlU1eclion to the survey data finding. 

Key Infol'mant Intcl'"icw 

Key informants are those who do have direct re lation with the cooperatives, in deeded, have 
e nough information and knowledge about the mission and the objectives of tile cooperatives who 
me expected to provide interesting information understanding to issues related t<Lthe .researcli' 
.problem. Having this, concerned experts such as working in the Woreda Office of Cooperative 
Promoii()il' were interviewed based on the prepared guideline questions; " 

2.4 DatIl L'OUcction illstl'lUllcnts 

Questionnaire consisting both open and open-ended questions was used to ~olle£L.the--survey" 
. '- . "" ~ data. Besides, interview guideline questions were also used for key informants-and focus-group 

discussioi'H;'soilslo 'obtain the basic information of the study. The questionnaire was' prepared in 
English and then translated into Tigrgna language for the 'sake of making the communication 
·easier during interviewing by the enumerators. Moreover, the enumerators were given a one day 
orientation how to approach people for interview and how to collect data~~esLQl1..·th~ 

,'''' ' ,~-questionnaire prepared . 

.. 2 ,5 Dat:l :malysis method 

The data collected were presented and analyzed using frequency, percentage and tabular data. 

10 
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CHAPTER III 

3, I .. I'.rERATURE REVIE'" 

3,1 COllccll(:ual and ThcOl'Ctic:tl LitcI':I.tiU'c 

3,1,] '''hut al'C COollcl'atiYcs? 

A cooperative has been defined differently by different authors. 
According to USAlD (1985), cooperatives are defined as voluntary, independent business 
e nterprises formed to meet specific needs of their members through a common venture. 
Another definition is:.cooperatives as people- center business enterprises which operatejn alL -... ~" ' .. ~"-' 
areas of economic activities and in almost all countries of the World (T~desse, 2005). 
According to Veerakumaran (2005), cooperative enterprise is "an organization of coordinated 
activity; it is a collective behavior with a common purpose and governed by a common 
working rules." 

Although different definitions are given to cooperatives, the international Coopera~iv~ .t\"iance 
(lCA), an apex organization that represents cooperatives worldwide, is considered to be the 
authority of cooperatives. According to AEMFls (2006), the lCA defines a cooperative as: 
"An autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, 
social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly owned and democratically-

_ .. ' ." controlled enterprise". .' .".-.. ". '" 

MUltipurpose cooperatives comprise diffel:ent functions, and activities of cooperatives. 
MUltipurpose cooperatives are those which combine two or more of the business activities of 
these different types of cooperatives (Lambert, 2003). "Cooperative society" means a society 
established by individuals on voluntary basis to collectively solve th_eiLecononric'arid 'soci;i 
problems and democratically managed same (Tadesse, 2005). 

11 
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, . , 

3.1.2 '~Thy do we tllU. lIuont COol)el":tti\'es,~ 

The relatively permanent institutiQns created by cQQperatives develQpme nt in the Third WQrld 

provide an institutiQnal framewQrk through which 'Other resources and programs ·can be 

channeled (USAlD, 1985). In this, it is alsQ elaborated t'hat cOQperatives are abl~ t.Q .reachand 

benefit sectQrs 'Of the PQPulat.iQn that would nQt norm all y be served by 'Other· private sectQr 

institutiQns 'Or direct gQvernment programs. 

The significance 'Of cQQperatives 'On the ecQnQmies 'Of scale, strengthen the private sectQr, 

innQvatiQn , and rural development is also recQgnized. Tesfaye (2005) noted that cooper;giy-es 
.. ... . .. " 

are formed primarily to serve an eCQnomic functiQn although sociological ends are, often an 

important purpose, unless a ·cooperative is successful eCQnomically, no long lasting or self· 

sustaining social development can be expected. Likewise, USDA (2005) indicated that 

cooperatives can be useful and effective means for capital formation, for fQstering private 

initiative and cQmpetition, and for directing grassroots efforts towards development objectives 
. . _ • •. • .. .....• _ . c ." e

O

_ 

at the local , regiQnal and natiQnallevels. The USDA further elaborates-tha:t cooperativ.es .:.~n be 

used to solve problems of large numbers of rural and urban poor basic human needs: 

Cooperatives are also understood to play roles on their members ' self·reliance and 

development. Regarding this, Pichai (2005) stated that the high premium placed on members' 
--- ~--

participatiQn in the operations and decision making of cOQperatives promotes indepe~dent and 

self reliance encouraging members to take an active role in their own development. , 

CQoperatives, particularly multipurpose primary cooperatives are considered to be integral part 

'Of rural development in Ethiopia. For instance, it is impQrtant for multipurpose cooperatives 

development that the overall relationship between input and output .Prices within-agricult~;'~ 

sectQr, and the terms 'Of trade between agriculture and 'Others sectQrs 'Of the economy in'oJ'der tQ 
--- --- -- --

stimulate growth 'On rural areas (Tesfaye, 2005). Likewise, VOCA (20C)S) sated that the need of 

establishing Agricultural CQQperatives (ACE) is to imprQve the efficiency 'Of agriculture 

markets through development and promQtion 'Of mQdern business oriented agricultural 

cQoperative activities of inpUl supply, marketing, and extensiQn of cred it. -~-~--. _ ....J"~-
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Cooperati ve sys tem will acoord an importan t place to the social aspect of developfnenrwilh its 

of basic democi'acy, self management and the priory to collective needs, which have always 

been subordinated to the purely economIc aspects (Pitchai , 2005). Cooperatives are also 

important to mobilize different resources and projects he lpful to their members and 

communities which c an not be done by individuals . For instance, Heylighen (l.9.9. l.J cite 'i rr 

Tadesse (2005) noted that human oocie ty is a dynamic network of cooperative ·activity that 

inseparably interlinks {)ur 'lives and our actions, and cooperation ' in cooperatives' enable 

organizing ·of resources, and cooperative mganizations can operate large projects unimaginable 

to individuals or small groups. Besides, one of the most attracti ve aspects of cooperati ves is 

their p{)tential for capital fo rmation of a scarce lesource in most developing ·countries (USDA ,. 

2 (0) . 

Cooperatives could provide different services such as credit provis ion to thcir mcmbcrs and 

convenient channel for the transfer of credit to produd ive members. Regarding this, the 

cooperative ensures that loans to mcmbcrs products or produce under its own auspices, whic;:h . . - .. ,-
is an essential pI'erequisite for cooperatives, particularly for rural agricultural cooperativ~sJZvi 

Galor, www . .coopgalor.c om). Bes ides, people organize cooperatives to improve their incolne 

on economic pos ition or to provide a needed service. For instance, according to USDA (2005), 

the purpose of cooperative is to provide greater benefits to the members such as increas ing 

individual income of enhancing a member's way of living by providing important needed 
---' 

scrvlces. .. _.' ~ .. " ,~ 

Cooperatives can cOI1U'ibute to the achievement of Millennium Development Goals because of 

their inherent characteristics (USDA, 2005). That is, because cooperatives are economic 

associations, they provide the opportunity for poor people to raise their incomes. In addition, 

there is incleas ing evidence indicating that cooperatives also contribute . directlY'ur-lrCarrecii'yt;-

meeting several of other Millennium Development Goals such as primary education for children, 

gender equality and reducing child mortality (ibd). 

- < ... , • • • I .... { · .. ·~ ~ ... -
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3.1.3 Coopel'atj"e "lIlnes lind PI'inciples 

Cooperfttive f/"ftllleS 

Accord ing to Veerakumaran (2005), the State ment of Cooperative Identity adopted by the ICA 

provides the operational values up on which cooperatives are founded. 

Self-help: It means one should try to solve his problems with his own efforts, means and 
.. ~,- .... -" .. " 

resources available. But self-help succeeds only up to a point. In other words, 'ihro~gh joint 

action and mutual . responsibility, o ne can achieve more and better results. Hence, self-help and 

mutual -help promote cooperative sprit and key to Sl{ccess of cooperatives. 

Self-responsibility: Members assume respons ibili ty for their cooperative. That is, members have 

the . responsibil ity of promoting their cooperative among their families, friends, and 

acquaintances . Similarly, each member of cooperative should realizeand 'accept >'hi;' 

responsibility towards cooperative and commit himself to it. 

Democracy: Democracy is a basic value of cooperative. In the context of cooperatives, the 

essence of de mocracy is '!conscious decision". " Conscious decis ion" means understanding the 

logic or rational of taking decisions and be aware of the possib le consequence of the decision and 

their impact on individual and institution. 

E'lualiti' Equality is to mean equal right and opportunities, right of participation, aHghno be 

infonned, a right to be heard, a right to be involved in decision ·making. MembeL-s 'ai'e ' to De 

associated as .equal as possible, with out any kind of discrimination of gender, religion, cast, 

creed, race, amount of share capital contribution etc. 

Equity: It refers to how members are treated within a cooperative. Members shQ\lld.be.treated· 

equal. in ·howthey are rewarded for their participation in the cooperative normally·-through 

patrollage- div'ideilds, allocations to capital resources. Equity ensures' social justice . . . - ..... ---.--. 

Solidarity: Solidarity is collectivity. It also means that a cooperative has a responsibility for the 

collect ive interest of its members. It indicates that society's financial and social assets belong to 

the group, being the result of joint efforts and participation. 
-- ...,----~--

Honesly:. Cooperatives ideal is honest dealing with members and nOli-inembers..Cooperatives 

regularl y,- reveal to ·their members and others information .relating to ·their. pelformance .. Honest.y 

is not monetary only, but also honesty of thoughts, commitments, behavior and conduct, no 

hypocrisy, no dishonesty in election . 

....-- --...--" ----
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Openness: It means that cooperati ves are open to members of community they serve. TI~ex-hav.e 

a commitment to serve and ass ist ind ividuals in helping themselves. 

Social responsibility: Cooperatives should have beyond caring for members only .. They should 

financiall y assist or organize activities beneficiallo the entire conununity. 

Caring for others: It is tak ing interest and care about olher people. Cooperatives are humane by 

nature though their main concern is to achieve economic object. 
. -., - .~.' 

Cooperative Principles 

The ICA has s.et cooperative principles as guide lines by which cooperatives put their values in to 

practice. The refore, cooperative principles are guidel ines (or judging behavior and for making 

decisions. These cooperative principles are listed below. 
. ... -.. -_ .... 

~ . .--

Voluntary and Open Membership 

Cooperatives are voluntary organizations, open to all persons able to use their services and 

willing to accept the responsibilities to membership, with out gender, social , political , or 

re ligious di scrimination. 

Democratic Member Control 

Cooperatives are democratic organizations -COllU"ollecl by their members, who actively partiCipate 

in sett ing their policies and making decisions. In primary cooperatives members have- equal 

voting rights (one member, one vote), and cooperatives at other levels are also organized in a 

democratic maImer. 

Member Economic Participation 

Members usuall y relieve limited compensation if any, on capital subscrib~d as _ a~condi6ori"o( 

membersh ip. Members allocate surpluses for any or all of the fo llowing purposes-; developIng the 

cooperatives, poss ibly by setting up reserves part of which at least would be indivisible; 'with 'the 

cooperative, benefiting members in proportion to their transactions with the cooperative; and 

supporting other acti vities approved by the membership . 

Autonomy and Independence . --
- ~~~--

Cooperatives are autonomous, self-help organizations controlled by their members. If they enter 

in to agreemehts with other organizations, including governments:: or raise,"c <ipital from external 
. . 

sources, they do so on terms that ensure democratic control:' by -their members\aTld 'maintain thei r 
, ; I . '. \\ 

cooperative autonomy. ,- 0 ' \ 
1/ • \ 
I • 

~ \ ~ ~ , 
, 

",·f,. _'. , 

" 
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Education, training and information 

Cooperatives provide education and training for their members, elected rep[esenta~ives; " 

managers and employees so they can contribute ·effectively to the development of their 

cooperatives. 

Cooperation among Cooperatives 

Cooperatives serve their members most effectively and strengthen the cooperative movement 

by working together through local, national , regional and international structures. Ac(;o.r~l.ing to 
-. - ~.' 

Tadesse (200S), the ICA states that "All cooperative organizations, in order to best serye the 

intel'est of their members and their communities, shall actively cooperate in every practical.way 

with other cooperatives at local, national and international levels having as their aim the 

achievement of unity of action by cooperators through out the world." 

Concern for Community 

Cooperatives work for the sustainable development of their communities; thnlUgh . p~licies 

approved by their members. 

3.1.4 ThcorctiC:I[ amll.-'Ollceptllal fi-:lmcwOI'k of COOIlCI'IIti\'C pcrfol'mance 

imliC:ltors 

In tbis study, performance can be conceptualized as the extent to which th~.PIi~nary 

multipurpose cooperatives achieve their goals. The goals of rural cooperatives can be. set at 

multiple levels (James, 2000). According to Berhane (2008), tbere are no standardized 

performance measurement tools to evaluate the status of cooperatives. However, even in the 

absence of this standard and systematized recording; we can evaluate their performance usin,lL 
~~ 

the available data and information such as profitability, asset quality, s iglys · ·ofg;.;~tli, rates of 

returns and costs, ·etc (ibd). This indicates the performance of the cooperatives can be e.va.l~~e_d 

based on the achievements tbat the cooperatives are engaged. 

Moreover, different literatures indicated there are a number of ways to assess performance of 

cooperatives. Measuring the outputs or direct benefits is regularl y the mostimportirlt'st~p,f;-
these are what direct influence the welfare of group members (Frank, 2006). Below are listed 

some of the main cooperative performance indicators highlighted in many literatures. 



(} (f}Jil fl~fi')I"JJlftli()1l 

The quality of cooperative capital is defined here by the intens ity of member commitment 

demanded by the te rms and conditions atta'ched to the various forms, ofcapiral" by ' ihe 

cooperatives, 
--

The nature and role of capital in cooperatives has been of interest ever SlIlce modern 

cooperati ves were first established, The subject has an inherent fascination because it illuminates 

a dist inguishing' difference between 'Cooperatives and other forms of business o rganizations, I.e" 

as member user-owned rather than as investor-owned firms, •.... . "." 

Today, a number of devel0pments have occurred that give new importance to the quesiiori of 

cooperative capital (Ilona, 2008), These include: (a) the dissolving of the bi-polar world 

composed of two c ompeting ideologica l and economic block systems and the resulting transition 

of many economies from centralized 'control to market-orientations, and (bL tbe , ,related 

geobol ization of markets through trade deregulation and liberalization, privatization - and 

structural adjustment These c hanges are operetionalised through withdrawal' of government, 

removal of subsidies and opening-up of national markets to broader local and fore ign 

competition, 

." . .. .-- _.-... -.- . 

In the free-market industrialized countries, independent fanners wi ll have to compete even 

harder to survive, .. Competing often means mobili zing common interest, utilizing .welLtried 

cooperative organizational techniques to set up structures owned, cOllU'olled and used by farmer 

members. It means yet one more challenge to the solidarity and ingenuity of the members of 

farmers' cooperatives. 
--' ~-

With regard to capital , USDA (2005) noted that the current challenge facing fannersanJl.tlleir 

cooperatives is to mobilize enough funds to meet the growing demands of capital-intensive 

investment in leading edge technology. That is, either farmers generate enough funds to acquire 

and use it or they are simply forced out of business , 

•• o r •• " 

Of particular note was the news regarding the recent establishment of "new generation" of 

agricultural cooperati ves which have developed innovative and up until now successful methods 

, . .--
." ." .. ,,' . 
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for mobilizing members' capital so they can complete in thei r rapidl y changing agricu ltural 

markets (Thomas, 2002). In .many developing countries, the impact of these changes is closely 

related to the degree ·of government financial support and/or control that was e xercised in th~s.<: 
."'" -' -, ,., ' 

countries in previous era of subsidies and direct promotion. 

According to Carle (1991), types of cooperative .capital could be c1a~ ified as: ( I) cooperative 

me mbership (share capital) (2) reserve capital (3) non-refundable (non returnable membership 

fees). Each source within this category could be gained according to its majority that is the 

length of time for which each type of fund is provided. However, the nature of coop~l:ative 

capital implies that reta ined surpluses are the most potential source of member capital because 

retained surp luscs havc no explicit cost to the cooperative (ibd). 

It is clear that most c apital for investment should have to come from the cooperatives 

themselves. Despite of thi s fact, James (2000) described that accustomed · to' "decades "of 
governments financ ial and technical support and gu idance, many cooperaiive leadei:s' and 

members are not read y to make the change. Therefore, to change such attitudes, these individuals 

have to be shown e mpirically that member-based cooperative financing strategies are essential to 

survive under the new rapid I y liberating market condition. 

At all, it is poss ible to say that there exists a positive correlation between member supp'orrin the 

form of capital creation and capital mobilization of cooperatives, ai1d improved ' coopel7atives 

bu iness performance in the market for greater member satisfaction and growth of cooperatives. 

For instance, cooperative capital has an important "quality dimension" and that higher 

proportions of member capital ( including indivisible reserves, share capital, loan. c[$:nosit.!'atios-,' 

etc) are positively corre lated with higher levels of member conunitment and · with· improved 

cooperative business performance and growth ( FAO, 1995). FAOalso · added that-" 'capital 

formation" is important because the accumulation of financial capital IS one of the vita l 

foundation stones for sustainable growth of cooperati ves, particularly for agricultural 

cooperati ves because fanner cooperation is al so essential prerequisite for agri~y.l1Ural

development. 
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Moreover, Patric ( 2002) noted that cap ital formation of cooperatives is important because: (a) it 

increases market shares (b) for ·expansion in to more capital -intensive activities (c) for export (d) 

enhance credit worthiness (e) for commitment and patronage of members. Increased cooperati ve 

capital is also importan t to management and organizational efficiency. For instance, .im;reased· 
.,. .., , ".,-.

.' •... - -
member shou ld also improve management accountability and could lead to better.. and more 

e fficiency, provide member services since it follows that when you are paying part of the bill and 

.know you are· paying tending to. demand beuer cooperative business management and services 

(Thomas, 2002). 

., .... -_., 
A strong capital position may also attract members to a cooperative if it pel:inits more effi cient 

and dynamic .provision of services. Therefore, cap ital formation in cooperatives is important and 

time ly one for better cooperati ves business performance and growth. 

Pl'ojitftbllily 
. ~ ,-•.. '" . " ' - ~ .. . ' . 

Agricultural cooperatives have organized around production and fanners lSS'u'es to j'etain :,aIue on 

the farm and to maintain financial solvency. This also holds true for other types of cooperatives. 

In other words, to be called a cooperative is performing well , that cooperative has to be profit 

making to its members. The profit could be obtained by adding margins to the cost or from other 

cooperative activity areas . With this regard , cooperatives need to make a margin over costs 

(loosely understood as profit) to continue providing for patrons' 10ng-term·needs"(OSDA, 2005). 

In fact, cooperatives long-term profitability and performance is variable depending upon the 

enabling conditions for their formation, their economic, political and social environment, and 

their intemal ideological and organizational characteristics. However, when cooperatives are 

structured properly and have suffic ient inputs of production, they have been known to increase 

productivity and provide better quality of profit (Ellerman, 1984). Hence, rural cooperatives 

making financia l profits have to be tended to concentrate in the evaluation of cooperatives 

performance. [n line with this, Blasil (1984) stated that successful cooperati ves redistribute to 

the ir members in the form of benefits and profit sharing. 

.------ . ' 
.- .-."' - ....... ---
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Therefore, consciolls effort must be made to retain a portion of profits and the indivisible 
reserves category. This should ensure the stability and performance of the cooperatives even if a 
few members prefer withdraw (Frank, 2006). 

As whole, focus on profitability is important to survival of ·cooperatives. But, thaiilrofit require 
efficient use of assets and that asset quality is essential to preservation of capital and for further 
cooperatives progress. Profit could also be retained and allocated to members but not necessarily 
paid out. Besides, dividends and interest should be paid on contributions in order to encourage 
member participation in the capital base. 

.'- . ," 

';lfembel's/tip fjr01vtlt 

Farmer cooperatives such as multipurpose cooperatives are growmg m most developing 
countries. Owning to the growth of cooperatives, membership growth is also increasing. Thus, 
membership growth of cooperatives has its own role for development of cooperatives. 

-- ~ .. . --
_i • • ......- ·...,..· · ··~-·-Democratically organized cooperatives present a potential for inte rnali zing"iii' a ' community of 

membership growth and health environment (Merlo, 1998). 

Moreover, Mesfin (2007) also, indicated that membersh ip growth inspired by the heart-felt needs 
of the members can be as one of the indicators of performance of a cooperative society. In other 
words , although the effi ciency of the cooperative matters for membership 'groWtli, 'lh-C;'~;~~ 
membership of a cooperative could indicate the development trend of that cooperative. - . . -. 

Despite the above facts, there are some controversial notions whether membership growth of 
cooperatives is important factor for development and performance of cooperatives or not. 

,,--' . - . . ............ ~I~ .... ~--

for example, although growth in cooperative membership can entail significaiiCgams -from 
efficiency, growth in the number of member-owners may also increase the ' !Jrobilbility- of 
di vergent interests among patron-owners (Hansman, 1996). Olson (1965) also introduces the 
controversial notion of s ize in hi s discussion of privileged and latent groups. Besides, Frohlich 
(1970) illustrated that those cooperatives producing such as rivalrous go09_~ _..lll·e.-likel y-to 
experience the negati ve consequences of growth as the member of patrons rises':-However;-this is 
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particularly true in ·cases in which the marginal cost of add ing another person to the group 

exceeds marginal efficiency gains. 

Despite such controvers ial notions, many literatures and cooperatives study findings nowadays 

insist on the fact that membership growth has some thing to do with cooperatives 'deverop'ment 

and performance. With this regard, Molly (2009) portrayed that it may be reasonable to expect a 

large number of members to be involved in the cooperative over time if cons idered the fo llowing 

factors. These factors include: ( I) upon fo rmation potential cooperators may adopt a wait and see 

strategy, preferring to join once the cooperative has made cl'editable steps toward meeting its 

market objective (2) cooperati ve may expand its territory or merge with additional.coopenitives 

(3) member-owners who have ceased transacting with the cooperative may continue fO 'po'ssess 

allocated equi ty and voting rights in the cooperative. 

Moreover, in case of purely non-rival goods, the individual (member) payoff doesn' t diminish 

with group size. According to Frohlich (1970), although some individuals may decrease' theil' 

contribution of resources, the over all level of provision of normal, non-rival goods will increase 

with group size of a cooperative. 

Pftrlici]Jrttion 

According to Della (2003), members' participation studies the members' involvt:;lnent.. on the

decis ion-making, taking part in the different activities, interaction, linkages, perception, and 

attitudes of the members. Participation is also defined as'''an instrument-to break poor people's 

exclusion and lack of access to and control over resources needed to sustain and improve their 

lives" (ibd). 

.-- -~ --

From the above undei'standing, participation is intended to empower members and to take._more 

control over their lives. Therefore, it is clear here that participation of members may lead to 

empowerment of cooperatives. 

Moreover, Moser (1996) dictated that the motivation of cooperative members and th:!r ~ctl~_ 

participation is important element, because active participation of members in their c00t>.el'~ti ves 
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IS likely to reduce costs and thus to enhance cost-effect iveness, and facilitate capital 

mobilization. 

Therefore, the extent of participation of the members could be measured in terms of the degree 

of involvement in the decision-making of the group and in taking part in the different activities 
. .. - ~ 

. ' . ~- .. 
of the cooperatives . Besides, it measures the inte raction among the members' contribution to the 

cooperative activ ities that forms ties with other organizations or linking activities. It includes 

taking part in the meeting through glving. opil1lons and sharing thoughts on the matter arises 

(Pecorinino, 2009). 

- - - -' . 

In relation to participation, Della (2003) concluded that the realization of·the goals: objectives 

and performance of any cooperative organizations depends on the active contribution of its 

members. This indicates giving weight on the importance of participation of individual member 

for the development and sustainability of cooperatives. Likewise, Harte (1995) noted saying with 

out participation, there can be no cooperation. Hence, the nature of participation is critical for the 
. - - _. 

success of cooperatives. 

Provision qj'dff.!l!J'ellt services 

Service provision is the most important of the cooperative activity area. It indicates the 

efficiency capacity of a cooperative. With this regard, FAO (1995) noted that service to members 

is a more important factor than profitability in attracting member patronage . 

According to Graham (2005), cooperative societies are engaged in the production and 

distribution of seeds, distribution of fertilizers, pesticides, and agricultural implements to the 

farmers, and provide credit service to its members on demand . Thus, the capacity of cooperatives 

in the provision of services to its members is the most important factor fOJ bettel~survival 'a;id 

perfol'mance cif cooperatives. 

Moreover, Antonio ( 1997) dictated that cooperative service is the major facto r to achieve its 

goals of enhancing the cooperative and the potential of its members-cooperators for self-reliant 

growth and sllstainable development. . .... _--...,.---



Efficient cooperati ve socie ties have been also believed to provide services to its I1lembers~ such as 

marketing of agricultural produce of its members at reasonable price. For instance, well effiCient 

and organized cooperative societies are with the objective of facilitating of marketing 

agricultural produce of its members at remunerative price besides distributing farm inputs to 

them advancing pledge loan on agricul tural produce and undertaking the process ing and adding

value to the agricu ltural produce handled (USDA, 2005). 

Accord ing to Yigrmew (1999) cited in Mesfin (2007), well organized and managed rural 

organizations such as cooperatives can provide very c ruc ial services adequately and efficiently . 

. Bes ides of this, Antonio (1997) described that credit service to members is the life blood .Qf the ."._ .. 

cooperati ves. This implies that the ability of cooperatives in the provision of basic seryices.to its 

members could be considered as one of the indicators of performance of cooperatives. 

There are also functions of cooperative marketing societies which have direct relationship with 

provision of services. Some of them are li sted below. 

a. Marketing of agricultural produce 

The cooperative marketing societies performing the following two types of function: (i) 

providing agency service by making available the facilities like auction yards, drying fac ilities 

etc and facilita te the traders and farmer members to transact their business (ii) engaging in 

purchase, process and sale of agricultural produce. The processed products are also sold through 
~- .... - -

consumer cooperative stores. •• , _0 " 

b. Linking of credit with marketing 

Cooperative marketing societies enroll the borrowers of primary agricultural cooperatives as 

members and assist in the sales of the produces brought to the cooperative marketing society by 

the borrower member of the primary agricu ltural cooperative Banks. These efforts helped the 

primary agricultural cooperative Banks to recover loans besides ass isting ilie farmers for seifi;lg 

their produce at remunerati ve price. 

c. Linking of consumer cooperative stores with marketing 

-" -... . -- - -
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This enables the cooperati ve marketing societies to procure the fanners ' produce, process it and 

sell it to the cooperative wholesa le stores so that tile wholesale stores geta qualiryproduct at 

reasonable price and the farmers also get good price. 

d. Issue of produce pledge loan 

During the peak harvesting season, farmers invariably restore to distress sale to meet their argent 

need for cash. To protect the interest of such fanners, cooperative marketing societies provide 

produce pledge loan so that farmers are ab le to store the produce and dispo~e at latter date "to get 
a better price. 

Ol'.fJm n:::;afioll£llul}Jal'ily 

According to Mesflll (2007), organi zatiollal (;ara(:ity depicts the capabi lity of the cooperati ve 

organizational systems in providing of ditlerent services to the fanners (members): In ·otlier 

words, organizational capacity indicates the capacity and abi lity of different executive 

cooperal.i~e· commit-lees to undertake the out lined dut ies. 

According to Antonio (1997), most cooperatives should at least adopt the fo llowing working 

committees to execute the cooperative activities. - ---

a. EUlIc,ili"0ii (:()rnrnittee: The committee is established for ·one program; "lo·promote education to 

the cooperative membership and its staffs. 

b. Audit committee: Established for audit and controlling cooperative activities and pit Falbo 

c. Election Committee: Members of this committee promote election of candidates.:... . --.. -

d. Credit committee: The most important committee facilitated in credit provision.oLmembcrs 

and revising·of.loans presented by members. 

The Board of Director, which is supposed to be legislative in nature, is tasked to monitor and 

evaluate the operations of the cooperatives. An effective board is also a key ingredient in healthY-
- -~---.. --

and successfu l cooperative. When a board is less than fully effective, the problem ca.n_~!:...tI:aced 

to four causescJacks of qualified and experienced individuals; _inadequate .91" jn.effeftiv~ 

nominating procedures; conflicts between board and management; and absence of effective 

orientation and training (James, 2000). 

----- .~~ 
----



Therefore, it can be said that organizational capacity IS an important factor for better 
.. -' .-,-.~-"'-' 

performance and survival of cooperatives . 

C"}Jrtcity building 

In this case, capacity building is related to the provision of education and training to members, 

managers, staffs and other committees so as to enhance their enabling capacity and knowt~d.g~ .. 
~ -~ .. -

In line with this, Pichai (2005) noted that the purpose of provision of education and trai ningis to 

help members improve their performance problems, or by helping them to develop; hence, the 

system approach to education and training is therefore concerned with performance. 

According to Tedodiso ( 2008) , the growing of cooperati ves also demand that they become. 

responsive to the public. hence, they must provide education and training for the'lr members, 

e lected and appointed representatives, managers and employees. Moreover, cooperatives should 

train and educate its staff at all levels to make its operations and internal control mechanisms 

more effective and efficient (Antonio, 1997). This should move forward more commitment 

among the members. Thus, members ' education and training is the key element in cooperative 
... - ~-' 

success and survival. 

Therefore, for all education and training activitics, it is csscntial there should be a clearly defined 

purpose; every body concerned management., learncrs and trainers should understanu the 

intention of education and training to achieve better cooperati ve performance and development. 
.- _ ......... -

Liveliltood 

According to Togerson (1999), cooperatives can provide a range of social , economic and cultural 

capital for their members and their communities that might other organizations incapable of 

creating. That is, democrati cally organized cooperatives could present a potential for 

internali zing in to a community members, and health environment. - -'- . 

The ultimate goal of cooperatives is to improve living c 0I1ditiOIls 6f"th'eii' Inelnbers:'Foi' exainple, 

the purpose of starting of cooperati ves is to augment their members' household income, plus the 

.. . . 25-- '--



cooperators to con tinue commitment to work for the organizat ion (Antonio, 1997). [n other 
words, if the cooperatives are not ultimately ab le to improve the living conditions of the ir 
members, the survival and sustainability of the cooperati ves wi ll be under question? " __ ..... 

According to Helpdesk (2008), cooperatives should promote social as well as economic goals of 
their members and communities. Bes ides, cooperatives, as economic enterprises and as self-help 
organizations, playa meaningful role uplift ing the socio-economic conditions of their members 
and their local communities (http/www. imf.orglentenat pubs). Moser (1996) also indicategthat 
higher income. improved food security, and decreasing vulnerab ility are considerabte 111 

sustainable li velihoods of cooperati ve members. 

Job-crea#nfJ opportunity 

Well performing cooperatives could induce an employment either self-employment,J()I: .. tlg;iL 
.---.. ' 

members or who not necessarily cooperative members. In line with, Masei· (1996) .noted_ that 
cooperatives create jobs across the World. Similarly, Apredini (2001) depicted that one of the 
objectives of forming cooperatives is to promote employment. 

Because cooperati ves are worker-controlled rather than corporate or absentee-owner controlled, 
.-. . -' ~- . 

,.- . .--
it is more likely the business will stay where the workers live and retain-jobs 'i'ii the community. 
With this understanding, Gelb (1983) stated cooperatives could provide greater fl exibility for job 
retention during recess ionary periods. 

Moreover, when cooperati ves are structured properly and have suffic ient inputs of production, 
they provide better job quality (Ellerman, 1984). Cooperatives improve-job qua'liffmai~ly-by 
increasing the job respons ibility of their members and developing self-management skills. 
However, because workers share in profits, they can be more than incomparable private finns 
ass uming the cooperative is profitable (Carla, 1991). 

I. 

\ \ , - , 
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3.1.5 1<'actors that (''<lIIld Ilossibly lIlted Ilcl"iwmancc of (.'<)ol,cl'ativcs 

Multipurpose cooperatives, where producer-owners have more heterogeneous investment 

interests are subject to the portfolio problems-investments from the common resource pool may 

benefit one group of owners more than or at the expense of another's (Mi<;heal, 2001)'; " 

On the other hand , there is a great deal of literature available discuss ing the internal and 

structural conditions that affect the relative success or failure of cooperatives (Helpdesk, 2008). 

This reflects a seeming growing concern with maximizing the potential of cooperatives 

contributing to poverty reduction goals (ibd). 

Some successfu l cases of cooperatives increas ing poor people such as to markets accessibility, 

provision of different services to their member improving to living conditions of to their 

members etc are widely c ited in different literatures. Nevertheless, cooperatives face real 

challenges affecting their performance in the form of over-control and regulation by_gg.vernment;

limited access to credit, inability to scale up their activities; and inability to ·penetrate markets, 

etc (Helpdesk, 2008). Likewise, Assefa (2005) noted ·that lack of cooperatives' access- -to 

engagement with markets, donors or govenllnents infrasu-uctures, distribution networks, 

communications technologies; storage or support tax incentives for large-scale buyers to trade 

with cooperatives are some of the factors affecting the development of cooperatives . 
. - .. 

However,- it should be noted that some of the failures of the cooperatives performance indicators 

in achieving the cooperatives goals could also be considerable as factors affecting the 

performance of cooperatives. 

Less specificall y, the following factors are commonly associated with ·thesuccess or.J~Iure of 

cooperati~es, particularly in Less Developed and Developing Countries. 

Government control (R.egulation) 

Cooperatives are democratically- controlled , for profit business organizations whose members -- - --

make equitable contributions to cap ital. They are normally operated on the' -piiricipi~'~ of "one 

member- one vote" and benefits are distributed in proportion to the contributions of indiv~dual 
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members. Hence, cooperatives are autonomous organizations having their own bylaws enabling 

them to promote their cooperati ve activities. Therefore, undue government intervention with its 

policies and attitudes with out cons idering the cooperative principles could affect negatively the 

development and performance of cooperatives. 

With regard to the above, Assefa (2005) stated that emerging from domination by repulsive 

government has been a major c hallenge for cooperatives in many develop ing countries. While 

government support in some genuine and holistic approach can be helpful , government should 

avo id overregulation; and cooperative autonomous is pos itively associated with success (ibd). 
,.-- . 

According to Helpdesk (2008) , the role of government in relation to cooperatives shoufd be 

concerned with the following duties : 

a. To provide a conducive policy and legal environment 

b. To facilitate access to support services 

c. To provide oversight of.cooperatives in ways which respect their alltDnomy~ ." .... _-.- ... -

-d. To ensure they enjoy equal treatment with other types of enterprises 

e. To develop partnerships with cooperati ves 

Moreover, Ignance (2004) described that a government' s posture (attitude and policy) influences 

the formation and success of cooperatives. However, government support might tak_~Jhe. f{)[m~f-

enabling legislation, charactering services and open access to commodities and -markets-(ibd) . 

Therefore;-' 3""" danger to be avoided is too much govelllment involvement -which ·becomes 

intervention and negates the private and voluntary nature of the cooperative. 

Cllliurft/llorms __ r· ~· ,.,- - ---

Traditional societies have structures and practices including management .. procedures- and 

behavioral' norms that can have both positive and negative impacts on self-help and -cooperative 

enterpri ses (USDA, 2005). Thus, it is necessary to be aware of both positive and negative 

traditional values and norms that might facilitate or impede the formation and success of 

cooperatives. They are normally associated with attitudes and perception of people. CultmaL 
. - --.-~ . -,-
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, ~ . .. , 

norms often are slow to change (Baker, 1995). Therefore, assessing cultural. norms could be 

considered as important factor for success or failure of cooperatives . 

• /lfflrketinu 

According to Assefa (2005), cooperatives in Ethiopia have been failed without a market-_9rjyen . 
. -' ... ' . ,.'. 

approach that allows them to complete. That is, cooperatives need to achieye .a competitive 

advantage through professional management, . operational and financial efficiency, high quality 

products , and competitive pricing to incl~ase the cooperatives performance. 

Cooperatives should be judged by the same ec;onomic and other standards as any other type oJ. 
~ - . ' 

enterprise. Thcy should meet the tests of the market place iniheir operations (Ignance,J004). 

The economic effect of any subsidcs should be carefully weighted; and barriers againstma!·ket 

entry of cooperatives should be considered to evaluate the success of cooperatives (ibd). 

Besides, Tesfaye (2005) stated that improved marketing strategies are needed to maXllTIlZmg 

members' dividends and members ' supply to the cooperatives up on request. Hence: ·ni~rketing 

issues arc importantly to be assessed, because they could affect provision of basic services, 

profitability and sustainability of cooperatives. In other words, when there is more marketing 

interaction among members and their cooperatives, and external areas, the sense of ownership by 

the members will be greater. Therefore, it can be realized that marketing is the conscious effort 

to .achieve desired exchange out comes of cooperatives with target market areas. 
. ,.-_' 

Ii'illflncirtl aspects 

According to USDA (2005), cooperative financial institutions are: (a) mUltipurpose cooperatives 

associations that include savings and credit functions; and (b) credit unions and savings, and 

credit cooperative organizations. The rights and privileges of ownership of cooperativccrcdi! 

financial institutions are based on the one person-one vote principle, and management is 

exercised by members-owners. 

Many cooperatives in developing countries have low levels of member financing (FAO, 1995). 

Yet, with government and donor- financing to the cooperatives sector decl ining ·{lnd·'witll 

. . ---



commercial bank financing of the cooperatives still in its infancy. Thus, raising suffi cient fiiiaIlCe 
(capital) of cooperati ves is becoming an important issue in most developing countries. 'With this 
regard, Caria(l991) stated that although small business in developing countries often suffer fl'om 
low financing, the cooperative structure creates even greater di fficulties. Hence, to say a 
cooperati ve is performing well , its financial raising capac ity has to be assessed (ibd) . 

However, tealizing the low financing nature of cooperatives in most developing countries, some 
donors and governments are struggling for financ ial support fo r cooperatives as start-up capital 
to cover certain recurrent or operational costs of partner organizations and to finance out reach 
activities or net working (Develtrg, 2004). But, this support can be very technicall y diverse and 
serves a variety of purposes. 

..- .. - . 

Despite technica lly diverse, increas ingly cooperati ves development agencies use ·new 
instruments such as revo lving fu nds, equity capital or guarantees (Develreg, 2004). Hence, many 
cooperative agencies have stated reflecting on the consequences of the different types of 
financia l support given to local cooperative and cooperative structures. However, Graham (209~J. 

_ •• _ .r ·'·- •• • ' - - " •. -argued that the net result of these "easy money" policies often Jed ' to · ·dependen~ies .. which 
actually undermined rather than strengthened cooperati ve self-financing capacities and m ember 
service orientation, business efficiency. But now that external sources of funding are drying up; 
these weakened cooperatives must learn how to survive on their own (ibd). Therefore, a 
cooperati ve must raise fi nancial source (equity capital) at all for long-term survival. 

. ~- -~ .. --
.. " .. ~.-~, 

.lIffI1Uf,gel1zenl 

A competent, dedicated manger or management team often is the single most important factor 
predicting success or failure for cooperative. The management approach and style must be 
compatible with the local environment (USDA, 2005). Thus, ultimate success in cooperative 
building requires that management be subordinated to members and be·reviewed· oiInel;:;b~~;;; 
their chosen representatives. 

James (2000) described the cOlmecting link between members and hired management is an 
extremely important body in the make up of cooperati ve. Moreover, Pichai (2005) stated that 
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management in cooperatives is one of the most important aspects of a cooperative which is 

entitled in facilitating and organizing of different cooperative activities. So,iCcan " b~" 's;id 
managerial and director attitudes can be fundamental to what cooperative values are privileged. 

Therefore, management is the most important development instrument that should be used by 

cooperatives in the creation of favorab le institutional and legal frameworks for cooperative 

development. 

Percepl7:01l fI1ul attitudes ql11lem.bers 

Here, perception and attitudes are meant in relation to the mentality and beliefs of people that 

might restrain or promote the cooperati ves development. Thus, perception and attitudes of people 

(members) towards cooperatives are the most crucial factors for cooperatives to succeed-'orto' 

fail. 

With regard to the above, Beucheler (1995) described that restraining attitudes of members 

towards to the basic cooperative principles of user-ownership, user-control , and user- benefit and 

the ir ties to democratic relations could hinder the door to the " other logics ot. action"" thaI 

characterize the new movement of cooperatives. This could indicate that perceptional ' attitudinal 

aspects of people (members) provide the possibi lity of "restraining"or"encoura'ging'" of 

cooperatives development or performance, Moreover, Mesfin (2007) noted that in order to 

ensure enhanced cooperative performance, perception is one of the crucial factors. 

Measuring (knowing) of perception and attitudes of members is difficult. However, . perception 

and attitudes 'of members could be evaluated with the opinions of the -members regarding. their 

membership with statements describing the cooperative activities and related issues by asking 

"agree" or "disagree" (Dell a, 2004). 
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3.2 Cool'cl'athcs ill Ethiopia 

Modern fo rm of cooperatives started in Ethiopia during the ruling era of Emperor Haile~.e.la..~sie I. . 

In 1960s, the first legislative called .. Farm Workers Cooperatives Decree" . was dedared as 

Decree No.44/1960 (Yeerakumaran, 2008). The objectives needed to enact this decree were: 

• To accelerate the development of the agricultural economy of the country 

• The organization of cooperati ve enterprise was believed to be as it can contribute 

measurably to this end 

• It was also found necessary that the proper framework be created for the establis hment 

of such cooperative cnterprises 

Even though the cooperative activity was started with the implementation of the above 

mentioned objectives in legal basis, it had the following shortcomings. 

• Lack of awareness by different governmental institutions . 

• The support given by the government was very low and the -resu lt is also very low 

( performance was onl y 4 coops out of 20 plan) 

• Since there was no other supportive laws to cooperatives, it was diffi cult to solve 
,- -~ --

horizontal problems faced by the cooperatives 

• The existing land tenure system was the main hindering factor for stunted 

cooperatives development (especially for the peasant fanners) 

As the result of the above problems, a cooperative society Proclamation No.24111996 was to 
_ .•. _.-.. _-

come to effective with consideration of previous Decree's shortcomings:' Bytne"elld ' of the 

second five year development plan (1963-1967), 14 cooperative societies (of which 12 in 

agriculture) were established and registered (Yeerakumaran , 2008). Despite these achievements , 

the program was hindered by the shortage of trained cooperative personnel and lack of credit 

facility (ibd). When the third five year development plan was launched (1968- 1973), it again is 
_-r--'-

stressed the creation and expansion of cooperative societies and d.esigned· -to- ·encourage 

cominunity self-reliance. During this plan period at least 300 new cooperative" societies were 

supposed to be established and registered. 



Thuugh vari uus effurts were made to expand the .cuoperati ve muvement in the cuuntry, the 

develupment was nut as much as anticipated due to. the fu lluwing reasuns: 

• The oppress ive land tenure system and the duminatiun uf feuda l land relatiunship in the 

rural areas .- .- . . --'-" 
.•... ~ .... -. _." .-

• Inadequate trained manpuwer to. · prumute the develupment uf cooperative . ideas, 

urganizatiun management 

• Lack uf efficient marketing system that is characterized by luw price uf farm products ad 

high price uf inputs cuupled with puur transpurt facilities 
.. ... , .. .. 

At the end uf the plan year, huwever, the numbers uf agr,icuitural cuuperatives established in the 

country were 50, having a membership uf abuut 11 ,000 and a capital amuunting uf 6 mi.!liun 

(Rahmatu, 2002). The establishment of agricultural producers' couperati ves also led to. tenure 

insecurity fur the nun,members, i.e., the majurity uf the peasants who. did nut belung to. the 

cuuperative suciety (Hussien, 2004). In sume cases, where fertile land was. held bY'smalrnofde~" 

was' ileeded fur cuuperative farming. 

Cooperatives were sumehuw active during the Dergue Regime frum 1974 to. 199 1 (Tesfaye, 

2005). Huwever, the activities uf cuuperatives during this regime were cumpletely different from 

thuse uf Western type cuuperatives because they were based un Marxist principles~ " Tlle 

government cla imed that the ubjective uf cuuperati ves was" to. bring and e lrd ' ro- c-apttalist 

expluratiuil , and to prevent the re,emergence uf capitalis m in agriculture (Desalegn, 1990). " . 

Table 3.1 Rural cuuperative urganizatiun in the Dergue Regime in 1988/89 

Cuuperative organizatiun No. 

Peasan t assuciations 20,455 

Prudud!rs" Cuuperatives 3,732 

Service Cuuperatives 4,052 

Source: Desalegl1, 1994 

Househuld members. (in.mi-Hi . ... .--

5.7 

0.3 .. . .. -

4.5 

.. ... _-_ .. ---_ .. - - -

.. - .. - ........... .. 

-. ~ - ---.----. .. .--

As indicted in the abuve Table, there were two. types uf cuuperatives 'in ruraLareas: ,P.roducers' 

Cuuperatives-and Service Cuuperatives . Membership was ubligatury farmers (Kudama, 2007-). 
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Although producers' Cooperatives benefited members by providing preferential treatment , which 

had been largely unavailable to small holders, the productivity of Producers' Cooperatives was 

one-th ird lower than that of private farmers (Desalegn, 1994). Service cooperatives were 

mad,eting and . purchasing cooperatives that handled modern inputs, cl'Cdit, milki11g s.el:v ic-es, · 

selling of consumer goods, and purchasing peasant produce (ibd). Although peasants welcomed 

the services provided by Service Cooperatives, most these organizations suffel'Cd from budgetary 

defic its and poor financia l management (Fantu, 1990). 

The agricultural marketing corporation , wh ich was estab lished in 1976. was authoriz(!~tQ set . 

prices, assign quotas and buy grain from different rural sectors and supply agricultural inputs to 

the farmers (Alemenew, 2005) .. To this, effect, the small holders were obliged to sell certain 

amount of their grain production, as the per the quota imposed on them to the surrounding 

service cooperatives as fixed lower price determined by agricultural marketing cooperatives 

(Hussein, 2004). In this way, the Dergue 's marketing and pricing policy has contributed to the 
. " .... -.. ,~ .- .. ---

erosion of the anticipation that peasants would be free to e njoy the fruits ·of·tlieirlabor. 

Cooperatives during the Dergue Regime were facing with many problems. According to 

Veerakurman (2008), cooperatives were facing with organizational, operational, leadership as we 

as production and distribution problems. Besides, in a situation where member' s participation 

was so pass ive ·and leadership appointed by the political cadre, wastefulness and errib'ez~I~~1~;
were inevitable (ibd). Moreover, the main causes of problems were attributed to excessive 

governmental intervention, as well as too much dependence on communal tradit ions of 

cooperatives (Kodoma, 2007). 

During the fa ll of Dergue Regime, most of the mUltipurpose cooperativ~s . had been-"]"Oofed aii'(j 
dismantled even by their members (Desalegn, 1994). Due to tl1is fact, some of the'-pi:opei:ties, 

money and documents were taken and destroyed. Even though cooperative values and principles 

were violated by the cooperati ve movement of that period, there were some positive 

contributions to the cooperative development of Ethiopia (Kodama, 2007). As the result, the 

country witnessed expansion and promotion of different types of coopegtives~GooperatiVe 

activ ities lmder the Dergue regime were halted in 1990. 
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After the fa ll down of the Dergue Regime in ·199 1, the c urrent Government came to power and 

declared economic liberalization. During the confusion of the transitional period, some service 

cooperati ves were looted and vandali zed by local people for their a~sets whereas others scaled 

down their act ivities due to severe competition with private traders .aft<::r. the · liberalization 

(Kodama, 2007). Thus, there was a gap in the cooperative movement of Ethiopia betweelY 199 1-

j 995. · This gap was created due to the fact that the Government's attention was mainly"di'awn 

towards stabilizing, bringing peace and creating administration organs (Veerakurman, 2008). 

Then after, as part of long-term growth and development strategy, the Governmelll.of.Ethiopi·a 

has assigned a central role to rural cooperati ves in improving smallholders' productivity and 

promoting smallhloders' commercialization (Rahmato, 2002). Hence. since the late 1990s, 

cooperative activities have been encouraged again, despite bitter experiences during the socialist 

regune. 

The society to be established under the Proclamation No.85/1994 has the following _obj"c;<;.i.ves~. -

• To improve the. living conditions of members by increas ing production and productivity 

• To promote self- re liance among members 

• To solve problems collectively which a peasant can not personally achieve 

• To make members obtain modern technologies products which are capable to increase 

agri cultural production 

A proclamation NO.14 7 /1998 is to provide for the establishment of cooperative societies had 

been also declared by the Federal Government to bring all types of cooperative societies under 

one umbrella. As a result, some improvements have been seen in cooperative societies in the 

country (Tesfaye, 2005). Cooperative societies started to: 
..... 

• distribute inputs 

• provide loan to their members 

• market member products in the domestic and foreign market 

• dividend payments are made by primary cooperative~~w.ell as the un ions 

/ . 
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Proclamation No. 1471l998 outlines the layered organ izational structure of the 'coopeTatives, 
which was not permitted by the previous regime. The cooperative organizational StructUl~ can 
have four layers, i.e., primary cooperatives, unions, fede rations, and cooperati ve leagues , 
although onl y primary and union levels formed to date (Tesfaye, 2005). Another unique feature 
of the Proclamation is that it defines the ratio of dividends between a cooperati ve organization 
and its members. Article 33 of No. 14811 998 regulates that the cooperative society shall deduct 
30% of the net profit and the remaining 70% of net profit shall be divided among members .. The 
Proclamation defines cooperati ves as organizations" fo rmed by individuals on voluntary bas is" 
and starts they " participate in the free market economic system" (Alemenew, 200S). This 
indicates the different nature of the new cooperatives from the system of the previous regime . 

.. - :- .. 

The number of primary and secondary cooperatives of di ffel:ent types with significant increase in 
numbers of beneficiari es has been also achieved. For example, there are about 5, 104 numbers of 
mUltipurpose cooperatives with about 3,687,737 members and around 347.36 million capital as 
of 2008 (Veerakurman, 2008). Having said this, it should be re ite rated here that the national 
cooperative promotion effort is presently at interim phase of development 

Therefore , cooperatives are closely tied to many of these organizations and instftutiol:;s.' For 
example, cooperatives play an important role as interfaces between fanners and the various 
Woreda level offices and services for Regional Bureaus of Agriculture ad Rural Development 
(Tunguy, 2008). Thus, cooperatives may be viewed as a relevant p~rtn.er . , to- '"the~"'Wi1l ei" 
development community and a potentially useful means of meeting the Govemment's 'goals of 
increas ing' smitllholder production and commercialization. In connectiOnlo this, RahmanY-(2002) 
noted that a present, cooperati ves are expected to playa central role in providing smallholders 
with access to inputs (seed, fertilizer and credit). This links cooperatives to extension services 
provided at the Kebele level. 

. ~ .----- - . u =----' ---. .. -' 

The cooperative' movement in the country, however, faced a number ·of-p roblems ·in the different 
economic systems of the country, Most of the cooperati ves do not have profess ional managers 
(Tesfaye, 2005). The viabilily of the cooperative is not always ensured due to low organization, 
technical supports and follow up by the concerned bodies (Veerakunnan, 2008). Lack ?[lQUgo.. .. -.- ~ 

-_.----



term cred it hinders the investment of cooperat ives in different projects that would h,aYI'_e,conol11ic 
. ~ ,- --' . ' . 

benefit to members (Hussein, 2004), The members' economic and/ or financial -power to 

strengthen their cooperati ve societies is very weak (Kodama, 2007), 
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4. DA'I'A PRESENTA'l'ION, Al"VAI"YSIS Al"VD INTElWRE'I'Ai'ioN 

4.1 UI'icfdcsCI'il'tiOll of the study UI'ea 

Asgedetsimbla Woreda is found in the North Western of Tigray Region. The Woreda is located 

about 335 km far from the capital of the Region, Mekelle. It is bounded in the East by 

Medabayzena Woreda, in the North by Laelayadyabo Woreda, in the West by Tselemiti Woreda, .... .. -

and in the South by Tahitayku raro Woreda. 

According to the WOFED stastical abstract (2007), the Woreda has an es timation population of 

130,317 of which about 88.3% of them live in rural areas and 11.7% of them in urban areas ; and 

males share 51 % and females 49%. The average density of the population is 8 t.S persons per 

square km. The people in the Woreda are dependent on subsistence agricultureoffiiixeirra"r:r; 

(both crop production and raring animals) . 

The cooperatives programs and activities are undertaken through the support of Cooperative 

Promotion Office of the Woreda. Based on the data obta ined from W ARDO (2007), so far, there 

are 19 primary mUltipurpose cooperatives, 9 irrigation, 1 Saving and Credit, . .2~construcfion 

cooperatives. Concerning members of the cooperatives included, 110 in irrigation, 1691ifSaving 

and Credit, 30 in construction, 4,755 in primary multipurpose cooperatives. ' 

--,-.~.-
-.~- .. 
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Fig, 4.1. Map showing the study area 
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4.2 Profilc ofthc l'cSJlOJl(lClltS 

Table 4.1 Educationa l status of the respondents 

Educational Status Male Female Total Percent 
-~ 

~'"'"'''~~J;:'~ ':0- ,~""", • 

Illiterate 111 19 130 92,9 ' ~ , 

Read aild write on I y 8 1 9 6.4 

1-4 1 - 1 0,7 

5-8 - - - -

9- 12 - - - - •• 0.' 

" 

Above 12 - - - ~ 

Total 120 20 140 100 

Source: survey dalO, 2008 

Regarding the educational status of the respondents, it was fou nd that 92 .9~ o!..!~em._ were 

illiterate, and 6.4% of them were those who read and write only without attending formal school 

e ducation: Only one person (0.7%) of the respondents had some primary education of 1-4 grades. 

From the above data analysis, it can be generalized that the educational background of the 

cooperative members is poor. 

-.~" 
~.c--, 

Table 4.2 Main occupation of the respondents 
, .'. 

~Oc-(mpation-4pe - Frequency ~ 
~ercent.. -,- ~ , '"' :';)..0_ 

Fanning 132 94.3 

Trade - -

Both Farming and trade 8 5.7 
, ~. --_ .. 

Others ' -' - -
, , ----- -

Total 140 100 

Suurce: Survey data, 2008 

The survey result reveals that the majority (94.3%) of the respondents are engaged in agricultural 
---~~--

(farming) related activities as their main occupation wh ile the remain ing'·5.T%"are engaged in 
--- - - ---~ 

both fanningand trade re lated activities. 
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The survey result indicated the cooperati ve members depend on agriculture and related acti vities 

for their li velihoods impl ying that Primary Multi purpose Cooperati ves are strategically 

important for li velihoods of members as they are directly interrelated with the farming acti vities 

of the cooperative members, particularly in the provi, ion of agricultural ser\, i c~s . . . " .. ,., ..... 

4.3 Pcrf()I"m:lIlcc ofthc fltrmcl's' p.·i:m:u·y muJtiplU"l)OSC COOllcl'lIti,'cs 

4.3.1 P.·oyisioll of lIg.·icu]tllr:tl inputs 

Agricul tural inputs include: Fertili zer, Improved seeds, Agricultural technology inputs, and 

Agricul tural chemical s. 

Fertili.;:cr slfpply 

As indicated in the literature, one of the objectives of cooperatives, particularl y rural 

cooperatives such as mUltipurpose primary farmers' cooperati ves is to provide basic services 

such as fertilizer supply to their members. Thus, the capacity of the cooperati ves .in.ti1e provision 

of fertilizers to their members based upon the demand of the members could indicate the-status 

of the' coopenitives performance. Having thi s, assessment was undertaken in relation to the 

cooperatives capacity in provision of fertili zer compared with the members demand . 

. -- ..... " 
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Table 4.3 Members ' demand for and supply of fertilizer by cooperatives 

Year Fertilizer (in Quintal) Cooperativ'es-'-'~ .. • . 
Lemlem Dedebit Mayferes Maysiye Average 

total 

Members' demand 334 367 482 362 1545 , -" .. . .. . --. . 
2004 Cooperati ves' suppl y 99 137 167 . ' 132 535 

--. .. 

Deficit 235 230 315 230 1010 

% deficit 237.4 167.9 188.6 174.2 188.8 

Members' demand 384 439 544 454 1821 

2005 Cooperatives' suppl y 134 184 204 154 676 

Deficit 250 255 340 300 1145 ." . 

% defic it 186.6 138.6 166.6 194.8 169.4 

'2006 Me mbers' demand 616 706 871 806 2999 

Cooperatives' supply 246 376 411 256 1289 

Deficit 370 330 460 550 1710 

% deficit 15Q.4 87.8 111.9 214.8 "tHl..--. -- .-
2007 Members' demand 626 731 891 . . '876 3124 

·•• _ _ • • · _ _ r _ _ 
--.~-

Cooperatives' supply 211 336 376 . 231 11)4 . _ ..•. .. -. .. -.~ .. - . 

Deficit 415 395 515 645 1970 

% deficit 196.7 117.6 137 279.2 170.7 

2008 Members ' demand ll85 1500 1790 1300 5775 

Cooperatives' supply 586 855 847 .. 572 - - ,...-. '2860 

Deficit 599 645 943 728 -- .. 29f5' 

%deticii 102.2 75.4 111.3 127.3 
.. .. 

101.9 
.. 

Members' demand 3145 3743 4578 3798 15264 

Total Cooperatives' supply 1276 1888 2005 1345 65 14 

Deficit 1869 1855 2573 2453 8750 ____ 
..- ,....,=-~ 

% deficit 146.5 98.3 128.3 182.4 134.3 - ---.. --- _ .- _ .-

Sour:(e.: 1¥-1.Rl?9 cooperatlves evaluation report, 2008 alld olVn computatwn 

The above Table indicates the capacity of the cooperatives in the provision of fertilizer to their 

members. Here, ferti lizer includes both UREA and DAP. Hence, fert ilizer in this case is the 

summation of UREA and DAP for both cooperatives suppl y and members'. clgmand·sicie];;".-- ·-· 
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For thi s case, fertilizer deficit = Cooperatives fertilizer supply -Members' demand; 'and'" 
Deficit by %= Coo.peratives fertilizer supply-Members demand x 100 

Cooperatives fertilizer supply 

As indicated in the Table, the cooperatives fertilizer supply and members' demand is not 
balanced, That is, the cooperatives fert ili zer supply for the different years, .is lowerthaii the ' 
members' fertilizer de mand, In other words, there is a deficit in the SUI)ply sides ' of the 
cooperati ves compared to the de mand sides of the members, Therefore, the coopei'ati,;es have 
not been able to provide sufficient fertili zer to their members based on the demand of the 
members, To make it specific, the cooperatives ferti li zer suppl y versus members' demand is 
ill ustrated below, 

Table 4.4 Total members' demand for and Supply of fertilizer by cooperatives 
Fertilizer ( in quintal) Year . 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 
Members' demand 1545 1821 2999 3124 5775 
Cooperatives'supply 535 676 1289 1154 2860 
Deficit (Qt) 1010 1145 1710 1970 2915 
Deficit by (% ) 188.8 169.4 132.7 170.7 101.9 
Source: WARDO cooperatlves evaluatwn report, 2008 and own computatwl1 

Total 

15264 ,'-. . . ' - , 

6514 ___ 

8750 ," 

134.3 

. ----......-.~ .. -'-.. -
Deficit by (%) was computed as Cooperatives fertilizer supply- Members' demand ~,lO_O _ 

Cooperatives fertilizer supply 

Having thi s, the cooperatives capacity in the provision of fertilizer to their members was 
analyzed, The data analys is showed that the cooperatives have not been in situation to provide 

-.--_ .. _.----------adequate fertili zer supply to their members' demand, ,- ----

Looking at the above Table, there has been large gap (defic it) between the cooperatives fertili zer 
supply and members' ferti li zer demand, When seen deficit by percentage, the cooperatives 
ferti lizer supply has been very smaller than the members demand for the years under 

-.. , ~." 
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consideration. These figures indicate the cooperatives have not been abl e to cover even hal..f.()f 
•• T-' " • 

the members' fertili zer demand for the last five years. Thus, the cooperatives ar~!l1 poor.rrend 1I1 

supplying of fertilizer to the ir members . 

Having the above situation, a survey was undertaken to know the sufficiency of fertilizer supply 

by the cooperati ves to the ir members. 

Table 4.5 Members ' response towards sufficiency of fertilizer 

Pa rticula rs Frequency Percent ~~ _ ci; 

More than sufficiency - -
Sufficient 15 10.7 

Not sufficient 125 89.3 
_ .. 

~ . 

, 

Total 140 100 
-

Su.rvey data, 2008 

The above Tab le shows the survey respondents Fesponse towards the sufficiency of fertilizer 

supplied by. their cooperati ves . Accordingly, the survey finding revealed that only '10.79,; of them 

replied the supply of fertili zer by their cooperati ves is suffi cient; while the majority of 89.3% of 

the respondents declared not sufficient. This could also indicate there is a shortage of fertilizer 

supply by the cooperatives compared with the members fertilizer demand. 

Focus group di scuss ion and key informants interview was also und~t!lJ>.en-in~ 'l'elatroli·<Tofue 

fertllizer -supp'ly and members' demand. The result obtained from both sides lrl dicaTecrifiilt the 

fertili zer supplied by the cooperatives and members demand has ilOt . been balanced' s ince-the 

cooperatives establishment. That is, the capacity of the cooperatives fertili zer suppl y has been by 

large smaller than the members' ferti lizer demand which is also consistent with the data analys is 

and survey findings. . ~. -

Diffel:enCi'easolls were raised fo r the low supply of fertilizer by' tlie cooperatives : Oife- bf-tife 

reasons was associated with the absence of union cooperatives in the Woreda and near by areas. 

This created gap in the faci litation of timely fertilizer purchas ing and prov ision of credit service 

-_.--_ .. ...",..----
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to the cooperatives. The only cooperative union which has supplied ferti li zer for the cooperati ves 
is 'Enderta Union which is located about 335km far from the study area . Thus,_,due. ,to- the-

. , . ,.' .•.. <. '. 

absence of union cooperati ves in the Woreda, the cooperati ves have not been able to , supply 
adequate. ferti lizer to their members. They couldn't al so create capital or finance so as to supply 
adequate fertili zer to their members. Even under the low supply of fertili zer by the cooperati ves, 
due to the location of the 'Enderta ' Union there is frequent delayance of fertili zer distribution by 
the Union . 

,- ~ - . -' 

Another reason is related to issue with self-reliant of ,the cooperatives. In other words , the 
cooperati ves have been finically subsidized by the Regional Government thl'Ough revolving fund. 
Meaning, the cooperatives have not been able to supply fe rtilizer to their members using their 
own financial resource. For example, according to the W ARDO cooperatives evaluation report 

".-.---,. , . ,._ .. . -.... -(2008), the cooperatives have not been able to cover more than 10% of ineir own finance to 
purchase fertilizer s ince they have been es tablished. That is, about 90% of the total cost fo r 
purchasing ferti lizer has been covered by government through revolving fund . 

Moreover, the long process III purchasing of ferti lizer from 'Enderta ' Union has its own 
influence on timely delivery of fertili zer by the cooperati ves. That . is', ,there -ili'e 'd'ifferent 
organizations involved in the purchasing process of fertili zer. In this case , WARDO, 'Enderta' 
Union, CBE and Agricultural Bureau of the Region are important organizations involved in the 
purchasing process of fertili zer by the cooperatives. For further detail , see Fig. 4.2. 

~ .. ,----..... . -
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Fig. 4.2 Fertilize.· purchasing process of the cooperatives 

Primary MUltipurpose 

I Cooperative ~ 
WARDa 
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Agricultui·af B·ureaii · . 
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Negotiating with Enderta Union 
about the demand & price 
determination of fertili zer 

Agricultural Bureau of the 
Ref!ion 

Facilitating loan (cred it) agreement 
bin Enderta Union & eBE 

Enderta Union I 

Negotiating dIe alJlounl uf J 

(credit) wilh eBE 
_.' ------

Somce: Own creation 
Source: WARDO cooperative evaluation report 2008, and key informants 

The above fi gure shows the purchasing process of fertili zer the primary mUltipurpose 

cooperatives from the Enderta Union where different organizations are also invo lved in .-... _----
facilitating the process. As indicated in the above Figure, the cooperatives send ihci~· ·f~rtilizer 

demat!d yja. Vt/ AROO to the Agricultural Bureau of the Region. Then, the Agricultural B~re~~.of 

the Region by determining the price and total cost of fertilizer fac ilitates the loan agreement 

between Enderta Union and CBE. Reaching at agreement between the Enderta Union and CBE, 

the Agricultural Bureau of the Region sends the fertilizer quota given by Enderta Union to the 

W AROO to be di stributed to the cooperatives where the cooperatives,..in turn, als6-distrlbUt~ to 

their members. 
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Supply (!lilllpJ'(jl)erl,,,'e(l~ 

According to Tesfaye (2005), farmers who use improved seeds are more productive than farmers 

who do not. However, Tesfaye also noted that due to reasons such as low supply and high prices, 

most fanners in Ethiopia could not use sllch seeds 
.. ,- ., 

.~ ,,-- " _ .. ~. "" --, 

Attempt was made to assess the capac ity of the cooperatives m provision of improved seeds 

verslls the members' demand. 

Table 4.6 Members' demand for and improved seeds supply by cooperatives·'···· ....... 

Year Cooperatives .- ""r. <--'?"~W:';W .?~;,j" 
.~ 

Improved seeds Lemlem Dedebit 
, 

Mayferes Maysiye Total 

in quintalO 

Members' demand 93 89 58 220 460 

2004 Cooperatives' supply 13 8 2 2 , 25- .. 
.. ,--- -.- ---."'~ 

.. Deficit 80 81 56 218 .. -.-- .. 435 

Members' demand 182 144 120 257 ._ .. 7.03 

2005 Cooperatives' supply 47 15 3 4 69 

Deficit 135 129 117 253 634 

Members' demand 254 251 20 1 297 1003 
.. 

2006 Cooperatives' supply 77 , 4 5 .... . , o' ' ''' 86 

Defi cit 177 251 197 292 
.. 

' 917 

Members' demand 527 320 298 354 1499 

2007 Cooperatives' supply 221 , 32 59 312 

Deficit 306 320 266 295 1187 

Members' demand 1056 804 675 ,~~.~.,- ...366-3 
.. ' 

Total Cooperatives' supply 358 23 41 . o' .7SJ . __ .A92 

Deficit 698 781 636 1058 .... - .3171 

Source: WARDO cooperati ves eVOlU(lffOn report, 2008 alld own computatIOn 

For this case, deficit = Cooperatives supply- Members' demand 

The above Table illustrates the cooperatives improved seeds suppl y versus . members '··oemand.· 

The cooperatives supply is absolutely incomparable with the members' demaJid:-Asille' Table 

indicates, the members ' demand towards the improved seeds has been 'hy large g;:eater ' tilai; 'itie 
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cooperatives suppl y for the years considered. Thus, though the members' demand has been in 

increase trend, the cooperatives couldn't able to supply improved seeds based on the members' 

demand. 

-,,." -- '. 

Table 4.7 Members ' demand for and improved seeds snpply by cooperatfves , ' 

Imp[·o:v.ed.seedslin quintal) Yelle:. " ''f<i;·r Jli " ::}~f " .r .. '>':"'_~" ~" . 

2004 2005 2006 2007 Average total 

Members' demand 460 703 1003 1499 3665 

Cooperatives' supply 25 69 86 312 492 
-.--.. 

Deficit 435 634 917 1187 3173 
_ .. -

Deficit by (%) 1740 918.8 1066.3 380.4 644.9 
_ . . _-

Source: WARDO cooperatI ves evaluatl.O/1 report, 2008 and own computatl.On 

Deficit by (%) = Cooperatives supply-Members' demand xl00 

Cooperatives supply 

The above Table sho ws the total cooperatives improved seeus supply and members' demand for 

the study cooperatives, It is derived from Table 4.6. The data analysis showed there has been a 

large deficit of improved seeds comparing with the members' demand. The above data analysis 

indicates the cooperatives supply of improved seeds to their members was.. v.ery smfiln::on1pai'i l~ 
the nlembers' demand. 

A survey was also conducted aiming to know how many of the members use improved seeds 

from their cooperatives, 

- '""""""-- _.- ----- -

--- ----.--- .'~~ 
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Table 4.8 Members' use of improved seeds in the year 2007 

Particulars Frequency 
-

-Percent 
;. 

Yes 17 12.1 

No 123 87.9 

Tota l 140 100 ... . ... , .. , ~ . .- .- .. _. , . 

.. 

Source: Survey data, 2008 

The above Table shows the survey respondents' response towards use of improved seeds from 

their cooperatives. Accordingly, the survey find ing indicated that very few members were able to 

use improved seeds from their cooperatives whereas the majority of the respondents .didn't.-Asit

is shown in the Table, only 12.1 % of the respondents got some amount of improved seeds from 

their cooperatives in the year 2007 while the majority of 87 .9% didn' t. Thus, the survey data 

finding was cons istent with data analys is of Table 4.6 and Table 4 .7 indicating that the 

cooperatives are very poor in supplying of improved seeds to their members. 

.--~ ., .............. - ---
Moreover, findings from focus group discussion and key informants indicated that the 

cooperatives are unable to :; upply improved seeds based on the request of their members. 

Besides, the result from both sides showed that the cooperatives have not started distributing of 

improved seeds to their members asa regular duty. Nevertheless , sometimes the cooperatives 

purchase small amount of improved seeds from agricultural office of the Woreda and distrib!o!tt:_ -' .. ' .. .,--
to their members. 

Though the cooperatives are unable to distribute adequate improved seeds due to financial 

shortage, the supply of the improved seeds by the agricultural office of the Woreda is also small 

that could not cover the demand of farmers. Likewise. non-member farmers have also an equal 

access to purchase improved seeds from the agricultural office of theW(')reda· thoUgh'prio;';~;: 
given to the cooperatives. 

The cooperatives distribute the improved seeds to their members based on some criteria. One 

criterion is based on interest of fanner members. That is, farmers who are vo luntary and to afford 

o· .... . 
.--~ ...... ----.' ,-.. - ....... ~ 
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the seeds with the existing price are identified. Then , the cooperatives distribute to· the n~~mbers 

using lottery since the quantity amount of the improved seeds is small. 

.flyricultural chemical ill}Ju/;y 

Agricultural chemical inputs are chemicals which kill different crop diseases, particularly used 

during infestation season. 

The survey respondents were asked whether they get agricu ltural chemicals from their 

cooperatives or not. Accordingly, all of the respondents replied that they have never taken 

agricultural chemicals from their cooperatives so far. 
...... .... ; ~. 

~ .. . 

In relation to this, focus group discussion as well interview with key informants was· ·3Is·0 held. 

The finding from both particulars revealed the cooperatives have not engaged in pUI;chasing and 

distributing of agricultural chemicals to their members so far. Besides, a question was asked to 

agrochemical experts working in agricultural office of the Woreda and executive committees 

why the cooperatives have not involved in purchasing and di stributing ofa~.rochemicalsto· their 

members. \Vith this regard, some reasons were raised. One reason was that the cooperatives are 

facing many proble ms by now such as lack of capital. Another l'eason was· also ··latk-· of 

professional workers in the cooperatives such as agrochemical experts . Because of this, 

purchasing agrochemical inputs and distributing to their members IS not recommendable and 

profitable to the cooperatives . 

Moreo"Ver;··the key informants emphasized that it is not allowed for primary cooperatives to· be 

involved in purchasing and distributing of agrochemicals because professionalism of 

agrochemicals in cooperatives is crucial. [n fact , the idea of the key informant was also 

supported by cooperative members and executive committees during interview undert~~u...at.. 
".~ .. -.-."" 

field work. In any case it can be said that the cooperatives are totally POOL.i.ll..PJovisjQIl of 

agrochemical inputs to their members. 

-_.- -'- < 
---- -
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.!1.qriclIlIllrfll fecllll()[()fJIJ illjJlI/;Y 

These inputs are mainly concerned with irrigation purpose that the members anticipate the ,iliputs 

wi ll increase their agricultural production, For this study, the main types of , agricultural 

technology inputs include: Treadle pump, Motor pump, and Drip irrigation, 

Treadle pump: It is a type of technology input used for irrigation purpose covering in 

small area usually manipulated manually. 

Motor pump: It is a type technology input used for irrigation purpose covering sjzable 

farmland operated by engine or machine. 

Drip irrigation: It is a type of technology input used for irrigation purpose in a specific 

area where crops grown and applied the water to the crop as drip and is water saving 

input. 

With regard to these inputs, the capacity of the cooperatives in provIsIOn of the inputs . !:"as 

evaluated based on the cooperatives supply of these inputs compared with members demand. 

Table 4.9 Members' demand for and technology inputs supply by cooperatives 
. Year , 

..-2$.'i>.i"fJi1i, "'!' 
,-Inputs Inputs , Unit 2004 200S 2006;!, , 1~09Z~~ ~OO8··' , otal . "'~: ' ~::'~ 

Members' demand No 102 178 130 152 180 742-

Treadle Cooperati ves' suppl y No 7 41 I 12 10 71 

pump Deficit No 95 137 129 140 170 671 

Deficit % 1357.1 334.1 12900 1166.7 1700 945.1 

Motor Members' demand No 105 183 154 16 18 ,~§ _ .. ----- . . " . 
pump Cooperati ves' supply No 7 6 I 204 .. . -" 217 863 

Deficit No 98 177 153 188 199 815 

Defi c it % 1400 2950 15300 1175 1105.6 ' 1697.9 

Drip Members' demand No 98 105 210 225 17 814 

irrigat ion Cooperatives' supply No , , 5 6 II 

Deficit No 98 105 210 220 170 803 

Defici t % 9800 10500 21000 4400 283),,3 .... ,,7300 .. 
, , 

Total Members ' demand No 305 466 494 58 1 573 .. , 74J9 
C~)Qpcratives' supply No 14 47 2 33 34 130 

, .. 
Deficit No 291 419 492 544 539 2289 

Defic it % 2078.6 891.5 24600 1648.5 1585.3 1760.8 

SOl/ree: WARDO cooperatives evaluatlOII report, 2008 afld OWfI computatlOfI 



For this case, deficit = Cooperatives supply-members demand, alld . ... .... ,, -

Deficit by (%) = cooperatives supply-members' demand x 100 . 

Cooperatives supply 

The above Table indicates the different types of agricul tural technology inputs supplied by the 

cooperatives and members ' de mand for the different years. As it is shown in the. Table, lhe' 

cooperatives supply of the inputs has been absolute ly small when compared with members' 

demand. 

Being 1I1 this situation, the cooperatives were not e ven ab le to supply some of the inputs 

continuousl y to their members while the members' demand increased. Meani~.,- there was' 
., .. " . ~ . - --

interruption in the provision of some the inputs. As shown in the Table, the cooperatives have 

ceased in provision of drip ilTigation fo r the years 2004, 2005, and 2006 whi le the members' 

demand for this input has increased. In another words, the cooperatives supply of these inputs 

had no consistency even being the cooperatives in poor situation in provision of the inputs to 

their members. 

These figures indicate the cooperatives have not been able to cover even half of the demand of 

their members for the different years implying that the cooperatives are poor in provision of the 

agricultural technology inputs to their members. 

Having the cooperatives m the above situation, a survey was carried' out in relation to the 

agricl,llrural technology inputs accessibility of members. The survey finding is illustrate~bLt~e 

fo llowing Table. 

-~,--~"----
.. -.-. '- " . ..... -
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Table 4.10 Members' accessibility to agricultural technology inputs 

Particulars Frequency Percentage -

. . '"' . ~,; -~'':'7 '' 
Yes II 7.9 

- ._ . - .... .. ~-

No 129 92. 1 
.. 

Total 140 100 

Source: Survey dala, 2008 

Thl' above. Table. shows the survey respondents response t.owarcls t.he accessihility of ;r,riclli lllr"i 

technology inputs. The survey data il,dicated that very few cooperative members had an access 

to either of the agricultural technology inputs while the majority of the cooperative members had 

no access to ·either of the inputs. 

Accordingly, only 7.9% of the respondents replied that they get either oflhe inputs whei'eas the 

majority which is 92.1 % of the respondents said that they have no an access to either of the 

inputs. Thus, the survey finding al so indicated that only very few cooperative members were able 

to get one of the inputs implying that the cooperatives are not in situation to supply adequate 

agric ultural technology inputs to their members which is cons istent with the data analysis finding 

of Table 4.9. 

_. _. 

Moreover, focus group discussion and key informant interview wis' uridertaken ' willi . Issues 

related to the agricultural technology inputs. The finding from both particulars illustrated that 

though the members interest in taking these inputs has increased, the cooperatives are not able to 

supply adequate inputs based on the members' demand. The main reason associated_with the l<ivr 

supply of these inputs by the cooperatives is due to the constraint of capital (financial problems). 

In other wOI:ds, ' the cooperatives are reliance on external financial support in the presennirne. 

That is, the cooperatives are subsidized by government through revolving fund in purchas ing of 

the agricultural technology inputs. Though subsidized, the cooperatives are still poor in 

supplying of these inputs to their members. -.... --- - -

The prices ' of these inputs range from 5,000 Birr to 30,000 Birr.· Although ·the majority· of -the 

cooperative members are interested to take these inputs with the existing prices, some members 



.' _. -

who have small irrigable farmland are claiming that the prices of these inputs are expensive and 

risky where the loan is also to be paid back in four years. 

~. " ..... ... . 

In.troduction of. these inputs in the Woreda as loan guarantee fund throligfi the l:evolv~~gfund 
was . started in 2004; and the loan guarantee of the revolving fund is to be paid back in fOUl:Y.ears. 

That is, the cooperative members who took these inputs have to pay the loan back in four years 

depending on the purchasing price of the inputs. 

.-.'" 

The l:evolving fund subsidized by government is given to the cooperatives with charging of 

interest rate. The cooperatives take the l:evolving 'fund from the Regional Govemment (faci litated 

by the Agricultural Office of the Woreda and Agricultural Bureau of the Region) with the 

inte rest rate of 6% to be paid back to the Regional Government. Then, the cooperatives disburse 

the loan to their members with a total of 9% inte rest rate where the 3% of the interest rate is to be 

given to the cooperatives. 

Owning to the small quantity provIsion of the agricultural technology inputs comparing the 

demand of the members, the cooperatives have their own criteria to distribute the inputs to their 

members. The distributing criteria of the inputs to the ir members is in such away that experts 

working in the agricultural office o f the Woreda together with executLv~ ._ committce"ofme 

c ooperatives firstly undertake field assessment in order to know the potential Of ilTigatiiigareas 

of the members ' fannland. Then, cooperative fanner members who do have irrigalire fai'rilland 

through irrigation are identified depending on the size of irrigable farmland they own. The result 

of the field study is also discussed in the General Assembly meeting of the cooperatives aiming 

to be the fi eld study transparent. 
~. -- __ _ ---..... T"l~ 

After the fi eld study is di scussed in the General Assembly, the larger the farmer members"havilrg 

irrigable farmland , the greater chance to get the inputs. In this case, it should be understood that 

the inputs are given to the cooperative fanner members being the management committee of the 

cooperatives is the responsible body on behalf of the cooperatives through the r~:dugJund .. 
.. . -_ ....... - . ----

!01ln ~cheme of the government. 
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It should be 110ted that the non-member fanners could also purchase the agricu ltural technology 

inputs from the agricultural office of the Woreda. However, there are differences betw·een the 

. non-members and cooperative members in purchas ing scheme of the inputs from the agricultural 

office of the Woreda. One of the differences is that priority is given to the cooperatives ... and.the · 
.' .... ,.- --

- .~-

respons ible body for the non-member farmers in purchas ing of the inputs is the chairman. of the 

. ·Iocal kebele: Another diffe rence is that the cooperatives purchase the inputs and distribute· to 

. their members through loan obtained from the revolving fund of the Regional Govemment while 

the non- members purchase these inputs using their own money without loan guarantee. 

4.3.2 Grain marketing 

In connection to the grain marketing, discllss ion in the focus group and interview with key 

informants was carried out. The finding from both s ides revealed that the cooperatives have not 

yet involved so far in grain marketing. 

-.- .. .. -, .... - _P ... · 

According to them, though cooperatives like Lemlem and Maysiye' s"farte'(j 'g'rain marketing 

before . three years because of loan obtained from the revolving fund of the Region, they_pic\n ' t 

continue due to different reasons. One reason was due to the interruption of the revolving fund 

which was aimed to mobilize the cooperatives in grain marketing. The other reason was related 

to the shortage of capital of the cooperatives where the avai lable capital was shifted to other 
--,- , .... - -p~ --

purposes such as in purchasing of fertilizers. 

Moreover, the participants 111 both sides underl ined that despite the cooperatives were 

constrained by shortage of capital and the interruption of the revolving fund , the absence of 

purchasing committee in the cooperatives also contributed to the failure of the cooperatives in 
,- -

grain marketing. Besides, the management committees of the cooperatives --were" iiar ";;ctive 

enough and devoted to be invo lved in mobilizing the cooperatives in grain marketing even with 

the available of small capita l of the cooperatives at competitive market area and competitive 

prices with wholesalers and private trades. 

The finding from the partic ipants 111 both focus group discuss ion an4,. ke.y_ informants"'aTso 

indicated that the absence of grain marketing in the cooperatives contributed ' (allave low 

-_._. -
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participation of members in selling at,d purchasing of grains between their .cooperatives: This 

also forced the members to sei! and purchase grains to the outside market areas. Nevertheless, 

many members are interested to partici.pate in grain mad;;eting of {heir cooperatives despite the 

.cooperatives s ituation at present. 

Howe:ver, one of the purposes of prinlary multipurpose primary cooperatives as.indicated in the 

i{teratHre ,is to give 'service provision such as grain marketing to their members. Yet, ·the 

.c ooperatives have not engaged in grain marketing so fa r impl ying that thecooperativ.es are poor 

in .the provision of grain l11at~eting to their members. 

4.3.:3 Consumc.· coll1mo(litics 

Consumer .commodities (g<Jods) are meant commodities consu.mable by households. such. as 

sugar, coffee, salt, soaps and other related commodities. 

With -this fegaF<l, oontact was made with focus group discussion and koey informants participat1.t.~_ 

The l'esult obtained from both particulars revealed that the cooperativeshavFin\'oYi~dil~ _~_()~~~ of 

the .consumer commodities. Howeve r, Dedebit primary cooperative has ceased in __ the 

involvement of consumer ·commodities though it started earlier than the other cooperatives. By 

now the shop is dosed clue to the loss ·encountered attributed to the ·corruption committed by the 

'shopkeeper two years a go. 

- --- - ,--
----.. ......... -~..- " 

The ·l;est·cooperatives continue giving services despite they are facing with problems in ~:lation 

olo corruption like Dedebit cooperative. Because of such frustration, all cooperativ.es have 

changed shopkeepers, and replaced by others . However, being in this situation, the cooperatives 

have exerci,ed in getting some profit from selling 'consumer commodities. 

.- -,-
~ ........ -.-

._- _ .. -... - --

. For ,exam'ple, based on the WARDO cooperative .evaluation report (2008), the cooperatives-ilave 
.- -- - .. _- ---- --

obtained some profit f!'O m selling of these commodities. As it was found in the report, profit 

obtaiBed fQ1' Lemlem .cooperative was 1,124 Birr, 3,243 Bin' and 2,542 Birr for the years 2004, 

2005 and 2008 respectively. Similarly, for Mayferes cooperative, it was 2,642 Birr, 3,211 Birr 

and 5,415 Birr for the years 2005, 2006 and 2008 respectively. For Mays iy~ coopemtive\"iCwas 
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found to be 3,427 Birr and 4,2 13 Birr respectively to the years 2{)04 .. ~n.d 2005.-Tlrolign the

,cooperatives have involved in consumer commodit·ies and have ·obtained SUCD pi;ofii~ it was not 

attractive to the members because the dividend payme11t obtained .from " sei ling "of the 

"commodities was too small that couldn't ·satisfy the members. 

Moreover, the .finding obtained from fOCllS g<'oup discussion and key informants_r(!yealed-that tire:" 
.' .-

'cooperatives are poor in provision of 'Consumer commodities to their members though the 

cooperatives" have .exercised small profit. Different reasons were raised for the poor provision of 

consumer commodities by the coope.ratives . For instance, due to capital (finance) constraint, the 

cooperatives have not been able to provide large quantity and qua'lity of c onsumer commodities. 

This created gap between the members and the ir cooperati ves in buying and s~l.li"I)g of the 

commodities continuously. 

The other leas on was l<elated to the poor mobilization of the -cooperative leaderships including 

the management committees . That is, despite the reduction prices of the available consumer 

commodities by the cooperatives so as to attract their customers, many cooperative m~m.berS" lI[e_ 

reluctant to use from their "couperativ.es. 

In cOfUlection to this, interview was also made with the shopkeepers of the cooperatives. The 

find ing also revealed that though the cooperatives are not ab le to provide with adequate and 

quality (differentiated commodities) comparing with wholesalers and private traders, many 
- - ----

cooperative members are not in situation to be customer of their cooperatives" even with the 

avai lable commodities and .price reduction. 

For ,example, for Lemlem primary cooperatives, the pnce levels for some of the consumer 

commodities as of 2008 for the cooperative and outside mad;:et respectively were: coffee (32 
.... .----

Birr, 34 Birr), sugar (9.5 Birr, 10 Birr), soap (5.5 Birr, 6.5 Birr). Howeve r;'-despiIethe price 

level~ reduction comparing with the outside marke t, most of the cooperative members are not 

costumers of their cooperatives. Accord ing to the shopkeepers, the l=eason for this is similar with 

the above. That is, due to lack of capital , the cooperatives ,couldn ' t supply more and 

differentiated commodities which could have attracted the members. Another l'eason could also 

~ - - .. --...... ... ..,--,......,.~-
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be associated with the poor mobilization of the cooperative leaders to their members in their 

local areas. ~ . - .. , .... ,. 
" . ' .~_. , . " ., 

According-to ~hem, though some cooperative members live far front the selling shops iUid 

consequently might have not courage to come to the shops and buy commodities, it can't be 

considel'ed as main \'eaSOI1. Because, the cooperative members who live even in the near by area 

of the selling shops are not c ustomer of their cooperatives. -" ., -' ,~,..;. ... -.- .-

Some of the cooperatives are shifting to other commodities such as cement and cOITUgated iwn 

sheets I'eal izing tile demand of these commodities by their members is higher than the present 

available commodities. For example, Maysiye primary mUltipurpose cooperative is by now 

shifting to the provision of these inputs. Accordingly, the cooperati ve obtained net profiJ .. oL 
.. - ...... " 

9,357 Birr from selling of these commodities to its members as of 200S' tll0ugp there .was,stiff 

competition ,. particu.lady to cement in the Region as a whole. 

MOl'eover, a survey was C{)nducted aiming to know the response of the cooperative members 

towards consumer commodities. In other words, were asked whether they are customers of their 
-' . - .. ... -,-- .. -

cooperatives, and how frequent they buy from their cooperatives. . , "-" ~ .', 

Table 4.11 Members' response towards buying of consumer commodities 

Part~culars FrequenCY; --:;;- ., Percentage ' " c 

No 105 75 ,-
Sometimes 35 . .... ·25~" "·'· 

., "-

0 .-- - . 

Al~a~s 0 0 

• • 0 .. . - .. .. 

Total 140 100 

Source: Survey data, 2008 

The above Table shows the response of the survey respondents towards .. to the ·col1.siiiii'ptio;.;;;r 
_._---_. - - --

consumer commodities from -the ir cooperatives. As it is shown in the Table, the majority of the 

cooperative members were not ·consumer of commodities from their cooperatives. That is, the 

majority of them responded that they have not bought any consumer· c01TItnodities from their 

• y' -



• 

cooperatives when needs arise. However, onl y few cooperative members were in s iLUation to buy 

some of the consumer commodities sometimes from their cooperatives when needs arise . 

. .. ' 
. --,. -." . 

Thus, as it .is · indicated in the above Table, the . survey finding l'evealed that majority of the 

~espondents which is 75% l'eplied that they have not bought consumer commodities from their 

cooperatives so far. Onl y 25% of them responded they bought some of the 'consumer 

commodities sometimes from their .coop~·atives when needs arise. 

Bes ides, wcre asked the l'espondents . why they .didn' t buy consumer .commoditieS ft'{lIiitheir 

cooperati ves. The idea of most of the l'espondents was similar with the result finding of both' toe 

key informants and focus group participants. Accordingly, they underlined the poor provision of 

the cooperatives in both quantity and diffe rentiated commodities enforced them to buy from 

outs ide market. On top of this, they added that thel'e is also interruption of provision of-these

,commodities . even under the low ~upply of the cooperatives, It was ·noted- that ·-the ·-poor 

mobilization of the cooperative leaders to their members also contributed to the members-to be 

reluctant in buying of commodities from their cooperatives. Of course, few members also raised 

issues related to the location of selling shops of the cooperatives. However, this might not be a 

major relevant factor s ince many cooperative members who live nearby the sellini' .~ llQPS- were-

not accustomed to using of consumer commodities from their cooperatives . 

As whole, it can be said that the cooperatives are at poor level in supplying of the consumer 

goods in both quantity and quality (differentiated goods) to their members though different 

reasons contributed to this as di scussed above . 

. '. 4.3.4 C.·edit services 

As it is illustrated in the lite rature, one of the main functiona l objectives of rural organizations 

such as primary mUltipurpose cooperatives is their access ibili ty to credit and their ability to 

provide credit service to their members. For example, in connection to this, Yigremew ( 1999)~ 
.". __ .- - -.-

quoted in Mesfin (2007) stated that well organized and managed ruraroigani~ati~n~such as 

cooperatives can provide. crucial services such as credit services efficicntly. Thus, the ...a~ility 



cooperatives to provide credit services to their members based on demand of members could 

indicate the cooperatives performance. 

. .... - ~ .. " 

With regard to credit services of the cooperatives, detail discuss ion with focus gl:oup[lart~cipants 

.and interview with key informants was can'ied out. The result fi ndings from both palticui!l.rs 

indicate that the cooperatives themselves have been highly subsidized by government since their 

establishment. That is, the cooperatives have not their own sufficient financia l resources to run 

the cooperatives activities. Of course, this can also be witnessed by the previous discussion that 

the cooperatives were not ab.le to undcltake most of their activ.ities because offi'nanci~i problem 

even under subsidized situations. For further information, look at the fo llowing Table which 

indicated the cooperatives financial capacity and their demand to credit services. 

T bl a e 4.12 c oopcratlvcs 'bT (" B' ) Ii lllancia) capacity and credit service access. I Ity 111 Iff 

Coooeratives 
Year Cooperatives total expenditure, Lemlem Dodebit Mayferes Mi'J'si , : : D!~ 

own financial capacity, loan -~~~ I if:~--' 

~ I .. .~., ~ :'-:::r.:...< -,,~,..~ 

TOial cOODcrativc financial exocnditurc 1.7 12.259 1.987.415 1.546.2 14 1.675. 11 2 6.930.000. . 
- covered bY own financial resource 25.395 12,41 8 23.245 28.675 89.733 

2004 'covered bv % 1.5 0.6 1.5 1.7 1.3 
-subsidized loan t;;-oovr:rnmcnt 1.695.864 1.974.997 1.522.969 1.646.437 6.840.267 

· covered bv % 98.5 99.4 98.5 98.3 98.7 
Total cooperative financial expenditure 1.697.416 1.848. 115 1.648.714 1.683.124 6.877.369 
- covered bv own financial resource 27.648 14.218 52.3 17 42,482 136.665 -" 

2005 'co\'cred bv % 1.6 0.8 3.2 2.5 .. -.-~ '2~-'-

·subsidized loan bv ~!Overnment 1.669.768 1.883.897 1.596.397 1.640.642 6.740.704 
· cuvered bv 'Yo 98.4 99.2 96.8 97.5 98 

Total cooner-alive financial expenditure 1.542.674 1.897,4 15 1.752.674 1.873.549 .. . 7.066.312 
- c.overed by Own financial resource 27.965 195,875 72.5 16 2().7~X 3 17.1S4 

2006 -covered uv % l.8 10.3 4.1 1.1 4.5 
-subsidized loan bv £1:Qvernment 1.5 14.709 1.70 1.540 1.680.158 1.852.75 1 6.749.158 

· covered by % 98.2 89.7 95.9 98.9 95.5 
Total cooperative financial expenditure 1.675.543 1.977.394 1.665,473 1.754.953 7.073 .363 
- covered bv own financial resource 27.194 155,475 85 .275 45,673 313.617 .~ 

2007 'covered bY % 1.6 7.9 5.1 .2.6 ... ----- '4 .5 
-subsidized loan bv !:!ovcrnmenl 1.648.349 1.82 1.9 19 1.580. 198 1.709.280 6.1$.746 

· covered by % 98.4 92.1 94.9 97.4 95.5 
- -TOtal coOPerative financ ial e~endilure 2.575,743 2.115,965 . 1.997.865--- ·2.525,476 _ ... 9,215,049--' 

- covered bv own financial resource 35.765 255.354 11 5.295 93,475 499.889 
2008 'covered by % 1.4 12.1 5.8 3.7 5.4 

-subsidized loan bv (!Qvernmenl 2.539.978 1.860.61 1 1.882.570 2.432.001 8.7 15. 160 
· covered bv % 98.6 87.9 94.2 96.3 94.6 

Avera Total cooperati ve financial cXlJcnditure 9.2 12.635 9.826.304 8.610.940 9.5 12.214 37.162.093 

~ .. 

ge - covered bv own financial resource 143 .967 633 .340 348,648 23 1.103 1 351.058,....---
Total 'covered by % 1.6 6.4 4 _ 2.4 "- ~- 3.7 

-subsidized loan bv I:!Qvernment 9.068.668 9.192.964 8.262.292 9.28 1. 111 .. 3$.805.Im 
· covered by % 98.4 93.6 96 97.6 96.3 

.. 
SOl/ree: WARDO eooperalH'es evaluatIOn report, 2008 alld own compl/latlOll 
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The above Table shows the cooperatives total expenditures, financial capacity of the 

cooperatives and extent of loan subsidized by goverrunent for different fisca l years. Cooperatives 

·expenditure is meant the total cooperatives ·expense in order to carry out different c<?.c>p-~rative . . . .. ....:~~ . 

activity areas. The data analysis indicates the cooperatives are very poor Tn ' financia l capacity to 

carry out ·different activities using their own financial roesom'{)es. Tn other. words, the cooperatives 

have been highly subsidized by government loan for the different fisca l years. 

The cooperativ·es have not been ab le to cover their expenses using their own financial (capital). ~.9. 
-_ .. ' " ,.,..-.. " ~ 

as to undertake the cooperative activities fo r the different years mentioned':Looking at th<:. -rabie, 

relatively Dedebit cooperative has been a little bit able to cover some of its expenditures {onhe 

last three years comparing with the rest cooperatives. When seen in percentage for the 

cooperative, it was 10.3%, 7.9% and 12.1% in the fi scal years of 2006, 2007 and 2008 

respectively. 

Table 4.13 Cooperatives total expenditure, financial capacity and loan subsidized (in Birr) 
. _ .. ~. - .. -

Particulars ~ear 
-

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total . 
. 

Total cooperati ves 6,930,000 1 6,877,369 7,066,312 7,073,363 9,215,049 37, 162,093 

finical expenditures . --,--" .... -. .--. - ----.. -
.. .,Y' -

.. ' 

covered by own 89,733 136,665 317, 154 313,61 7 499,889 ·- + ,357,058 

financia l-sources '. .. .... ----

covered by % 1.3 2 4.5 4.5 5.4 3.7 

subsidized loan by 6,840,267 6,740,704 6,749,1 58 6,759,746 8,7 15,160 35,805,035 

government 
- ,---....,.--------

covered by % 98.7 98 95.5 95.5 -,.-.- . 94.6 96.3 
.. ...... 

Source: WARDO cooperatIves evaluatIOn report, 2008 alld own computatwll 

The above Table shows the summarized cooperatives total expenditures, coverage of financial 

expenditures using their own resources and loan subsidized to the cooperatives by govemment. 

The data is taken (dri ven) from Table 4.12 above. Hence, the data show.: .~narized" ---expenditures, -and own financ ial capacity and govemment subsidy loan for all -studY·Goop8f3ti-ves. 
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As the summarized data analysis indicated, the most of the expenditure of the cooperati ves has 

been covel'ed through the government loan. Only very small part of expenditure has been 

covered by the cooperatives own financial l'esources. Hence, the above data analysis indicates 

the cooperati,'es are poor in financial .capacity where they are l:eliance on external financial 

support to undertake their activities. . ~ .. " ." 

.. . 

Moreov·er, discuss ion and interview was conducted with focus group and key informants 111 

l'elation. to the cooperatives financial capac ity and credit access ibility. The finding also revealed 

that the cooperatives are highly dependent on-external financ ial resources in order to undertake 

different cooperative activities . The government subsidizing loan is by now the most ·impO"tUifif 

financial resource for the cooperatives. However, though the government loan is the' most 

important financial source of the cooperativ-es, the participants argued that the loan is' 'not 

sufficient e nough for the cooperatives at present in order to undertake the outlined cooperative 

activities. 

.-.-,_.--' . .. , ~~ -

Besides, were asked the participants III connection to issues related with .. loan· delivery ·and 

interest rate: 'Accordingly, there are two types of i-oan sources from·the .. Regional ·Government. 

One way is through revolving fund of the Region. With regard to the revolving fund, it is 

released mainly fo r purchasing of agricultural technology inputs and is to be paid back in four 

years. In relation to the interest rate of the revolving fund, the Regional Governmen~. (; i.'!.~:Lloan. 

to the cooperatives with interest rate of 6%. Then, the cooperatives di"sburse . . fue 193nJQ .. their 

member (for· the . purpose of (purchasing fert ilizer, consumer commodities etc) with .. a .total 

interest rate of 9% where the 3% is to be given to the cooperatives. 

However, the revolving fund is becoming dried up where the Regional Government shifted i~ . 
.... . -. 

~. 

direction to .provide loans to the cooperatives with direct support loan from·CBE. 

Revolving fund is . a loan given to the cooperatives by the Regional Government own capital or funded by 
. - - - . 

NGOs to be paid back in four years. 

The other SOUl'Ce of loan of the cooperatives from government is from CBE. That is, the 
-----

cooperati ves take credit (loan) from CBE through the guarantee of the .. RegionanJo·~~~unent. 
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Here, the Agricultural Office of the WOI'eda takes the responsibi li ty of the loan giyen to the 

cooperatives from CBE on behalf of the Regional Government. With regard to the interest rate, 

the cooperatives take loans from CBE with interest rare of 7.5% through the guarantee 

agreements of Regional Government; Agricultural Office of the Woreda and CBE. Then, the 

cooperatives disburse the loan to their members (for the pUlpose of different cooperative .. ,--"" , .. _ .. 
activities such fertilizer purchasing) with interest rate of 12.5% where the 5% is considered for 

the cooperatives capital. Here, the cooperatives have to pay the loan back in one year interval so 

as to take another loan for the next year (season) unlike to the revolving fund where they are 

expected to pay back in four years. 

.--_.,. --" 
The participants in focus group discuss ion and key informants underlined that the' ii1terest rate 

charge both from CBE and revolving fund is not initiative to the cooperatives. They also added 

even being ·in this situation, the loan obtained from the government is not sufficient for the 

cooperatives to undertake their activities. Because of this, a sizable number of cooperative 

members take credit from DECSI (Dedebit Credit and Saving Institution) particularly during 

de!ayance of credit from their cooperatives for purchasing of fertilizer. •. ~ ~ . r 
---.- .>\" ..,.~ .. ---

On the other hand, survey respondents were asked whether they have got credit services so far 

from their cooperatives [or their own purposes. 

Table 4.14 Members' access to credit services for non-agricnltnrlll.i nputs .-- ,, ~~·-

-Particnlars· ..... Frequency 
-'~ 

Percentaoe . _ - .' _ . .. ~",,,,,,,;: .... ,,,. ~;~~ , 

Yes 
. . . - -

No 140 100 

Total 140 100 

Source: Survey data, 2008 ___ ...... __ - -r-" .. -

The above Table 'illustrates the respondents' accessibility to i::i'ediCsei'vices fei r noi1:agricultural 

inputs. Accordingly, the survey finding revealed that no cooperative member has obtained so far 

any credit service from hislher cooperative. In other words, all of the respondents, 140 (100%) of 

them replied they have not got any credit se rvice so far from their cooperativesJ9.I .their--Qwn' 



purposes. Yet, it was observed during the interview of the respondents that th~ .Gooperative · 
." .' _. 

members are interested to take credit services from their cooperatives so -as -to ·fulfill · their 

households'lieeds. 

Meanwhile, a survey was conducted in relation to credit pmvls lon of cooperatives to their 

members, particularly for fertilizer purchasing. 

Table 4.15 Members ' accessibility to credit services for purchasing ii(fertiIiz.er i1.120!!? _ 

FaI'ticulaI's __ Frequency . :;. ... ';;.. . Percentaie? ~';~'."::;;C'_'1 .. .. 
Yes 97 69.3 

No 43 30.7 

Total 140 100 
.... , ..• -""" 

Source: Survey data, 2008 

The above Table indicates {hat the capacity of the cooperatives in the provision of credit service 

to their members for the purpose of purchasing of fertilizer. As it was discussed earlier, one of 

the main activities of the cooperatives is provision of credit service to their members for fertilizer 

purchas ing. 
..•. , ..... .-.. 

Having this, survey respondents were asked whether they got credit services from their 

cooperatives for purchasing fertili zer in the year 2007 . Accordingly, the survey finding revealed 

that 69.3% of the respondents got access credit services in the year 2007 ; while the remaining 

30.7% of them didn't get. This indicated the cooperatives are not able t(j .provide crediCs"emce; 

to all their members even for purchasing of fertili zer under loan subsiding siitiatfon by 

government. 

Because of financial shortage, the cooperatives use some criteria such as participation of 

members in cooperative activity areas in provision of credit services for purchasing.QF.fertiHtef:

Those members who didn ' t get credit services from their cooperatives use other'-alternatives-such 

as purchasing of fertilizer from agricultural office of the Woreda on"cash on haOa ' paymenf or 

take credit from DECSI in order to purchase ferti lizer from agricultural office of the Woreda. 

-. ~.' 

_ . . ____ 0' . ,--
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Thus, the finding from the data analys is, focus group di scuss ion and key informants, and survey 
respondents showed that the study cooperatives are poor in financial capacity. The c06peratives 
are also unable to provide credit services for their members own purposes. ' Besides, the 
cooperatives are not in situation of providing credit services to all their memhers e~en for 
fertilizer purchasing; and the loan given to the cooperatives by the Regional Government is not 
also sufficient enough in order to undertake different cooperati ve activities. 

.. '.' .. ,., . . '-:-.. - ,---

4.3.5 Access to uwcnse I\I\(I sand I'CSOlll'CCS 

For this study, natural resources are those naturally available in the local area and benefiiing to 
the cooperatives when used. 

Incense: is naturally grown tree which has economical value and exportable; and has pleasant 
smell when processed and sl1wked, particularly during coffee ceremony in most of.1he.,count1)"s
areas. (Traditionally, it is called ' ftan '). 

With regard to these lesources, o nly Dedebit primary multipurpose cooperative has involved in 
incense production; while Mayferes and Maysiye primary multipurpose cooperatives have 
engaged in sand production for the purpose of construction materials. T~~ , remaining
cooperative, Lemlem primary mUltipurpose cooperative has not been so far involved in neither of 
these resources'. ' 

Dedebit is one of the Kebeles of the Woreda which is located about 50 km far from the main 
Town of the Woreda (Endabaguna) and endowed with incense resource. Having thi s:.)2~.iL 
primary mUltipurpose cooperative has involved for the last three yem's in theprodu.s;tjon of 
incense. being .. the main source of profit for the cooperative. According to thecoopefilti1i.e 
evaluation report of WARDO (2008), the cooperative owned about 300ha of incense producing 
area. 

For example, according to the cooperatives evaluation report of W ARD0'(1.008j,"fi:;~-th;';;;;-
pro[it _Qbt<l.im~d for the cooperati ve of 164,55 1 Birr in the year 2006, about 143,159 Bin' or (87%) 

,. - - -------of the total profit was profit obtained from selling of incense. Similarly, from the total profit 
obtained for the cooperative of 172,724 Birr in the year 2007, about 160,633 BilT or (93 %) of it 

~----- ,--,,.--~-
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was also obtained from sell ing of incense. Bes ides, from the total profit obtained for the 
cooperati ve of 200,674 Birr in the year 2008, about 194,653 Birr or (97%) was profit obtained 
from selling of incense. 

.. . , " .--.-... --.- " . 

The cooperative sell incense production to wholesalers organized in Endass ilasie town (Zonal 
Town) located around 22km far .from the study Woreda main town (Endabaguna). The ,est profit 
was obtained from different cooperati ve activities such as interest rate from provis ion of services 
to the members like fertilize r supply from the cooperative to its members, from penalty" fees" fr~ l;~ 
members due to delayance of credit taken such as purchasing of fertili zer. 

NevertheIess , having the above important performance of Dedebit primary cooperative in the 
production of incense, the local government has already decided the cooperative to cease incense 
production starting from 2009. Instead , the local govelllment decided to give-"to ·the' 'you'th'
organized under micro and small enterprises. This was also witnessed by iill focus ' group 
discuss ion participants and key informants. According to them, because of the decision nlade-by 

. the local gO\~elllment, all cooperative members are disappointed at the decision made. This was 
al so witnessed by cooperative members during interview undertaken at fi eld work. 

. ...... -,.,.- ' -. .,.--

On the other hand, Mayferes and Mays iye primary multipurpose cooperatives have ' involved in 
the production of sand and sell to Endass ilasie town (Zonal Town) with the agrecmelwof the 
purchasers having attractive price for sand production. Hence, as incense is to Dedebit 
cooperative, sand production has been al so the main SOlll'ce of profit for the cooperatives in the 
last three years. . .. ---

For example; according to cooperatives evaluation report WARDO (2008),. for· Mayferes prima!'y 
multipurpose cooperative, from the total profit obtained 102,848 Birr in the year 2006 about 
75,079 Birr or (73 %) of the total profit was obtained from selling of sand production. However, 
in the year 2007, because of the intervention of the local government to cease the _~??p~I~Hyes. 
on the involvement of sand production the cooperati ve was not full y engaged. B.ut2 .b,~j!!&..e:,,~n in 
situation,-the .majority of the profit obtained is from the selling of sand production. Accordingly, 
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from the total profit obtai ned of 14,3 10 Birr about 9, l58 or (64%) of the total profit was from 
selling of sand production. 

Similarly, though the cooperati ve was ordered to cease in the pro'duction of sand,. due to 
somehow the continuity of sand production in the year 2008, still from the profit obtained 2 l ,375 
Birr, about 13,894 Birr or (65%) of the total profit was obtained from selling of sand production. 
The rest profit was obtained from different cooperative acti vity areas such as interest rate from 
fertili zer, sell ing of consumer commodities, penalty fees of members d ue to delayance of cre.djt. 

. -. , ' -" 
. , ' . taken particularly from fert ili zer disbursed from their cooperatives. 

Coming to the Maysiye primary mUltipurpose cooperative, like to Mayferes cooperative, sand 
pnx luction has been also a major profit sourcc for the cooperative. For example, from the total 

__ -lpmfit_Qhta.iru::.d for the cooperat ive of 5,2 1 S . B~n:-in-1.~~~m:...2.QG~bet!W,2.;J;:;-B-iH-f)r-({j2,gh)-e~

the total profit was covered from selling sand production. Similarly, from the total profit -- ~ .~ ., - . ~,,, .,- -obtained 33,264 Birr in the year 2008, about 24,282 Birr or (73%) ofthe ·total profit was al so 
obtained from selling of sand production. The rest profit was covered from interest rate, penalty 
fees of members due delayance credit delivery, selling consumer commodities. 

Despite the importance sand production in obtaining profit for the .cooperatives I ike incense 
production to Dedebit cooperati ve, the local government also ordered to give,to 'yoUth 'oi'g~;~i~;d-
tinder micro and small enterprises . Because of this decision, hot.h cooperatives hav(' creased in 
sand production starting from 2009. Consequently, many cooperative memhers including the 
cooperative leaders are disappointed. 

Moreover, interview was undertaken with key informants such as Woregea high·.offictalswhy
they 'decided to cease the cooperatives in the production of both incense and 's3l1cI:Accordmg to 
them, although the importance of these resources in the profitability; dividend ' payments' 3tl-d 
capital creation of the cooperatives is well recognized, due to the increment of unemployment 
from time to time in the Woreda, they are forced to cease the cooperatives in the involvement of 
these resources favoring to the youth organized under micro and small enter]JI!§.es ... ln· deeded;
they also admitted tllat the direction of the government is concerned with organizing of-the' youth 
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through mICro and small scale enterprises I1l their local areas and to be involved In. the 
mobi li zation of the available local resources. 

Though the reason for ceasing incense and sand production of the cooperatives was as l11e.'~!i().J15<d , 
above, the participants in the focus group discussion and key infoima;;ts~uch, ex(!c.!Jtive 
committees of cooperatives argued that by now the cooperative members including ,the 
cooperative offic ials are not glad at the decision made by the local government. According to the 
participants, the decision made by the local government is despairing to the cooperatives for 
further progress. 

. ... , .... Of course, a question was also posed to the cooperative members during field work. Their idea 
was same to the. focus group discllssion participants and key informants such as cooperative 
executive committees and cooperative officials. 

The summarized idea raised by all focus group di scussion participants and key informants such 
as cooperative executive committees and cooperative officials was comprehensivelfdescrib'ed~; 
follow. 

We are given rights by government to be organized in cooperatives, and to undertake coopemtive activities 
including mobilizing of local resources in sustainable way. Even the Government admitted that cooperatives 
shall be involved in economic activities that are helpful .for cooperative members. But, the 10cal'governm'eiiY 
made' a decision to cease the cooperatives in the production of license and sand. Thus, we arepe'ssifnistic 
about the sustainability of the cooperatives in the future when things are continued in this way. 

Any way, the interruption of the cooperatives in the involvement of these resources seemed to 
, have affected the profitability of the cooperatives contributing to the low profital;>i1ity" dividend' 
payments and capital creation of the cooperatives and poor dividend payments of their members. 
Moreo'vet': niany cooperative members despaired and disappointed at the decisionmade 'by-th'e 
local government. 

.' .--.,-,," ,--
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4.3.6 CHpit:11 C"cHtion 

With regard to the cooperatives capital , an attempt was made to assess the cooperatives capital 
by taking data of cooperati ves evaluation report from agricu ltu ra l office of the Woreda. The 
following Table illustrated the cooperatives capital trends for the d ifferent fiscal years. 

" ... ' . 

Table 4.16 Cooperatives capital trends for different fiscal years (in Birr) 
rear '"Nanle of cooperative _---..-,. '''"'~-'~-'':'''':£:;'''''~ .. 

Capital Lemlem Dedebit Mayferes Maysiye Total 
2004 Fixed 9876 . 3864 45 1 14191 

Working 39505 8247 24235 29595 101 582 
Total 49381 8247 28099 30046'''''~ . 115773 . ... -.~---2005 Fixed 31420 3146 8650 1248 44464 

... .. 
Working 29585 12523 50556 33 170 125834 
Total 61005 15669 59206 34418 170298 

2006 Fixed 20902 746 1 8493 370 16 73872 
Working 2934 1 255497 83258 21766 389862' . .- , ._-" .. 

.. 

Total 50243 262958 91751 58782 -- 463734- . 
' 1007 . Fixed 27324 23080 7025 20042 7747 1 . 

Working 29282 169863 90940 49085 339 170 
Total 56606 192943 97965 69127 416641 

2008 Fixed 25276 15780 29338 25686 960~~.......= _ 
Working 36369 288663 132464 9·1729 '-' -- 552225 ._-. - --.... -_ . ... 
Total 61645 304443 161802 120415 648305 . -- - . 

Source: WARDO cooperalf.ves evaluatto/l. report, 2008 and OlVn complItat/.Or/ 

The above Table illustrates the cooperatives capital trends for the different fiscal years. The 
capital of the cooperati ves was analyzed in two. That is, fixed capital and work;iug .. capitalcFOl·-.. - , .- " ~ - , 
this study, fixed capital includes office furn iture,-constructed offices, stores, shoppingl1ouses-and 
the likes. Wllereas 'working capital concerns with -cooperative finmicial capacitysutlf as TISeo iil 
purchasing of ferti lizer, consumer commodities and in provis ion of different services to 
members. Thus, working capital the most important in relation to the cooperatives capital since it 
indicates the cooperative acti vity areas and the present status of the cooperatives ___ .~~ .- .~ - , ~-
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In or the cooperatives order to know the capital trend for the different years, comparison ~as 
made by percentage increment of the cooperatives capital. The fo llowing Table indicates this 
situation. 

Table 4.17.Coopel·atives total capital and its trend (in Birr) 
. .-,. , ..... . ....•. . 

;, Year ~.~~~~"'~~<~":~~...,.. II 
< '" .::.l;,vi·~;;,;·~::i>~· :,\:p:.ul.£~~-,-~ ~ Cooperatives Total 2004 2005 2006 2007 ' 2008 

capital IIII' .. ' 
Capital 49,381 61,005 50,243 56.606 61,645 

Lemlem - or + by % - 23.5 -17.6 12.7 .. ~.- 8:9 
Capital 8,247 15,669 262,958 192,943 ' ' 304,443 

Dedebit - or + by % - 89.9 1578 -26.6 57.8 
Capital 28,099 59,206 91,751 97,965 161,802 

Mayfceres ,or + by % - 110.7 54.9 6.7 65.1 
Capital 30,046 34,418 58,782 69;127 " 'T204i5 , 

Maysiye - or + by % - 14.6 70.8 17.6 - 37 
Capital 115,773 170,298 463,734 4 16,641 648,305 

A verage total - or + by % - 47 172.3 -10.2 55_6 
Source: WARDO cooperal1ves evaluatIOn report, 2001) and own campa/allan 

_._- - -~ ... ~ .-----.--.. -..."'~ 
The -above Table illustrates the cooperatives total capital trends computed in- percentage for 
different fisca l years. As it is illustrated in the Table, the capital of the cooperatives had ' no 
uniformity for the years cons idered. That is, there was a decreasing trend of capital for some of 
the years and steadily increasing for the rest years. 

. .. ,,--.• - ---_ .. 
For example, when seen the capital trend of Lemlem primary multipurpose cooperative-for the 
years considered, it had no uniformity. As indicated in the Table, when the total capital -of-the 
cooperative in the year 2004 is compared with 2005, it increased by 23.5%. However, comparing 
the capital of the cooperative the years 2005 and 2006, the total capital was declined by about 
17.6%, Similarly, comparing the capital of the cooperative with years 2006 and 2QQ7~,iL 

.-.. ~. - .- , 
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increased by about 12.7%. Comparing with 2007 and 2008, Ule capita l of the coop~rat ive was 
increased by 8.9%. 

For Dedebit .,primary mUltipurpose cooperative, the capitallrend of the cooperative had no also 
uniformity. Looking the total capital of the cooperative for the years 2004 and 2005, the total 
capital of the cooperative was increased by 89.9%. Comparing the capital of the cooperative with 

•• • ..••• ..~ .• v 

the years 2005 and 2006, it increased by large amount which is 1S78% -ni1i'inly due to in~nse 
production. However, the total capital of the cooperative was declined by about 26.6% 

. comparing the year 2006 with 2007. But, the cooperative total capital was increased by 57.8% in 
the year 2008. 

. .... - .. Coming to the Mayferes ,primary mUltipurpose cooperative, the capital of the cooperative has 
been in increase trend though the magnitude of the increment was small. The total of the 
cooperative was increased by about 110.7% comparing with the years 2004 and 2005. When 
compared the total capital of the cooperative with the years 2005 and 2006, it increased by 
54.9%. Similarly, comparing the total capital of the cooperatives with the years 2006 and 2007, 
the capital of the cooperative was increased by 6.7%. However, the total.capita:nncreas~d by 

. 65.1 % comparing the year the 2007 with 2008. 

For Maysiye primary mUltipurpose cooperative, the total capital of the cooperative has increased 
sl ightly for the years considered. For example, comparing the total capital of the cooperative 
with the years 2004 and 2005, the capital increased by about 14.6%. C0rIlp.aring-the-yeafs20ClS
and 2006-, it increased by about 70.8%. Similarly, comparing with the years 200-6 and -2007; the 
capital increased by about 17.6%. When compared the total capital WiUl the years 2007- and 
2008, it was increased by about 37%. Though small in magnitude, relatively Maysiye and 
Mayferes primary cooperatives were better Ulan the rest cooperatives for the reason that at least 
the capital has been in increasing trend. 

When 'arialyi:ed the total capital of the cooperatives, it has no alsa-unifonnity:' rOi" -eX[Ul1ple, 
comparing the total capital of the cooperatives with the year 2004 and 2005, the total capital was 
increased by about 47%. The total capital of the cooperatives was also increased by about 

._- .. - -;---..,.---
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172.3% comparing the yea r 2005 with the year 2006. However, the total capital of the 
cooperati ves was decl ined buy 10.2% in the year 2007 companng will). 2006;-- But;- it was 
increased by 55.6% in the year 2008 comparing with 2007 . 

Though the total capital of the cooperati ves has been in increase trend for most of the years (but 
small in magnitude), the involvement of the cooperatives like Dedebit, Mays iye and Mayferes in 
the production of incense and sand contributed to the lion share of the ca[l ita l , p~rticulafly-for 
the last three years. 

It should, however, be understood that the [{'ends (either decreas ing or increasing or steady 
increas ing or steady decreas ing) of the cooperatives have been compared in absolute terms. In 
other words, the capital of the cooperati ves was not compared with the delll~n9 9£. the· 
cooperatives in order to carry .out their activ ities. Thus, here comes a need .to compare the 
available capital with the demand of the cooperatives under consideration . . 

Table 4.18 Cooperatives capital demand and their working capital status (in Birr) 
Cooperative Demand " v, 2004 2005 2006 2007 - 2008 Average 

.)vorking capital 
.r- total 

~."'--Demand 2.594,214 2,718.521 3. 125.475 3,075,954 4, 127,225 -_.- . 15,641.380 
Lcmlem Capital 39,505 29,585 29,341 29,282 36.369 . 164.082 

Deficit b)' % 6466.8 9088.9 10465.2 10404.6 11248.2 9432.7 
Demand 3.595,000 3,475,000 3,927,500 4,724,937 4,946,546 20,668,983 

Dedebi t Capital 8,247 12,523 255,497 169,863 288,663 734.793 
Deficit by % 43491.6 27649 1437.2 2681.6 1613.6 27P.9_ 
Demand 2,492,000 2,976,515 3,574,437 3,899,525 .. , ... 

4,751,275 17,693,752 
Mayferes Capital 24,235 .50,556 83,258 90,940 132,464 38 1.453 

Deficit by % \0182.7 5787.6 4193.2 4188 3486.8 4538.5 
Demand 3. 195 ,000 3,496,195 4,750.000 4 ,985.925 5,250.000 21,677, 120 

Mays iye Capita l 29,595 33. 170 21.766 49,085 94,729 228.345 
Deficit by % \0695.7 10440.2 21723 10057.7 5442.1 9393.1 

Demand 11,876,2 14 12,666,236 15.377,4 12 16,686,34 1 19,075,046 75.68 1,249 
Total Capit~ l 101 ,582 125,834 389,862 339, 170 552,225 1,508.673 

.. - .- - " - " .. - ._- -Deficit by % 11591.3 9965.8 3844.3 4819.8 3354.2 4916.4 

Source: WARDO cooperatIves eva/llol lOlI report, 2008 alld OWII computa//oll 
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Deficit by % =Present cooperatives working capital-Cooperatives demandx 100 

Present cooperatives working capital 
- , .... ~ .. 

The above Table indicates the financial (capital) demand of the cooperatives and their working 

capital for the different fisca l years. Here, the financial (capital) demand of the cooperatives was 

compmed with the working capital of the cooperati ves. The working capital is considered 

because it indicates the present financial capac ity of the cooperatives and the cooperative activity 

areas. 

As illustrated in the Table, the working capital of the cooperatives for the different years ·has 

been incomparable with the financial demand of the cooperatives. That is, the financial (capital) 

demand of the cooperatives has been by large greater than the working capital of the 

cooperati ves. 

This shows that the cooperatives working capital is absolutely smaller than the cooperatives 

financial (capital) demand in order to undertake the cooperative activities. 

From the above data analysis, it can be said that the cooperati ves are poor at capital creation·se 

as to carry out their cooperative activities. This was also witnessed by all focus.group.discussion 

and key informant participants. 

4.3.71~I·ofitability amI divillcnd of coopcratiycs 

According to cooperative societies ' Proclamation No.147/1998, the FDRE stimulates -the 

cooperative societies shall deduct 30% of the net profit obtained and use . reserve . so_ as to 

strengthewthe ·· capital of the cooperative for further expansion of cooperatives. works ··and 

acti vities. And only the 70% of the net profit shall be divided to the members being the division 

on the basis of shares of the members. The following Table shows the net profit obtained for the 

cooperatives for the different years. - _ 0---

I 



Table 4.19 Net profit obtained for the cooperatives (in Birr) 

Cooperatives 

Lemlem 

Mayferes 

Mays iye 

Average total 

Source: report, 

The above Table shows the net profit obtained for the cooperatives at diffe rent years. As indicted 
in the Table, the net profi t . for most of the cooperati ves had no uni fo rmity lQ(, .the.--years· 
considered. ·That is, increas ing or steady increas ing for some of the years and decreasing or 
steady'deereas ing 'fo r the rest years. Relatively, only Dedebit primarY'cooperative'has' showlran 
increasing or steady increasing trend though small in magnitude. 

For Lemlem primary cooperative, the net profit was increased by about 382% in the Y_".ilJ.2005. . - .•. ,.-, .,., 
and steadil y increased by 6% in the year. However, the net profit was deciined by .abQUl 25j'o in 
the year 2007( due to the encounter of loss) because of the cease of the cooperative somehow in 
the involvement of consumer commodities sell and grain marketing. Yet, the cooperative net 
profit was increased by 72% (due to the involvement of the cooperati ve somehow in these 
activities). 

_ .. -
With regard to Dedebit primary cooperative, the net profit of the cooperative was increa~~sL by 
293 % in the year 2005 and also increased by about 4977% in the year 2006 ( due to the 
involvement of the cooperative in incense production). Similarly, the net profit was steadily 
increased by 5% in the year 2007 (due to same reason); and also increased by about 17% sti ll due 

.. .-- - .... .-~--to same reason. 
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Looking at the Mayferes primary cooperative, the net profit of the cooperative was increased by 

5789% in the year 2005 (mai nly due to the involvement of the cooperative in sand production. 

However, it was declined by 32% in the year 2006 (mainly due to the interference of the local 

governmen t: in the cooperati ve to cease sand production). Similarly, the net profit was also 
.. ~- . . 

~ . ..,.. _r 

declined in the year 2007 by about 86% (due to same season). But, the net 'profit was !'ncreased in 

the year 2008 by about 49% mainly due to the involvement of the cooperative in consumer 

commodities. 

For Maysiye primary cooperative, the net profit was declined by about 7 1 % in the year 2005 

(mainly due to the interfe rence of the local government in the cooperative ' cease 's'~;;d ' 

production). The cooperat ive has not got profit in the year 2006, instead the cooperative 

encountered loss of 22,397 Birr due to the cease of the cooperative in sand production and 

corruption committed by shopkeeper. However, the cooperative retrieved in the year 2007 

somehow by getting 5,218 Birr mainl y from consumer commodities sale though the net profit of 

the cooperative was still declined by about 80.3% comparing with the ye.ar 2005. ,HeweV'e('111e' 

profit was increased by 537% in the year 2008 (mainl y due to the sell of consumer coIilinciClities 

such as cemcnt and corrugated iron sheets). 

When seen the total net profit of .the cooperati ves, the net profit was increased by 95% in the 

year 2005 ; and steadil y increased by 35% in the year 2006. However, the tO~(I.LpLofit " of .. the

cooperatives was fou nd to be decl ined by 22% in the year 2007; but increased by' 37% in-the-year 

2008.'The 'l'eas6n 'for increas ing and declining of the total profit was 'also' associated with'Teas-ons 

mentioned above. 

The main source of profit for the cooperatives, particularly for Dedebit, Mayferes ansLNlaysi,y<l-
. _ ... ..-.-. 

and i.!ldeed for tota l profit of the cooperatives has been profit obtained from incense. and....sand 

production ,though · the cooperatives have ceased in the production of-these resources ,due..to. the 

order of the local government favor ing to the youth organized under micro and small scale 

enterprises. The rest source of profit would be from selling of consumer commodities, graJl1 

marketing, and interest rate from members for fertili zer purchasing and penalty fees fro!!L 

members due to delayance of loan repayment periods. 
.. -~ ---~-
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However, 'ir should be understood that the comparison of the profit of the cooperatives was in 

absolute terms. In other words, it was not compared in relative terms such as cooperatives 

anticipation to obtain profit and members aspirations. Though not compared in re·lative terms, the 

profit of the cooperatives even in absolute terms was low where it had no uniformity for nlOsLof. 
.. . ~ ~ " ~.'" 

the cooperatives (either increasing and steadily increasing or decreasing aJldsteadHy <ie.creasing) 

. trend for the years considered. Even the profitability .of the cooperatives was highly. dependent 

on the involvement of incense and sand production. Thus, the performance of the cooperatives in 

making profit could question the fate of the cooperati ves. 

Table 4.20 Dividend growth of the cooperatives (in Birr) 
. _ ... - -.-

- . Total dividend growtlt °o~ th~~O~l?."f'!t~v~s,~~Xr.;r~!?;~ ... 
Cooperatives 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

'" Dividend % Dividend % Dividend % Dividend % Divided % 
. 

Lemlem 787 · 3794 382 4000 5 2997 -25 5152 72 

Dedehit 578 - 2269 293 115186 4977 120906 5 144723· 20 .,- ~ . . ' . ~, . 
. Mayferes 1784 · 105038 5788 71994 -31 1001 7 -86 .14962 49 

Maysiye 63451 · 18557 -71 . - 3653 -80 . 23285. 537 

Average total 82680 - 129658 57 1911 80 47 137573 -28 188 121 37 
.. 

SoU/ce: WARDO cooperatlves evaLuatlO1I report, 2008 and own compefl tJon 

The above Table illustrates the total dividend growth of the cooperatives for the different' 'Years:

The dividend of the cooperatives is dependent on the net profit of the cooperatives indicated in 

Table 4.19. In other way, dividend of the cooperatives is cons idered as 70% of the net profit 

obtained for the cooperatives whereas the 30% of the net profit is used for reserve capital of the 

cooperatives. Thus, the dividend of the cooperatives goes paJ'allel to the net profit of the 

cooperatives. 

Since 'the dividend of the cooperatives is depended on the 70% net profit of the cooper'atives: tne 

dividend growth of the cooperatives for the years considered has been also low. Looking at the 

above Table, the dividend growth of the cooperatives had no uniformity like the net profit 

. -'-' -
r ' ,..,,~- .~-
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indicated in Table 4. 19. That IS, either increas ing und steadil y II1creas )l1g. ordecreasiiig "iii1d 
stead ily decreasing. 

Besides, the di vidend growth of the cooperati ves was compared in absolute te rms. Even 111 

absolute terms, the dividend growth was low where the lion share of the dividend for the 

c ooperatives was obtained fro m the involvement o f incense and sand production by .. some ·of tlie 

cooperatives . The reasons for the low di vidend of the cooperatives were also associate d with 

·reasons menti"oned above fo r net the profit of the cooperatives. 

Having the above situation of the dividend of the cooperatives, an attempt was made through 

contacting key informants so as to know the access ibility of cooperati ve members totlW.clividend · 

payments of the cooperati ves . Accordingly, the cooperatives have made two times ··dividend 

payment d istribution to their members so far except Mays iye cooperati ve which has made onl y 

one times. The dividend distribution years were in 2006 and 2008 being fo r Mays iye cooperative 

only in 2008 . The div idend distribution of the cooperatives is ind icated below. 

. . ,.-- " .. 
Tobie 4.21 Accessibility of cooperative members to dividend paymentS (in Birr) 

" ,.,.. . ;;."," ~-:;;;;,-:;,~,.,.: 

Distributign Accessibili ty Dedebit .. , ay ,mo; .. '';;.J "J . ". ':, -"" 
year -

~ 

of members , j 
, ~ -~ t.?~.1 

Total dividend 8,58 1 11 8,033 178.8 16 , 305,430 

2006 Total members 387 299 280 - 966 .----- --- --
: 1II 0 lll UO'S to 148 203 214 - 1 56~_ 

-- % access of members 38.2 67.9 76.4 - 58.5 ... - -
~ I,"YII'o", ' I 859 75 16 8334 , 5570 

Lowest payment* 18 47 49 , 38 

Total u , ;UCIIU 
1 8,149 " UJ,U"' 24,979 26,938 325,695 

2008 T otal members 429 356 330 134 1-.. ' .. " .. ' 

Accessible members IO~ 187 I 297 ' 189 - -- 94 P_~7.. -

% access of members 43.6 83.4 57.3 74.1 61.4 
". --

Highest payment* 654 10007 925 674 3065 

T m"p<t pily :I"'" 27 87 46 29 47 

Source: WARDO cooperollves evaluatlOll report. 2008. IIIfel1' lelV from key I1ljormonls and OW" 

computation; *indicmes the payl/lefll is for one lIIelllber 
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As shown in the above Table, the cooperatives have made two times dividend 'distfibiifrciil t~' 

their members except Mays iye cooperati ve which made one times in the year 2008. 'fI-ie dividend 

distribution undertaken by the cooperatives in 2006 was the total dividend obtained in the years 

2004, 2005 and 2006. Mays iye primary mUltipurpose cooperative didn ' t undertake dividend 

distribution in the year 2006 for the reason that the cooperative encountered loss . in the 

mentioned year. ".","",," ' - " 
~ •• -'0" 

The total dividend di stributed to the cooperative members in the year 2006 was 8,581 Birr, 

11 8,033 Birr and 178,8 16 Birr respectively to Lemlem, Dedebit and Mayferes primary 

multipurpose cooperati ves . Thus, the total dividend distributed to the members in the year 2006 

was found to be 305 ,430 Birr. 
. , . ."..... ~.' 

Based on the data analys is finding indicated above, the cooperatives were not able to distribute 

the dividend to all their members in the year 2006. For example, the cooperative members who 

were accessible (participated) in the dividend payment in the year 2006 were 38.2%, 67.9% and 

76.4% respect ively for Lemlem, Dedebit and Mayfercs cooperatives. This indicates t'BtJ..sJill-ll---.... ,. 

substantial number of cooperative members didn't get dividend ' P~YI~~~ts .frolIL. their 

coopel'ativesc' .. 

Similarly, when considered the total members for the cooperatives, only 58.5% of the 

cooperative members participated in dividend di stribution undertaken by the coopera~-,-
., _ .. _----.-.... -

However, Dedebit and Mayferes primary cooperatives were re l ative l~r ·bel~r.._~~~.!::mlem 

primm.)' cooperati"e in distribution of dividend payments to their members due to t~eJact.!i1~t 

the profit obtained from the involvement of incense and sand production. The highest dividend 

payment was 859 Birr, 7516 Birr and 8334 Birr respectively for Lemlem, Dedebit and Mayferes 

primary cooperatives being the average for all cooperat ives 5570 Birr. Similarly, the lowest 
."...--. -

dividend payment to members was 18 Birr, 47 Birr and 49 Birr respectively--forL~ Dedebit 

and M~yf~I'CS. primary cooperatives being the average for all cooperat.ives 38 BiIT . ... _ .. ___ . _ __ _ 

....--- ...... ------
_ . ___ ~8_ 



Coming to the dividend di stribution of 2008, all the study cooperatives undertook the dividend 

payments to their members. As it is indicated in the above Table, the total di vidend p~~)!lnent. 
- - ,~ .. -.~., .. -., ., 

distributed was 8,149 Birr, 265,629 Birr, 24,979 Birr and 26,938 Birr resp~~tive) y forJ.,emJem, 

Dedebit, Mayferes .and Mays iye cooperati ves. The tota l dividend distributed to members for all 

cooperati ves was 325,695 Birr. 

As shown in the data analys is above, cooperative members who had access to dividend paymel}t~ . 
. , .. ". -

f rom their cooperatives were 43.6%, 83.4%, 57.3% and 74. 1% resliedivelyfor .Lemlem, 

Dedebit, Mayferes and Mays iye Primary cooperat ives being the average total for all cooperatives 

61.4%. Though relatively better than the participants in dividend payment in the year 2006, there 

were many cooperative members who didn ' t get payments from thei r cooperatives. But, Dedebit 

primary mUltipurpose cooperative was relatively better than the rest cooperatives in obtaining 

dividend for its members due to the profit obtained from incense production. ' . 
.. --_ •......... "' .. - ---" 

On the other hand, the highes t dividend paid to members was 654 Birr, 10007 Birr, 925 Birr and 

674 Birr respectively for Lemlem, Dedebit, Mayferes and Mays iye cooperatives being the 

average for all cooperati ves 3065 Birr. While the lowest dividend paid to members was 27 Birr, 

87 Birr, 46 Birr and 29 Birr respectively for Lemlem, Dedebit. Mayferes and Maysiye-pruna;:y-

cooperati ves being the average for all cooperatives 47 Birr. 

Meanwhile, discussion with focus group and interview with key informants was undertaken so as 

to know the cri teria considered by the cooperatives in di stribution of dividend payments to their 

members. Accordingly, the cooperati ves use some criteria in distribution of divid(ll1d -payments 

to their nlemoers. For example, they consider the share capital of members and·thepatticlpa tion 
-- ... - -

of members in co'operati ve activity areas . 

In any case, the finding from the data analys is and focus group and key informants indicates that 

the cooperatives are poor in making dividends and even unable to distributeto all_t.J:lciL.lllember;

regardless of the criteria cons idered in distribution of dividends to their membel's,-Bes ides, the 

lion snare- or-d ividend payments to the members was obtained from·the -involvement·incense"and 



sand production although the cooperatives have ceased in production of these resources starting 

fro m 2009 due to the order of the local government. 

4.3.S Capacity Imillling 

Capacity building is related with the purpose of helping people (for ' this case, cooperative 

members) to improve their performance. Thus, capacity building is usually concerned with 

pmvision of education and training (it could be long-term training or short tem-training). Having 

this, an attempt was made to assess the capacity of the cooperatives in the provision .. of education 

and trai ning to their members. 

Table 4.22 Cooperatives provision of education or training to their members 

Cooperatives Total members Accessible to education % Not accessible to % 

or training education or 

--'- • -- , trall1iiiF:!~:g.~~ ~-
--- ......,....- ... ~ ? ,'!" ,., '" 

Lemlem 429 5 -- 1.2 424 98.8 

Dedebit 356 4 1.1 352 98.9 

Mayferes 330 5 1.5 325 98.5 

Maysiye 134 5 4.7 129 96.3 

Total 1249 19 1.5 1230 -- .- ' 98:5 . 

.. - -. Source: WARDO cooperattves evaluattOn report. 2008. lIlterVlew from key mformants and own 

i:Ol1lliLltdfiol1 - -.". 

The above Table shows the capacity of the cooperatives in provision of education or training to 

their members. Accordingly, the data analysis indicates that the cooperatives have not provide~_ 

education or training to their members so far. However, finding from interview of key informants 

revea~~ th~~ .2.I1I)'~x~cutive cooperative member committees from each_ cooperative .. ~_~r:. .. ~i~en 

short tra ining held for about seven days organized by agricultural office of the Woreda. Hence, 

the above Table shows short training given to the cooperative execut ive committees. 

The short training given to the executive committees by the agricultural-office of tlie 'Wor~da
was held two times (in 2006 and 2008). The executive committees are from management 

committee, control committee, loan committee and education committee. Though short- training 
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to the 'executive committee was given by the agricultural office of the Woreda, the -cooperatives 

have ·not provided education such as upgrad ing even to the executive committees. Thus, the 

cooperatives are totally poor in capacity bu.ilding of their Inembers such as provision of 

education and training to their members. 
.... ~ .~ ~-... , .• ".- .,'_ .... . 

The aim of training given to the executive ·committees by cooperative .expelts of agricultural 

office of the V{oreda was as training of trainers. That is, the ·executiv·e committees were ·expected 

to give tmining to the cooperative members. However, the executi ve committees have not given 

formal training .to tile cooperatives so far. Only awareness-creating orientation sessiOll was 'g;~~;l 

to cooperative members by executive cooperative members for one day in the year 2008 so far. 

The type of topics covered -during awareness-creating session held for one -day was such as in 

-cooperative management and accountability, fi nanc ial plalming, ,cl:edit management, and the 

likes . 
....., _....... .. ,_ .. ..., ... 

Having this, an as'sessment was made how many of the cooperative members were preserif in the 

awareness-creating session held for one day in the year 2008. This is' illustrated by the following 

Table. 

Table 4,23 Members' attendance in the awareness-creating held for one day by . .executive" 

committees in the year 200S 

- - ~~ 

," " IVleI'nbers attendance - ~ 
.-

i!O 
~ 

I-Cooperatives Total members Members attended Members not attended ... " 

Dedebit 429 246 57.3 183 42,7 

Lemlem 356 209 5S.7 147 41.3 _ ..... ... -

Mayferes 330 201 60.9 129 39.1 ·· .... - _. 

Mays iye 134 71 53 "63 47 .. -

Total 1249 727 58.2 522 41.S 

WARDO cooperatIVe evaluatIOn report 2008, key Informants, and own computation 

The above Table shows the -cooperative members who participated and didn' t participate.in the 

awareness-creating held for one day by the executive committees. The executive committees ·are 
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those who were given short-training for seven days by cooperative .experts working 111 the 
agricultural office of the Woreda. 

Based OIL the data analysis finding indicated in the above Table, a substantial numb~r . ()f 
--- ... ~ cooperative members didn ' t attend even in the awareness-creating sesslbli held'. for one day. For 

example, for Lemlem primary cooperative, only 57.3% of the cooperative members attended in 
the sess ion held while 42.7% of them didn ' t. Similarly, for Dedebit primary c ooperative, 58.7% 
of the total cooperative members attend.ed in the session while 4 1. 3% of them didn't participate. 
For Mayfe res primary cooperative, 60.9% of the total cooperative members participated in the . 

, . - .. sess ion whereas 39. 1% of them didn't. Similarl y, for Maysiye primary cooperative: 'only53% of 
the total cooperative members attended in the awareness-creating sess ion while 47% of them 
didn ' t attend. -Even when seen for all cooperatives, only 58 .2% of the total cooperative members 
attended in the session while 41.2% of them didn't attend. 

According to . the key informants and focns group discuss ion participants;--tliough ' the 
. . - .-. -_ .. " .----cooperatives are poor in provis ion of .education and training to their members, they expressed 

. - - .. - ._--_._- -their belief that most of the cooperat.ive members understand the general concept of cooperatives 
and the members role on the cooperatives that as bus iness organizations are owned, managed and 
controlled by members without due government intervention. This is attributed to the 
opportunity of gaining awareness-creating orientation by the ex.ecutive (.;.ornmitlees·-and~dU:i"iilg 
meeting lield iiI tlte General Assembly . 

Yet, all the primary cooperatives are substantially lacking education and training to their 
members where the majority of the cooperative members are also illiterate implying that the 
basic education and training about cooperatives might have not beelI ilIgrailled tgJbe..co()perative-· ..... "' 
members. 

The majority of the participants in focus group discuss ion forwarded their ideas in relation to 
education and training as fo llow. 

- - .-- -~ 

- ~ -----,..---~-~. 
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We know that frequent provision of education and training to cooperative members would enhance the 
knowledge and capacity of members in carrying out coordinated cooperative activities thereby enhancing 
the cooperatives' performance in many dimensions. However, the cooperatives are by now facing with lack 
of working capital, and .consequeQtly 'Iacking operational budget for provision of .education and 1raining to 
their members. Hence, it is advisable ·for the Govemment and other concerned bodies to prep-~(~. loJ1g<. · - . ~~ . ..'''~. 
term strategy.so as to support the -cooperatives in felation to education and training. 

The idea of the partic ipants is, of course,-acceptab le. Thus, it is plausible to provide assistance to 
the cooperatives by government ·or other concerned external organizations when the ·cooperatives 
are unable to provide education and training to the ir members due to the poor capacity of the 

. . - ., .. 
cooperatives. In line with this, for instance, Esman and Upoff ( 1984) Cited In .Mes!i~J2007) 
stated that. external assistance in. the form of training fac ilities for cooperative leaders, mell1!>~rs, 
and staffs of organization is indispensable when organizations are fa iling to promote with their ' 
own resources. 

-- - ---An attempt was also made to know the educational back ground of the-primary -multipurpose 
cooperative e,xecutive members. The finding is illustrated by the following Table. 

Table 4.24 Educational level of primary multipurpose cooperative executive 
Committee memh"rs 

Cooperative Rdll('.ation status 

LemiemPMPC grade 

grade Dedebit PMPC 

~M~a~yfd6el~'s~P~MMITP~C=-!-4IT~g~r~add<e~----I:3"'~g~ra~d~e~----I4"\~de--~~~~~~'l" --

10 grade 

PMPC 10 grade Read and write 10 grade 
Source: Interview from the executive committee, 2008 

Looking at the above Table , most of the executive committee members have attended formal 
schooling whi le the vice chairman of Dedebit PMPC and Mays i ye .~!I1pC .had- no"f6Yrmif 
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educating; but able to read and write. With regard to the educational le."eLofthe·committees·, the 
. th . ... ,-- _ .. - .-. -highest level was 10 grade. Howe'ler, when they are provided adequate training and/or 

upgrading education, they can undertake their duties and respons ibilities e ffectively. 

Nev.ertheless , as. it was discussed earlier, education and training was one of the main serious 
issues of the cooperatives contributing to the poor pe!formance of the co.()peJati"e8;·Despik of' 
this , the executive committees have relatively better educational level thart·' the ·coOIJerative 
members. 

4.3.9 Ot'gullizlltiollal cU)):lcity 

For this ·study, organizational capacity concerns with the diffe rent cooperative organs ·and· theii: 
capacity status to execute their mandates and duties in relation to the cooperatives ' by-Iilws 
approved: 

According to the cooperati ves (2005) by· laws, the cooperatives have different cooperative 
ol'gans (executive bodies) given respons ibilities to execute difterent cooperati.v,e ... activities:
Having this , different cooperative executive commillees were established aiming to undertake 
differeilt cooperative functions and activities. By now, each primary ·multipurpose ·cooperative 
·consists of five board executive committees. These are: General Assembly, management 
committee, education committee, control committee and loan committee. 

.-._.--
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Fig.4.3 Organizational structures of the primary multipurpose cooperatives 

I Geueral Assembly 
,,-' "," ~ - .- -

P"', " . 
.. --

Managenlcnt committee 

. . .. 
- - , " 

.. . .. 

.. 

I Control committee I ..... , .~ . - _.--
--. -' 

. . . . 

. - -

- . .-_ .-_.-
I Loan Committee I Education Comrrii ttee 

.,-.. 

.. -

Source: WARDO cooperative evaluation report. 2008 and key informants 

.-"- , 

The General Assembly is the top decision making body, particularl y with sensiti.veand far 
reaching issues. The General Assembl y is mainly mandated · with duties such as ·elect, 
dismiss members, approve the al1llUal work plan and budge t, approve and amend by laws 
and internal regulations. 

. - .-
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The management commillee is al so an important organ that mobilizes the whole activities of the 
cooperatives such as plan and budget preparation, summiting reports and loan request .lJ.ponthe 

. --_ .. - . -
request of the General Assembly and is accountab le to it. The education c'ommittee is r.esponsible 
to duties 'such as organize, facilitate and promote education and training of the members, 
committee members, and staffs. The contl'O l committee is l'Csponsible to ensure that the 
management committee and sub committees carry out their l'Csponsibilities, aud iting and 
inspecting documents. The loan committee is mandated to review and ·evaluate loan applicants_ .. -." . _ . . , .... . -
from members, recommend the detail of all applicants. 

It is under the above different organizational structures that the primary multipurpose 
cooperatives were es tablished. Having this. an atte mpt was made to assess the execution ·capacity 
of the different cooperati ve organizational structures (organs) depending on their mandates and 

__ ,.., __ .. __ r""'---

duties that they are entitled to do so. .-- - - ' " 

As presented above, the General Assembl y is the top decision making body of the cooperatives 
on various cooperative sens itive activity areas . However, finding obtained from focu~ group 
discussion and key informants interview revealed that the General Assembly is not undertaking 
its duties effectively as members' anticipation. For examp·le, one of the . duties ' orth'e 'G(;"~';';I-
Assembly based on the by-laws of the coope:-atives is to hold meeting in four times in a year so 
as to evaluate, approve different. cooperatives concemed areas. Yet, the General Assembly held 
only one times in the year 2007 and two times in the year 2008. Besides, there was no compiled 
report that could describe the diffe rent cooperative activities like physical report, financial report 
and other related cooperative activities evaluated and approved by the Gen~rJtLAssembly:""--~--' 

The management committee was not also acti ve enough though -aii ' important bOody. The 
cOllllllittce couldn ' t undertake cooperative activities effectively such as in mobilizing the whole 
acti vities of the cooperatives like plan and budget preparation, sUlllmiting reports to the General 
Assembl y. With thi s regard, there was no , for e xample, compiled physical .!li1d.budget-lllml . - . ~ ." 

reports in the way that beneficiaries can read and use it . The management committee-somehow 
sunmiits !h-e - jiliysical and budget plan and reports randomly in a' pieces of paper- wirelllh-e 



,'. 

General Assembly calls for meeting. Even, the management committee is also poor at mobilizing 
members to participate in different cooperative activity areas. 

"~- _....-' --- .---Coming to the educational committee, the conm1ittee has not broughf f;'~itj"~l P[Q~T!Qtj9n of 
education ·and training to the members and staffs so far. There was no member giyen .training-or 
education promoted by the ·educational committee of the cooperatives. Of course, this was 
discussed in the earlier discussion where no ·cooperative member was given either education or 
training by the cooperatives. Even the short. training given to the executive committee members 

-C'" •• --

was organized and sponsored by the agricultural office of the Woreda .. Thus,··tii;; educational 
committee of the cooperatives could be considered as ' ideal ' at present since there wasno 
educational promotion given to the cooperative members and staffs. Besides, there is no so far 
educational and training plan and documents prepared by the educational committee. 

The control committee was also found to be weak in carrying out of..its·-"\luties': AS"(m~~~;~d' 
earlier,. the control committee of the cooperatives is expeded to audit and inspect the cooperative 
activities, and report the shortfalls for further decision to be taken by the General Assembly. 
With regard to this, finding from key informants interview and group discussion participants also 
indicated that the control committee of the cooperatives had not started its duties till the year 
2005. However, since the year 2006, formal auditing of cooperatives has"beelhstarted.~TliOUgh 
started, auditing of the cooperatives has been undertaken by cooperative audit expei·ts· worKing in 
the agricultural office of the Woreda. The control committee of the cooperatives undertake 
somehow such as preparing documents and preconditions for auditing and inspecting to be 
carried out by audit experts from the agricultural office of the WOlocda. 

,.... ........... .....,.-..,..---

However; according to the by-laws of the cooperatives, cooperative activities"and,elated-duties 
should-beev<iluated, munitored, audited, inspected and leported by the cooperativesthelnselves. 
Yet, the cooperatives are highly dependent on the agricultural office of the Woreda, particularly 
with issues related to aud iting and inspecting. 

The loan -committee of the cooperatives was also poor to execute its duties effecti¥ely-though a 
little oit -better than the other cooperati ve executive committees for · the reasoIHha1" ·aHeasHt 
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presents the loan applicants from members to the management committee to be discussed by the 
General Assembly. However, the loan committee for all cooperatives is weak in that the 
committee didn't review and evaluate the loan applicants from members in detail. For example, 
in evaluating the members demand particularly for fertilizer purchase y~rsus .the-coO"peratlv;;·s 
financial capacity. The loan committee is also weak in reviewing and evaluiiiiilg·of·ihe- ioan 
applicant members such as in identifying members who will get the loan in priority with 
avail-able capital. Because of this, some disagreements appear between members and the loan 
committee during loan delivery process. Besides, the loan committee is weak in timely loan 
delivery of the applicant me mbers, particularly for purchas ing of fertilizer.. .~ ._ ..... . 

Fro", Ih" "hove. disc.uss ion ami finding, it appears that thc performance of the cooperatives in 
relation to bui lding of organizational capacity to undertake their activities is weak. This could he. 
attributed to different reasons such as the establishment of the cooperati ves could be without 
adequate preparation considering. some of the basic cooperative values. Bes ides, lackof.wmking· 
experience of the executive .committees in cooperatives and low education-al ·· level·· of the 
committees· contributed to have weak organizational capacity of the · cooperatives to execute ·its 
mandates and activities e ffective 

4.3.10 Mcmllcl'shil) gl'owth :Imlmotivation flLCtol's for mcmllcl'shil)_ 
.ilf eJlllJersldp growtlt 

With regard to" the membership growth of the cooperatives, an attempt was made to assess the 
members' growth trends for different years through contacting key informants focus group 
di scuss ion. 
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Table 4.25 Membcrshill growth of the cooperatives 

Number of members 
Cooperative 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

M F T M F T M F T M IF T M F T 
Lemlem 274 17 29 1 348 20 368 362 25 I 387 378 29 .40(- 394 - 35"-- 429 
Dedebil 193 7 200 238 12 250 283 16 299 302 18 320 334 -22 .. 356 
Mayferes 217 23 240 238 27 265 249 31 280 274 36 310 288 42 330 
Maysiye 66 29 95 68 29 97 69 31 100 95 35 130 98 36 134 
Total 750 76 826 892 88 980 963 103 1066 1049 118 1167 1144 135 1249 

Tolal% 
-,.-,-

.. -' .. . " ... ' . .-increased . 18.6 8.8 9.5 . -.' 7 
Woreda Cooperollve Desk complied report, 2008 alld own computallOl1 

The above Table illustrates the membership trend of the cooperatives for the different years : As 
it is shown in the above Table, the membership growth of the cooperatives has been in increasing 
t1'Cnd for the years considered. However, the membership growth has been steady il!fI.~a$ing,- For 
·example, when compared the lotal membership of the cooperatives in the year 2004--with--2005, 
the membership was grown by 18.6%. However, when compared the year 2005 with 2006; it-was 
increased by about 8.8%. The membership was also increased by 9.5% in the year 2007 
compared with the year 2006. Yet, the cooperatives membership was steadily increased by 7% in 
the year 2008 compared with the year 2007 . 

._" - . 

As disclIsst!d above, the mcmbcrship growth of the cooperatives has been a steady increlllelll. 
This could raise a question why a steady increasing of membership of the cooperatives. Besides, 
the membership growth of the cooperatives was compared in absolute terms not in relative terms 
such as comparing with the fanner dwellers in the study area. 

- -- .. ,- . 

Having-the above membership growth of the cooperatives, an attempt was made to compar~ the 
membership of the cooperatives with the farmer household heads in the sludy areas. According 
to the key informants, those members who joined the cooperatives are farmer household heads . 
Thus, it would be plausible to compare the membership growth of the cooperatives with farmer 
household heads that are not yet joined the cooperatives in their local areas,· .. 
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Table 4.26 Cooperatives membership compared with lIoll-member farmers 

Total household heads 

versus members Study Kebeles 

Lemlem Dedebit Mayferes Maysiye A verage total 

Total household heads 1147 1050 812 630 3639 ... ," -. .. ~ . .. 

Total members 429 356 330 134 1249 

% of members 37 33 40 21 34 

SO/llce: WOFED stas{(cal abstract. 2008, Woredo cooperatIve Desk compIled report, 2008 and OWII 

computation 

The above Table shows the total farmers cooperative members compared with frame I: household

heads of the study Kebeles. The data analysis indicates the fanner ·cooperative members are 

smaller than the fanners who do llot.join the cooperatives. For example. for Lemlem stlldy 

Kebele, only 37% of the total farmer household heads have joined the Lemlem primary 

cooperative. Similarly, for Dedebit study Kebele, 33% of the total farmer household heads have 

joined the Dedebit Primary cooperative. For Mayferes and Maysiye study Kebeles.!.x~.spectively-
" .. -

40% and .21 % of the total farmer household heads have joined tu lile cooperatives of-.Mayferes 

and Maysiye primary cooperatives. Besides, looking at average total for-all study Kebeies, only 

34% of the total fanner household heads have joined the cooperatives. 

The finrling from the above data analysis showed that there are still substantial numberL Of -" .. - - ' .... , ... 
fanners who have not yet joiner! the r.oop"ratives available in their local areas. This il}1plj,s the 

membership growth of the cooperatives has been low for the years considered. 

Meanwhile, contact was made with focus group discussion of non-member fanners why they are 

not joined the cooperati ves available in the local areas as membership. Some of them said that 
- ~. " .. - .- .. -' 

the reason was due to the cooperatives were not strong enough to provide service, particularly in 

relation to fertilizer supply where the cooperatives have mainly engaged. Besides, some of them 

claimed the cooperatives were poor in different service provision and at same time were not 

profitable at the· begilming of the years where they were not also attractive for memberships. 

Nevertheless, they sa id that the non-member farmers are ready to join the cooperatives available 
-------
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in their local areas in the time when the cooperati ves show improvements in different activities 

such as provision of service, profit making and d·istribution of dividend payments . 

• ilfolivafin.fJ./rlcimw./in· lIlemhel'.Y/tip (~l(;()()pel'ltliv(w 

In cOllllection to this, 'survey respondents were asked what motivated them to. .be.c(jJ1w .. 

cooperatives membership. The survey finding is shown by the following Table. 

Table 4.27 Factors motivating for membership of cooperatives 

Motivating factors Frequency Percent , . . - -.;~ i 

Government influence - -
.. 

Earlier cooperative membership initiation 25 17.9 
... --

.Own interest and aspirations for cooperatives 41 29.3 

Dividend share of earlier cooperative members 25 17.9 

Cooperatives provision of services 22 IS .7 

Cooperative leaders 27 19.2 
...... _._. ----

Total 140 100 
-. .. ---.--

Source: Survey data, 2008 

The above Table shows the different motivating factors contributing to the cooperative members 

to become membership of the cooperatives. As shown in the above Table, relatively the 

important motivating factor to become members of the cooperatives was oWll'''iiiti:;'est and 

aspirat!on~ f()r _c_~?peratives which accounted for 29.3 %. The second motivating factor for 

membership of cooperative members was due to the mobili zation of cooperative leaders 

accounting for 19.2%. The next motivating factors were earlier cooperative members' initiation 

and dividend share of earlier cooperative members accounting for 17.9% and 17.9% 

respectively. While cooperatives provis ion of services shared 15.7% . . But, no -government ' 

influence ' was observed as factor to become membership of cooperatives. 

However, it should be understood that though relatively own interest and aspirations for 

cooperatives was noted as important factor, the rest factors had also their own contributions for 

cooperati ve members to become memberships. This implies that there w~s no- a- govetn1fi'g 
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motivating fa ctQr to become membership of the cooperati ves. Nevertheless , one impOJ:lan!·lesson .. - . 

can be dra wn from the survey data finding. That is, there was no government · influence for 

cooperati ve In embers to become membership indicating that membership is open and voluntary 

in the study area. 

4.3.n.Job c.'eating- OllJlOl'hmity . " " ", 

Well performing cooperatives could induce an employment creating-opportunity ·either --self

employment for their members or who are not necessarily cooperative members. In line with 

this , Moser (1996) noted that cooperatives create jobs and improve the living conditions of 

people across the World. Thus, the job creating-opportunity of cooperatives could be considered 

as one of the cooperatives performance indicators. Therefore, it is plausible to assess the job , 
" _.'-

creating-opportunity of the cooperatives under consideration. 

With this regard, contact was made with key informants in connection to the hired people by the 

cooperati ves so far. 

Table 4.28 Hired people so far by the study cooperatives 

Coope.ratiY.es_ i-PJesent capacity of Number of hlre'd _ ":t; '->" 

, cooperatives to hire people so far 
• 

Lemlem 12 2 16% 

Dedebit 12 2 16% 
.. .-------.. 

Mayferes 12 2 16% . .. " .. - " , . 
. -

Maysiye 12 2 16% 

Total 48 8 16% 

Source: Interview from executi ve cooperaflve comnllllees, 2008 

....-.-- -=-:,...-~-1-------

As the above Table exhibits, the total number of hired people so far in the coopehltives is eight. 

The hired people are from the cooperative members. The hired people for all cooperative~_a~e 

shopkeepers and cashiers. According to the executive committees, based on the by-laws of the 

cooperatives approved by the General Assembly, the present capacity of the cooperati ves to hire 

people is 48 being 12 for e ach cooperative. Nevertheless , the hired people so far in the 
_. -----,--_ . .,.._-----
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cooperatives are 8 (l6%). This ind icates the cooperatives are still yet to create job opportunity 
for their members and communities even compared the present capacity of the cooperatives'.· 

In line with tJli s, AI:eaya (2005) noted that about 16 mUl tipurpose cooperative unions in Tigray 
Region create a job opportunity only to 86 1 persons in the year 2005 indicating that the job 
creating-opportuni ty even for cooperati ve unions in the Region is at low level. 

4.3.12 COOJlCI'lltivc mcmbers' Ih'cliJlOod 

S ince the concept of " li velihood" is wide in scope, indeed comprises many di mensions, the 
paper was confined to come up with some basic aspects of livelihood such as assets including 
livestock and other living conditions scenarios. Thus, cooperatives performance in relation to the 
cooperative members' livelihood was assessed in such away that the members possessing ·the
livestock and related assets and their living conditions status because of joining the cooperati ves 
as menlbership. 

OWllers/tip (!I·a.~se[;f 

As it is highlighted in several studies of rural livelihoods, one way of knowing li v~Ij!!Ood . of ruraj
farmer cooperati ve members is assess ing their li vestock and related assets. In connection-to the 
asseto'wnetship; the survey respondents were asked whether theil' cooperatives contributed to 
increase livestock or not. Were asked like Do you think that your livestock and related 
assets are increased because of your cooperative contribution? 

--.--.- ... ~.-
Tallie 4.29 Contribution of cooperath'es to their members in owing ·o(jivesto~.IL _ . __ _ 

-DarliCuJ:u:L Survey respondents' reSl!Q!ISc .•• .:. ~. :,,-,; ~~~y':~~.".:c 
Have contribution % Have no % Total Number 

contribution 
Livestock I 18 12.9 122 87.1 140 4 
Hens 14 10 126 90 140 ~JL---- . 
Honey hee co lony 9 6.4 131 93.6 14Q.. 2. _ __ 

..Agrku.1tur~'- 26 18.6 114 81.4 140 26 . .. _ .. _----
implements 

A verage total I 17 12.1 123 87.9 140 
Source: Survey data , 2008 

_. .- ... ~-- .. ,- -:-
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The above Table illustrates response of the survey respondents towards whether the ir 
cooperatives ·contributed to the increment of their livestock or not. Accordingly, the survey data, 
anal ys is shows that the cooperatives had no contribution to the majority -o(ili~-- ~;~~~'t:~ t; ve 
members in inct:ement of the ir assets under consideration. 

For example, when ·looked at the livestock inorement, only 18(12.9%) of the respondents 
reported that the ir cooperatives had somehow contribution on increment of the ir li vestock assets. 
But, from the 18 respondents only 4 of them were able to buy 4 liveslOck"such ·goats. The 
remaining 14 respondents reported with the following context. For example, if the price of a goat 
is say 250 Birr, the contribution of the cooperati ves to its member in buying of the goat could be 
40 Birr or 30 Birr. It is, therefore, with this context that the 14 respondents who reported their 
cooperatives have little contribution on livestock due to dividend payments other benefits 
obtained from their cooperatives. While 14( 10%) of the respondents reported their coopet:at;~es 
had contribution to buy 30 hens. Similarl y, on ly 9 ({i.4%) and 26 (18.6%) ofitie respoiidents 
reported they bought 9 honey bee colonies and 26 agricultural implements (Mareasha) 
respective ly attributed to dividend payments and other benefits obtained from their cooperatives. 

When seen the average total for all assets mentioned in the above Table, only J7(1 2·.1 %rof tlie' 
survey respondents reported that their cooperatives had somehow contributions to tlleB"assets 
increment; while the majority of them 123 (87 .9%) rcportcd their 'coopei'ativeshiid ' n'o 
contribution on increment of their assets. Thus, from the above data analysis finding, it can be 
said that the cooperatives contributions to their members in rel ation to possessing of different 
assets such as li vestock was poor. 

L-lviltU' c·()liditiim.~ ,!j'c()()perafl/!e lIlemlJelw 

To examine changes in the ir li ving conditions, were asked whether their cooperatives contributed 
to their living standards or not. Thus, the survey respondents were asked like Do you ihink 
being membership of your cooperative contribut€d to improve your living con .. ditions·?--
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Table 4.30 Changes in living conditions of coopCl'ative members 

Particulars Survey respondents ' 

response 
., 

, - -Yes % NO-:- '% ;;;,-":. . Total 
. --:--..:'~ T---'~¥ :i'~~·r "!" "':" • Able, to send children to school and cover 6 4.3 134 95.7 140 

educational expenditure 

Able to cover household expenditures and 12 8.6 128 91.4 140 
furniture 

Chang ing a house from hut to cO'Tugated sheet 4 2.9 136 .97.1 140 
...... 

roofing -

Use of health services 8 5.7 132 94.3 140 
Renewing the existing house 14 10 126 90 140 
Access to use pit toilet 2 1.4 138 98.6 140 
Impro ving to household feeding system 10 7.1 130 92.9 140 . .. .-----, Average total 8 5.7 132 . 94.3 140 

., .' . .... _ .. <--
SOUl ce:, Survey data, 2008 

The above Table portrays d the contribution of the cooperatives to their members living 
conditions. In other words, cooperative members were asked whe the r their cooperatives have 
contributed somehow to their living conditions improvement o r not. . Accordingly; ' tliedar';
analysis finding showed that the contributions of the cooperati ves in improvelnent oCinelubers 
liv ing conditions was very little or insignificant where onl y very few me mbers reported that the ir 
cooperatives had somehow little contribution to their li ving conditions under consideration. 

For example, in re lation to sending children to school and covering educa.t.ion~J..~xpenditure,6firy 
6 (4.3 %) of the survey respondents said that their cooperatives had somehow little cOritribution; 
while llie- iil ajo l' ity 134 (95.7%) of the m declared didn't contribute: Looking at lhe ' hoUs'eliold 
expenditure and furniture purchase, 12(8.6%) of the respondents replied that their cooperatives 
had little contribution on covering household ex pendi ture and purchase of furni ture; whereas the 
remaining 128 (91.4%) of them said had no contribution. S imilarl y, only 4 G...2.%J- of-the-

. , .~' ..... .. "-'--
respondents reported the ir cooperatives had somehow littlie contribution o ll ·€hanging-a-house 
fro m Il uno'-corrugate d sheet roo fin g; while the majority 136(97 .1 %) .. of them 'replied- didn"t 
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· .. - . . 

contribute. In connection of health use serVice, 8 (5.7 %) of the respondents said their 

cooperatives had little contribution; the reaming 132 (94.3%) reported had no contribution. 

In relation to re newing of the existing house, 14 (10%) of the resJlonc!ents .replied'· tneii:' 

cooperatives had litter contribution; but 126 (90%) of them said didn't contribute. Besides; only 

2(1.4%) of the respondents reported that their cooperatives had some contribution to useac<:ess 

to pit toi let; whereas the majority -138(98.6%) of them reported didn't contribute. Similarly, 

10(7.·1 %) of the respondents replied that their cooperatives had little contribution on household 

feeding sys tem ; the remaining 130(92.9%) of them declared the ir coop~ratiy.es had · no 

contribution on improvement of household feeding system. 

Even looking at the average total for all living condition scenarios of the members, only 8 (5 .7%) 

of the survey respondents said that their cooperatives had somehow little contribution on their 

living conditions improvement; whereas the majority of 132(94.3%) of them declared t!l.f\.ctheilc 
.. - .. ,-. .... -

cooperatives had no contribution on improvement of their living conditIons. However, il.should 

be also noted that the members who reported their cooperatives had littIie contribution on their 

living conditions didn't mean that it is because of their cooperatives purdy contribution they 

added value to the ir li ving conditions. For example, if the cost of constructing of pit toilet is say 

2500 Birr, the contribution of the cooperative to its member could be 50 Birr or 75 Birr attributed - .- .. ~.-- .. 
to such as dividend payments or other benefits obtained from the c,(l'Ojieiative. Sil~i~~!~ for 

example,.if the cost. of renewing a house is say 4500 B ilT, the contribution of the cooperative to 

its member in renewing of the house could be 100 Birr or 150 Birr. It is with this context that the 

cooperative members who reported their cooperatives have littlie contribution for all li ving 

condition scenarios indicated in the above Table. 
. _ .. _,- ....... ...."..,-- .. .---

_ . .... ' - .. - -

Thus, the _survey find ing shows that the cooperatives are poor at improving of their members 

living conditions where only very few of the cooperative members reported that their 

cooperatives had somehow little contribution on their living conditions with the above context. 

However, it should be understood that those cooperative members who reported that their 

... -----cooperatives had little contribution on their living conditions is in spe~jfic--season'Ut luonth s of 

the year, particularly during dividend distribution of the year. 
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In other words, the contribution of the cooperatives on the living standard of members is not in 
the way that the members could guarantee their living standards in susta inable way. Therefore, 
the respondents who reported their cooperatives had little contributions to their li ving conditions 
were also to mean in specific season; it could be al so in one month of a specific ' yeai"o({jT~';d~~d 
payment di stribution. 

The participants of focus group discuss ion also underlined that the cooperati ves have not yet 
brought changes in living standards of their members. They added that very few cooperative 
members who joined the cooperatives earlier have got some contribution frpm their eoop-eratives 
in buying of some cattle and contributions to their living conditions during specific season or 
month of a year attributed to the dividend payments, getting technology inputs sucIi as -drip 
irrigation and motor pump for irrigation purpose. 

An attempt was made to assess the contributions of the cooperatives on t~~ liyelihood--of'th-e
cooperative members considering livestock and related assets and some' aspects -of- living 
conditions -scenarios. Accordingly, both the survey fi nding ami focus group dis-cu-s-simn-estilt 
revealed that the cooperatives have not yet brought changes of living standard of their members 
impl ying that the cooperatives performance in relation to improving of living standard of their 
members is poor. 

.~ 4;4.' Factors affccting tbc pc..ti)l'lllllnCC of thc coopcl'atives .. 

4.4.1 Govcrlllncnt intcl','cntion 

Different studies indicated that direct government intervention on cooperatives and its activities 
result in failure of cooperatives. That is, the intervention of government couldl~<IsUo_redl:leing
member participation and control on their cooperatives. Huss i et al (1 993) cited-in Mesfin-(2007) 
for eX111Tiple;' argued, in Sub-Sahara Africa, the interventionist -policy of government -was 
counterproductive reducing member participation and contro l. According to Mesfin (2007), this 
has impaired the flexibility required for ruIming of the cooperatives as business enterprises. 

-' .. -" . ~ 
---~ ------------
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However, government intervention in some aspects of cooperati ve activities, paI1icularly during 

weak organizational capacity of the cooperatives .to undertake its activ.ities could . be considered 

as worth y. In other words, genuine support of government to cooperatives when fai led or unable 

to promote its activities due to different constraining reasons could be seen as positive moral to 

cooperatives. In connection to this, for example, Ignance (2004) stated that government suppon _ 
_ ." ..... ,---_ ..... 

might take the form of enabl ing legislation, charactering services 'alid perhaps financial 

ass istance that encourage savings and open access to commodities and markets. 

Findings from focus group discuss ion and key informants indicate that the intervention of 

government in some of the cooperative activities is positive; whereas the intervention of 

government in some of the activities negates the performance of the cooperatives. 

The positive support of government is related to the provIsion of credit services to the 

cooperati ves through revolving fund and CBE. Of course, this was discussed in detail in the 

earlier session of credit service of the cooperatives . As it was discussed, the cooperatives are 

poor at financial capacity to provide different services to their members s.llch as· in-purcli.'as'[~g of 

fertili zer. However, the cooperative are highly subsidized through loan guarantee of government 

from CBE and through revolving fund of the Region though it is no sufficient enough to 

undertake the cooperative activities. 

Bes ides, the attempt of the government to support the cooperati ves in helpil1g .some-ofthe- dufies

of the cooperatives was also noted as positive support. For example, the sup'port 'of the 

government in auditing of the cooperatives activities by cooperative expei'ts workirig-in-tne 

agricultural office of the Woreda was genuinely accepted by the cooperatives though as mandate 

is to be carried out by the control committee of the cooperatives. Moreover, the attempt of the 

government to provide short-training to the executive committee of the~o.9peratives -via

cooperative experts working in the agricultural office of the Woreda could be ·other--pos-itive 

support of government to the cooperatives. With this regard , for ' example;" the' executive 

committees for all cooperatives were gIven short-training held for seven days two times in 

different fi scal years. 

. ...... ----



However, though the intervention of government in some of the cooper31tive concemed'activities 
was considered as positive support, the intervention in some cooperati ve ' activity- areas has 
affected the performance of the cooperatives. This was particularly obsdved the intervention of 
the local government in cooperative activ ities of incense and sand production. It was dis·cussed in 
the earlier section that the involvement of the cooperatives in the production of these resources 
been the most important activity of the cooperatives particularly for Dedebit,, 10ayferes .. and ' 
Maysiye primary cooperatives contributing to the profitability and dividend payments of the 
cooperatives. ' 

Even the lion share of profit and dividend payments for these cooperatives has been due to the 
involvement of the cooperatives in the production of these local resources . Howe~~r, .h3Y.ing.the . 
cooperatives such attractive profit and div idend payments to theii: members" , the local 
government ordered the cooperatives to cease in the production of these local resources, instead 
favoring to the youth organized under small and micro scale enterprises. This, in turn, has highly 
affected the performance of the cooperatives in relation to the profitability, capital creation and 
dividend payments. 

Because of the decision made by the local government, most cooperative members were 
disappointed. Consequently, many members despaired about their cooperatives fates for future. 
The participants al so underlined that if the local govemment is not voluntary to re-arrange the 
"evil decision", withdrawal of cooperative members is inevitable and the "sustainability" of the 
cooperatives wi ll be also questionable. 

----.-,-- -

Therefore, regardless of some of pos itive govell1ment intervcntion, it could be argued that the 
negative intervention seemed to have eroded the positive contributions and affected the 
performance of the cooperatives, particularly in profit making, capital creation and dividend 
payment di stributions of the cooperatives. ---.=----~-----.. . ~. 

4 .4.2 Lack of cl'edit sel'vices and cHl1ital 
It was found that the study primary cooperatives were highly dependent on meager cred it service 
provided by government loan through revolving fund and from CBE, particularly for fertilizer 
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purchasing. Though the government provided credit service through loan scheme to ... H:l.e. 
,.- ¥ '" • •. • 

cooperatives, it was also found to be insufficient for the cooperatives so as to ul~d('!ltak_edifferent 

cooperative activities even for fertilizer purchasing. As the result, thecooperatixeshave been 

unable to provide adequate credit services to their members . Besides, members blame to their 

cooperatives for their failure to provide timely credit services provided through the loan scheme 

of government, particularl y for fertilizer purchase. 
..".-'" 

Moreover, the cooperati ves have not been able to create capital that could mobilize the activities 

of the cooperatives. With this regard, it was found from the participants of focus group 

discussion and key informants that due to lack of capital the cooperatives are not in situation to 

undertake the ir aclivit.ies. For example, most. of th" <cooperatives could not carry out activities 

such as grain marketing, consumer commodities and the likes. 

Because of shortage of c redit. service and lack of capital , the cooperatives have not yet fully 

involved in different cooperative activity areas. As the result, the cooperatives have ceased in the 

involvement of grain marketing. Besides, though some of the cooperatives have involved in 

consumer commodities, they could not provide adequate and differentiated goods timeiyto tl1dr 

members. Consequently, many cooperative members are not customers of their coo[iei·atives. 

This contributed to create gap of marketing interaction and channel between the cooperatlvesand 

members. 

Thus, lack of credit servIces and capital negates the performance of the .. <:o.operatives···iff 

mobilizing of the whole activities of the cooperatives. In addition, the cooperatives' are'unable to 

provide dedit services to their members for non- agricultural inputs so far: The cooperatives-are 

somehow in situation to provide credit services· to their members for ferti lizer purchase attributed 

to the credit obtained from loan scheme of the Regional Government through revolving fund and 

CBE though it is insufficient. 

.... -. 4;4.3 J.1:tc){ of' education lind tI'lIiuing 

As indicated in the literature part, education and training is one of thc basic principlcs of the 

cooperatives. Therefore, member-based cooperatives crucially depend on the members' basic 

'~lOO " 



understanding of their cooperative activities. This can be materialized through provIsion of 
·education and training to members and staffs of cooperatives. -- -~ . 

- - .. , - -

It .was discussed that the pe:fonnance of the cooperatives in providing education and training to 
the members and staffs was poor. Only the ·executive cooperative committees wei'e given short 
training two times ~o far ldd for seven 'days which was organized by agri'cultural ·office of the 
W{)reda, Howeve r, the cooperative members have been given even short training,s.o, fg,J.'. neither' 
by their cooperatives nor by other concerned bodies such as agricultural office ofthe .'\Voreda. 

As it was ,revealed, only shallow awareness"Gealing orientation was given fo r one day to the 
·cooperative. members so far by the ex·ecutive committees who were given short training by the 
agricultural office of the WOie da, Even with this l'Ogard, a substantial number of col?P3'r.~.tjye, 

.. ~ . ~ -~ ' 

members were not present at ule meeting held for one day. Thus, this ' il1dicatesthe cooper,ative 
members .al'esubstantially lacking the basic ,education of the ·cooperative principles, 

Besides, it was revealed that the educational back ground of the executive cooperative 
commiHees is poor where the majorities of the cooperative members are also illiterate and ~~rx, _ ... --_ ...... - ,...,.. few of them m'e only able to 'I'ead and write. Therefore, having this poor-edUcational back ground 

. . . ---- .-
of melnb~rs, it is not questiomrble that the members are in need of getting education and tra.in~n!;, 
However, provision of education and .training to cooperative mcmbcrs by the cooperatives or 
other ·(;oncerned bodies was fOllnd to be absent or poor. 

-..-:;"""<.-.-------'-Because the absence of education and training proVISIOn by cooperative" to cmembers, the 
mel:nb~rs _.coyl~ not clearl y understand their rights and responsibilities depicted in the 
cooperatives !ega-I framework, As the l'esult, members couldn' t defend thei r rights and protect 
abuses effectively, Of course, as it was noted in the earlier discuss ion part, this was also 
witnessed by ,parti,cipants of focus group discuss ion and key informants. 

--,..,.,----_._-
. . -- -

Froni the above discussion, it could be argued -lhat lack of education and trainitigfiasaffeded the 
performance of the cooperatives, particularly for further progress ~o( the ciiopel:atives a rId 
mobilization of members. 



4.4.4 1"001' mn.-Jwting iutCI'llCtiOIl and llbscncc of ('OOIICI'lltiYC Imioll 

According to Tesfaye (2005), improved marketing strategies are needed to Inaximize members' 

dividends and members different services supply to cooperatives upon ,requeschi :6th;;;:";:;;rds, 

when there is more interaction between members and .cooperativ.es in sell ing and buying of 

commodities, the sense 'Of ownership by members will be greater. 

With , regard -to marketing, a survey was conduoted to assess whether the cooperative members 

sell their agricultural produce t'O t..l'teir c'Ooperatives when needs arise. The finding · is 're\'e1ea 'by 
the fo llowing Table. 

Table 4.31 Marketing cutlets 'Of the cccperative members 

Marketing particulars Frequency Percent '. , 

To their cooperatives - - .. ~ . .,.- -
.--- .. --.. . ' . 

To otner' cooperatives - . . .. --..,- ".---

To public markets 133 95 

To private traders 7 5 

Total 140 100 

Source: Survey data, 2008 -

The above Table 'presents the response of the survey ' respondents towards selling "of ,their 

agricultural produce to the marketing particulars when needs arise. As presented in the Table, the 

survey finding reveals that the majority the cooperative members 133 (95%) of them reported 

that they sell the agricultural produce during needed time to public markets; only 7 (5Jol-9f..them

said that they sell to private t{'aders. On the other hand, there were no cooperatille memb.ers.whe 

sold their-agricultural produce like grains to their cooperatives 'Or other.ceoperatives.when.needs 

arise to sell. This implies that the marketing interaction in seIling and buying of grains between 

the cooperatives and members is poor. Hewever, it has been argued in many literatures that 

creating marketing ,channel between cooperatives empowers the bargaining power of 1~;E:b_~ 
- --.--

and organizational c apacity, particularly in fonning capital and meinbers participation in 

different.cooperative activities. 

\02 
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Meanwhile, contact was made with key informants about issues related to the marketing situation 

of the cooperatives. The result obtained from the participants ·revealed that there is no marketing 

interaction between the members and the cooperatives so far. However, few members used .t9_ 
.... -' ~,., .- .-'- ., 

sell their gra ins to their cooperatives four years ago, particularly in coopei'atives like Lemlem 

and Dedebit. , 

Though cooperatives like Lemlem and Dedebit involved to some ·extent in delivering of grains 

from few of their members, they ceased soon due to di fferent reasons. One of the reasons was 
-~ .. . -.' . 

due to the encounter of loss attributed to low and unstable prices. The other"ieason was 

associated to the shor-tage of capital to cope with outside market being in low and unstable prices 

situation. As the result, those few members who used to sell their grains frustrated to continue 

selling to their cooperatives. Moreover, it was discussed in the earlier discuss ion that only very 

few members purchase conSUlner commodities sometimes from their ·cooperatives. This also 

indicates that the marketing interaction between members and their cooperatives ,is stilrjfcior~ 
,.. ---

On top of the above ' issues related -to marke ting, finding f{'om L0.e key informants showed that 

there is no cooperative established at the union level in the study \Vareda even near by Woredas. 

Of course, this was also confirmed during the earlier discussion that there is no cooperative 

union in the Wmeda where the marketing interaction of the cooperatives, palticularly.in-fertilizer 

purchasillg IS facilitated through communication of Enderta Union which is' located-near to 

Mekelle. 

According to the key informants, the absence of cooperative established at union level in the 

Woreda even in the near by WOl'edas has affected the perfmmance of the cooP.e.~'!!iyes .i.n.-many

dimensions. ' For example, it affected in the facilitation of the cooperatives --in · provision -of 

differel1l. seri,i icessuch a credit provision, timely fertilizer provision ' and -different ' agricu,ltural 

inputs provision to the cooperatives . Besides, the absence of cooperative union in the WOle da 

affected to fo rm strong market ing interaction in di ffelent cooperative activities between 

members and the cooperatives ; fo r instance, in selling and purchasing of grains and £9l)~el'--_ . . ------
~ .- - . 

cOlm,10dities, As whole, the absence of cooperative union in the study-i i-ea contrihute.d_to.llave 
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poor organizational capacity of the primary cooperatives so as to run their acti'vities, 

consequently leading to the poor performance of the cooperatives . 

From the above discussion, it appears that the absence of cooperative union in the ~!jJdy.Woreda-
_ •• w" 

even in the near. by Woreclas and the poor marketing interaction between the cooperatives-and 

members negatively affected the performance of the cooperatives in many dimensions. 

4.4.51"001' IClulc.·sbill amI low COOIICI'lItiyc members participation 

According to Pichai (200S), managerial cooperative as function is rele"antt~.3he entire 

organization, so every management member of theentil'e cooperative should perform the 

management function. Thus, the management ·committee is one of the most important organs of 

cooperative in mobilizing, organizing and facilitating of different types of cooperative activities. 

Besides, the participation of cooperative members depends on the activation of the management 

body of cooperative. 
.,' -, -- -- ,-- ' ----~.~., .~ 

With .regard to management aspect of the cooperatives, contact was made with focus. group 

discussion partic ipants and key informants. The result from both sides revealed that the 

management body (management committee) is poor to mobilize and coordinate different 

cooperative concerned activities. According to them, the management. committee is not effectiv_t:.. 

to undertake different activities such as mobilizing of members to partiCipat; -i;l -'d-i;:fe~~nt 
.- ... . _-- --

cooperative activities and meeting, in preparation of long plan of cooperatives in the way ~~at_the 

cooperatives ' future fate depicts, in preparation of cooperative activities report, and summiting 

timely report to concerned bodies such as to the General Assembly etc. Of course, this was also 

witnessed during the earlier discussion of organizational capacity of the cooperatives that the 

management body of the cooperatives was found to be poor to execute itduties'effectlvelY.-
- "-'-

The participants also continued to describe, for instance, by mentioning that the management 

committee of the cooperatives is expected to hold meeting for cooperative members at least once 

a month based upon the approval of the cooperatives bylaws to address diffe!'ellt cooperative 

issues. However, the management committee has not come so far to hOld _meeting·.oncea: monfu. 

But, the management committee held meeting irregularly; Sometimes once in foul' lnOlltns-or in 

]04 
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six months or once in a year. There is also a situation that the management committee does not 

hold meeting -completel y even once a year. 

Despite s uch irregular meeting.held , the participants even expressed their belief that the meeting 

held had· no that much input for further cooperatives progress. According to · them', "rt "iS like ' 

'meeting for nothing.' Moreover, the management body of the -cooperatives is 'also" weak to 

prepare timely meeting schedule to be held by the -General Assembly. Besides , as it was 

discussed in the earlier discussion. the management committee of the cooperatives was poor to 

Bl0biJize members in order to participate in different cooperat ive activities such as in purchasing 

of consumer·commodities and gra in marketing. " ~. 
. ~- , . 

On other hand, an attempt was made to assess the participation of cooperative menlbe'rs ciiY some 

of the important cooperative issues. According to Moser (1996), the motivation of cooperative 

members and thei r active participation is another impOltant e lement as the active palticipation of 

members in the management of cooperatives is likely to reduce costs and to ~pbance . c0st"·· 

effectiv"n"", and facilitate capital mobili zation. From this, it can be realized-· thut· the 

management. body' of cooperatives has something to do with · issues ·-re lated -to ' participation 

members. Partic ipation encompasses such as members' involvement in decision making of 

different meetings (particularl y in General Assembly meeting). inclusion of members in drafting 

cooperative bylaws and other different cooperative activities. 

Among the ·diffe rent Illeeli!ig~ held by the cooperatives, the meeting held by .. the. General 

Assembly is the most important one where different issues related to the cooperative activities 

are discussed, revised and approved. Having this , the survey respondents were asked about their 

participation in the meeting held by the General Assembly. 

. -.- . ~ . ' 

.. - ----_._.-
.-'~ , 

---'-' 
------
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Table 4.32 Extent of participation of members during meeting held at the General 

. Assembly 

Particulars Frequency 
L '. Percent .",. r 

Always attend 13 9.3 

Mot of time attend 24 17.1 
I 

Sometimes attend 63 4S --
,... .. " •..... 

. . 

. Never attend 40 28.6 --. 

Total 140 lOO 

Source: Survey data. 2008 

The above Table shows the response of the survey respondents towards their partic ipation~x.\ent 
~~ ...... . 

during meeting held by the General Assembly. Accordingly, th.:: data ailalysis r eve'!!s .that the 

extent of participation of members in the meeting held by the General Assembly is poor. For 

example, from the survey respondents, only 13(9.3%) of them reported that they always attend in 

the meeting; while 24 (17.1 %) of them said they attend most of time. Likewise, 63 (45%) of the 

survey respondents replied that they attend sometimes; and the remaining 40 (28.6%) of th_el:t:J . 

reported that they never attend the meeting held by the General Assembly·serfar. . 
. __ ~ •. , . ..,...,.....:r.--

From the above data analysis and discuss ion, it can be realized that the majority of the survey 

respondents have no the hab it of attending always during the meeting held by General Assembly. 

However, it should be understood that the General Assembly meeting is where many discussions 

about cooperative issues including far-reaching sensitive issues are raised and discus·seif.""-·- .---

Thus, the absence or sometimes .attending of the members in the meeting held by the General 

Assembly would affect the cooperatives for further progress in many dimensions. For example, it 

would affect the cooperative members in the involve ment and participation of different 

cooperative activities such grain marketing, consumer commodities and et,: in . tlleil~coop·eratrves.

Besides, the members would lack update information discussed in the meeting. -ThiS,'-ii1-turn, 

would affect 'to mobilize the different cooperative activities as anticipated. On top of tiiis, --tile 

members would lack detail knowledge about the cooperati ve principles and values because these 

issues are also discussed in the General Assembly meeting. 

_ r-' '- ."... ..... r---



Meanwhile, were asked the survey respondents whether they participated directlY.()Lindirectly 

through · their representatives in drafting the bylaws of their cooperatives. Accordingly, the 

survey data ' indicated that only 24(17.1%) of them said that they participated directly or 

indirectly through their representatives in drafting the bylaws of their cooperatives. However, the 

majority of the respondents 116(82.9%) declared they didn't participate. This could indicate that 

the majority of the cooperative members WQuld lack detail knowledge of their cooper~ij'{es' 
~ ....... -- . ~ .. ' . 

bylaws. This, in turn, would also affect the cooperatives to undertake tl1(~ii· ·~ctiyities_ eff~tively; 

because cooperatives are members-controlled organizations where without the participation of 

. members, the cooperatives couldn ' t rundiffcrent cooperative activities in the way they need . 

In cOllnection to the management aspects of the cooperatives and participation of cooperative. 
< ' ~ •• - .-. -- -- -

members, discussion with focus group and interview with key informants was also undertaken . 
. _- . - ._ -. -

Accordingly,. the finding from both particulars was also consistent with the survey finding where 

they underlined that the poor management. aspects of the cooperatives and low participation of 

members in different cooperative activities has its own contributions to the poor performance of 

the cooperatives. 

. - , . .. - ' 
.--.----~~-----

4.4.6 F;n-ol'itislIl mill UCl)OtislIl 

According to AMEFls (2006) , the cooperative values adopted by leA such as openness, social 

responsibility, honest and caring for others are important aspects of cooperatives to be 

considered for further cooperatives progress. Thus, the absence of these values and/ or one of the -- --. ...----
values obviously constrains the performance of the cooperatives. In line witIHhis,'rvresJili'-(2007) 

also noted that in an organization involving group membership, it is plain truth that lack of 

honesty and openness will trigger favoritism and embezzlement. 

With regard to favoritism and nepotism, discussion with focus group and interview with key 

informants was carried out. In relation to favoritism, finding from sides _revealedLl1aCfhheh'~ 

beell seldom occurrence in all cooperatives, particularl y in credit service opportunity given to 

relatives by the cooperative leaders in earlier times. According to the key informants, there were 

48 and 54 cooperative members from all cooperatives in the year 2005 and 2006 respectively 

that were given credit services favored by the cooperative leaders, particularly for fertilizer 

~-
--'~ -- -_.-- -

------ -



'. 

purchas ing. This has led to c reate disputes and disagreements between the cooperative leaders 

and members. Because of such problems, many cooperative memb~rs . were-,reluctaIfC 'to

participate in different cooperative concerned activities induding in the participation 'of-meeting 

held by General Assembl y. 

Bes ides, the ke y informants said that there has been also quarrel among the cooperative leaders 

themse-lves because of favmitism. However, this has been minimized latter .4ue .. w-- the· 
.' ~ - . 

replacement of the cooperative leaders (executive committees) by other elected committee 

members approved by the General Assembly. Though favoritism is minimized, there is still 

seldom occurrence committed by the cooperati ve leaders. 

In connection to nepotism, the participants underlined that it is relatively rampant than faY-Qritism 
-' .,~ - ~,.~-~ .. 

affecting the performance of the cooperatives. According to the key" i~ formants . and _group 

discussion' partic ipants, fo r example, two executive committees (one .chairman and-one secretary) 

were dismissed from membership in Dedebit primary cooperat ive in the year 2005 because they 

were found to be corrupt contributing to the loss of 12,000 Birr. Similarly, two executi ve 

committees (one chairman and one vice chairman) who were newly elected also dismissed frOIll -- , -.~ .------
membership of Dedebit primary cooperati ve in the year 2007 due to same reason f?r)()~s of 

10,000 Birr. 

Moreover, one e xecutive committee (cashier) was al so dismissed from membership in Mayferes 

primary cooperative in the year 2006 due to corruption for the loss of 5,235 Birr in the 
- - ,.. .. - --"-- -

cooperative. Though replaced by another cashier, the newly appointed cashier was 'also found to 

be corrupt fm the loss of 3,846 Birr in the year 2007 in Mayferes primary cooperative. Bes ides, 

such problems were also observed in Mays iye and Lemlem primary cooperatives though the 

degree of occurrence varied. For example, one cashier was dismissed from membership of 

Lemlem primary cooperative in the year 2005 due to the cOlTuption of 2,587 Birr. Similarly, one 

vice chairman was found to be corrupt for the loss of 2,493 Birr in Maysi¥e. primary coiiiiCen;ti~ 

in the year 2006 and also dismissed from membership. 

.-.--.---
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It can be understood from the above findings and view of key informants and focus group 

participants that nepotism has been relatively rampant than favoritism. This has affected 
. .. , ' ,," ....... 

members' aspirations towards their cooperatives . Because of the occurrence of favoritism and 

nepotism, there is appearance of disputes among the cooperative leaders themselves and between 

members. Thus, it is clear that the presence of such problem in the cooperatives would affect the 

·cooperatives to mobilize and undertake diffe rent cooperative activities fo r further progress. 

According to Ale mayouh (1993) cited in Mesfin (2007), in Ethiopia case whenn:6operatives 

have their own problell1s, administration of several functions will be difficu.Jt and complicated 

where training and skill s are lacking, and the misuse of funds will be inevitable if there is no 

proper keeping or the leadership is corrupt. The above ·concept seems to have hoid truth that 

being the cooperative leaders poor in educational background, lacking training skills and 

cooperative working-experiences would lead them to misuse and corrupt. .. 

In relation to fa~OI' iti sm and nepotism, the idea of focus group participai"its wascoiniJreheilsively 

described as follow. 

The absence of salary for the executive cooperative committees (leaders) may influence th.ejr.commitmenr 
. . -

towards their cooperatives. But, once they are elected by the members approv.ed by the -General-Assembly, 

they have to do their duties and responsibili ties effectively. Nevertheless, the misuse and corruption 

committed by the cooperative leaders who led to the loss of money of the cooperatives was despairing for 

the members. If this unethical moral continues, the performance and sustainability of the cooperatives will 

be deterred soon. Consequently, the withdrawal of members from their cooperatives will be ais2,lne.vjtabls,.--. " , . .. - ..-, 

Of course; 'key-informants such as cooperative officials working in .agriculturaloffice .. of-the 

Woreda agreed on the idea of the focus group participants. According to them, this is due to the 

reason that there is no so far confirmed bylaw or regulation for salary of the cooperative leaders. 

The idea of the focus group participants clearl y connoted with the cooperaiive va!ll~s_des_cribed 

in the literature . that honesty, social responsibilities, caring for others , and openn.ess ar!,! s:r\l~ial 

fo r the existence and performance of cooperatives. Despite the existence of favoritism and 
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nepotism in the cooperatives, the participants appreciated to the General Assembly for taking 
actions timely on the corrupt and unethical cooperative leaders and replacing by others. 

..,.~ .. - -~ ... -_. , ... '.' 
4.4.7 COOI)Cmtivc mcmbers' Ol)iniolls tOW:ll·(ls their <-'Ooiicl·nth~~ . __ 

Members' '' opinions towards their cooperati ves are helpful to understand the perception and 
attitudes of members I:egarding their membership. Thus, op inions of cooperative members 
matter for self-sustainability of cooperatives. Opinions of members towards their cooperatives 
could also indicate whethe r the bas·ic cooperative princ iples are ingrained to the cooperatiye .' .- -"- ,, -.,-
members or not. 

Hav ing this , survey respondents were asked about their opllllOns towards their cooperatives. 
Opinions were measured according to the levels on how they agree with the statements below. 
The choices included strongly agree, agree, disagree and strongly disagree. 

-~ -, .. -- .. ,-, .. ...-- --'-- . . ,- ~- .~ 
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Table 4.33 Members ' opinions towards their cooperatives given the positive statements 
No Statements Strongly Agree ! Sub- total Disagree Strongly Sub-total Total 

agree I disagree 
I 1 am of imporlance to 25 68 93 66 % 39 8 47 34% 140 

.. . -" .~- . '. ' the cooperative -.,~ 

2 Every members' 15 87 102 73 % 32 6 38 370/0 140 
participation is 

significant to the 

group 

J It would be helpful 24 84 108 77 % 29 3 32 23 % 140 
tha t each member 

express their 

I 
I 

during t1lOughts the 

meeting 

4 There is a need 21 73 94 67 % 40 6 46 33 % 140 
I leadership training 

among the o ffi cers of -.-... .. _.-----' ...... ---_ ...... -- --,-
the cooperatives 

. . - -. - "-- -_. -
5 Our cooperati ve has 22 46 68 49 % 62 10 72 1 51 % .. , L40 

bright future 
I 6 I Every member of the 12 60 72 51 % 49 19 68 49 % 140 

coopera ti ve is treated 

equall y - . .' 
., -. - - .-

, 7 My cooperative hel ps 7 78 85 61 % 51 4 55 .- 39% . , 140 
I me --become. more 

I - ... _. - ---
responsible 

8 All members are 16 69 85 61 % 50 5 55 39% 140 
expected to I 
partic ipate IJ1 the 

••. -.c- --.-._-
.. - -'" 

activities of .- . ." 
, - - - _. ' 

coop~r~ t iy_~_s __ 
, ,-

A verage total 18 70 88 63 % 44 8 52 37 % 140 
Source: Survey data, 2008 

The above Table illustrates the opinions of the survey respondents towards their COQll\;Luti¥-85------givel) the positive statements of the cooperative aspects. The result 'sh;~~d .. that mosLof. the 
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cooperat ive members agreed or strongly agreed on the pos iti ve statements. However; there are 

also unavoidab le cooperati ve members who disagree or strongly disagree with the given positive 

statements. 

For example, looking at the average total of all the positive statements, about 88(63.%}. oLthe .. "-,,. ~ 
total respondents reported that they have positive opinions regarding thei;: ;~e;11bership. Wl1ereas 

52(37%) of them sa id that they have no positive opinions about the ir membership. 

Table 4.34 Members ' opinions towards their cooperatives given the negative statements 

No Strongly Agree Sub -total Disagree Strongly Sub-total Total 

I 

2 

3 

4 

~~~ --Statements agree d;sagree~- l:f_-' ~ -. -
It IS better to work 5 45 50 36 % 85 5 90 64% 

I 
140 

-
than to attend the 

meeting I 
It is so hard to wait 7 56 63 45 % 7 1 6 77 37 % 140 

for the expected - .-
. - .. -

income of the -

cooperat ive 

Attend ing /being 8 59 67 48 % 65 8 73 52 % 140 

present! III the 

meeting IS just a 
.--.. -.' 

waste of time .-.... " 

The cooperati ve will 12 72 84 60 % 50 6 56 . . 40 %- 140 
- - _._---- -- -

not brig significant 

change in my life 

A verage total 8 58 66 47 % 68 6 74 53 % 140 

Source: Survey data. 2008 
-,-~- -

--.--

The abov~ T.able illustrates the attitudes of members towards their cooperatives . giv~l~_the 

negative statements of cooperative aspects. The data analysis showed that some of the 

cooperative members have negative opinions regarding the ir membership; while others have no 

negative opinions regarding their membership. For example, for the average total of the given 

negative statements, about 66(47%) of the respondents declared that they .agreeor' s1i:oii"gi'y·;g;·ee 
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given the negative statements of cooperative aspects; whereas the remaining 74(53%f6r them 
-

reported they disagree or strongly disagree with the negati ve aspects of the cooperatives. This 

also· implies that there are still a sizable number of cooperative members who have no good 

opinions regarding their membership. 

Meanwhik, discussion in the focus group and interview with key informants was. undertiik'eri'i11· 

re lation to the opinions of the cooperati ve members. Accordingly, partic ipants ih both partiCulars 

reached at consensus that there are still many cooperati ve members who have no pos itive 

opinions towards their cooperatives. 

The finding from the survey data analys is and partic ipants of both focus group - and key 

informants reveal s that there are unavoidable numbers of cooperati ve members' who- have 

negative opinions regarding their membershi p. This could affect the cooperatives to mobilize 

members to participate in di fferent cooperati ve activities. Thus, from the above discuss ion and 

finding, it can be argued that the presence of negative opinions of cooperative members 

regarding their membership could be considered as important factor that affect theYt;!formaI1Ce

of the cooperati ves for further progress. 

., .- ~. ,,,.. .. 

--. . ---~ . . . ~ .. 
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CILU''l'ER V 

5. CONCLUSION Al~D UECOl\'OIENDA'I'ONS 
5.1 Conclusion 

It was well stated in the literature part that cooperatives having good performance play important 
role on the li vel ihood of millions of people in the World , where some cooperatives are 
performing better than some governmental and private organizat ions. In Ethiopi~,. , some 

. . _ X' 

evidences show (also highlighted in the literature) that the importance of farmers primary 
multipurpose cooperatives is well recognized. As the result, a substantial number of fanners are 
organized under these cooperatives so as to drive their livelihoods. Havi ng this, the Government 
of Ethiopia has also estab lished comprehensive cooperative societies' proclamation. 

..-. ' .. " 

The study tried to assess the performance of fann ers prImary multiliu'rpose cooperatives 111 

Tigray Region: the case of Asgedetsimbla Woreda. The cooperatives are poor in provision of 
different agricu ltural inputs such as provision of fertilizer, improved seeds, agricultural 
technology inputs and agrochemicals to their members where the demand of the members for all 
these inputs is by larg.er greater than Ule supply of the cooperati ves. The cooperatives are ~lso 
poor in provision of credit serv ices to their members though the cooperatives' to . so';lle extent 
provide for purchasing of fert ili zer due to the loan scheme obtained from the Regional 
Government. But. the cooperatives have not provided credit services so fa r to their members for 
110n- agricultural inputs to fu lfill thei r households' needs. 

Likewise, the cooperatives are poor in making profit, dividend payments to their merhbel'i; anci-in 
creation of capita l. When seen ilie trend, it has been decreas ing for some of the years and steadily 
increasing for the rest years comparing in absolute terms. The lion share of profit, dividend 
payments and capital of the cooperatives has been obtained from the production of incense and 
sand comparing with other sources. Only very few members have the access to obtain some 
dividends from their cooperatives so far. Because the cooperatives are PQ9r il1_creating"capifil : 
they could not mobilize and undertake effectively the whole cooperative activities. As th-e-resuit, 
the cooperatives are dependent on external financia l support even to Uliaertake some' of tlie iilain 
activities such as fertilizer supply to their members . 

-- - - _.-. , .. -
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The finding of the study also indicates that the organizational capacity of the cooperat ives is 
weak. This impeded the cooperatives' capacity to undertake their activities thereby "ddress the 
needs and aspirations of members. For example" the management body is weak to mobilize 
members and carry out different cooperative activities such as planning, reporting, budgeting, 
arranging meeting schedules and other related activities. The control committee is also found to 
be weak in carrying out of it duties. Auditing and other inspecting related activities are 
undertaken by cooperative experts vlorking in the agricultural office of the Woreda. Lik~~vise" 

- ,,~ _ ... - , .. 
the educational committee is weak in carrying out its duties such as preparation of long plan of 
education and training programs even short training to its members and staffs. Moreover, the 
loan committee is poor at delivering of loan applicant members and revising of loans, and timely 
loan provision and preparing financial reports. Even the General Assembly which is the most 
important body of the cooperatives is not able (0 address the different meeting schedules to it~ 

. . - -" ... -, ,-- --,-members based upon the approval of bylaws the cooperatives so as ' to' discuss . different 
cooperative sensitive issues. 

The cooperatives are poor at cFeating-job opportunity either self-employees for the cooperatives 
or the community people. From the present potential of the cooperati ves to hire 48 people 
approved by the General Assembly, only 8(6%) are employcd so far. The emplnyees-at:e ~;~liers 
and shopkeepers. However, due to the frequent occurrence of corruption conunitted by cashiers 
and shopkeepers, there is a tendency of the cooperatives to close their shops reaching at 
consensus of saying no need of hiring people. 

Furthermore, the study indicates that the cooperatives have no contrib~ltion on"impfovTng'of 
living cOllditions of the majority cooperative members and only have little contriblitl6nsonfew 
cooperative members attributed to the dividend payments and other some benefits obtained from 
their cooperatives. Besides, only few cooperative members are able buy some livestock such as 
goats, hens, and agricultural implements such as Maresha. 

.-.. --.- .-~'~ ---
As whole', the finding suggested that the performance of the cooperatives in all-roundsi-s-arpoor 
level. Moreo'\'el~ the study al so identified that there are many factors that affect the perfonnance 
of the cooperatives in many dimensions. Some of the maj or factors affecting the performance of 



the cooperati ves are: lack of cred it services, lack of cap ital. government intervention, lack of 

education and training provision, poor marke ting interact ion between members and the 

cooperatives and the absence of cooperative union in the Woreda, poor I ~.adership -and 'low 

members participation, favo ritism and nepotism, and the presence of negative opinions of 

members ;'egarding their cooperatives. Therefore, it can be argued that although cons iderable 

importance of the government has placed on the cooperatives, the study has ended up with poor 

level of performance of the cooperati ves in the Woreda where man y factors have contribllted to 

this. Despite the poor performance at present, the essence of these cooperatives sholJl.d, however; 

not be ignored as there are some aspirations from different angles discussed · so far for future 

success of the cooperatives. Bes ides , it is also noted in the lite rature that many cooperatives have 

an important place such as in marketing share, provision of ,different services and contributions 

on the li velihoods of members etc in di ffe rent countries of the World . . 

Though, the cooperatives are constrained by many factors, some of thern could be mitigated if 

due attention is given to the implementation of the recommendations. 

5.2 RC<'-'OlIuncll(latiolls 

- .-.~ .--

It has been noted that the performance of the study cooperatives in different areas . of the 

cooperatives activities was at poor level. However, there are some clues where the cooperatives 

showed a little progress in some areas wh ich could inspire the cooperati ve members. But, there 

are also some major problems the cooperati ves fac ing which could be the bottle neck of the 

development of the cooperati ves. Thus , it is paramount important to forward recommen~.~ti~.lJ1s-
.-~.--.. ....... 

based on the finding of the study. 

a. It was identified that lack of capital (finance) is one of the main problems the cooperatives fac ing 

contributing to the poor performance of the cooperatives. But, capital (finance) is the back bone 

of cooperatives so as to fac ilitate all rounds of the cooperative activities. Because of the lack of 
.. - -----

capital, credit service provis ion to the cooperatives is mainly from the governmenC~T;;' ;~~'o l vi ng 
fund and eBE. [n spite of thi s, the cred it prov ided to the cooperatives was not al~o suffic~ent 

enough to mobili ze the cooperati ves activities and related agricu ltural activ ities. Thus, providing 

11 6 
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sufficient credit in long term loan to the cooperatives by either the government or NGOs is 
paramount important so as to sustain the cooperatives for future. 

b. As it was noted in the di scuss ion, the cooperatives are exercis ing the. cooperati"ve 'societies ' 
values and principles where some of them are ingrained. These could also be indicators of 

cooperati ve members' aspirations. However, the absence of cooperat ive union in the Woreda 
even in the nearby Woredas affected the cooperative organizational capacity such as in provision 
of c redit facilities, timely. provision of inputs, and marketing inte raction between cooperatives 
and the members as well the bargaining power of the cooperati ves in purcbas ing and selling· of 
grain marketing. This calls for cooperative official s to establish cooperative union in the Woreda 
so as to ensure the sustainability of the cooperatives. 

c. It has already been clarified that provision of education and training to the cooperative 
members is one of t.h e hasic principles of the cooperati ves . Nevertheless, it was .. noted·l llaC 
provision' of education and training to the cooperative members whom the majority are-illiterate 
was totall y absent contributillg to the low level performance of the cooperatives ·as · a· whole. 
D~spite tJlere is existence of some provision of education and training to the cooperati ve 
committee members via cooperati ve experts working in agricultural offi ce of he Woreda, the 
committee members where their educational Ievel also poor are unable to pr<:>\i5.de ... to....tlJe-.. -
c:uup"ralive members. WitJl this regard, the government , NGOs, and other relevant institutions 
cmdd 'pl ay roks by developing education and training prograJils s(J ·as I() enhance the basic skill s 
of cooperative members till the cooperati vcs become strong and self-sustained. 

d. It was discussed that one of the indicators of the performance of the cooperati ves w.~.Jhe.. 
. -- _ .- .- .. ..,' 

profi tability, capital creation and dividend payments to members. In line with th.i ~, th~...!.nain_(lion 
share) of source.of tl1e profit, capital and dividend payments for the cooperatives, partic.ularlyJor 
Dedebit, Mayferes, and Mays iye primary cooperatives has been from the involvement of local 
resources production of incense and sand. Nevertheless, the profitability, capital and div idend 
growth of the cooperatives was highl y retarded due to the order of the local government to tJle - .. ~ - .... cooperatives to cease in the involvement of these local resources favoringlo the youth organized 
under. mi£ro and small enterprises where the cooperati ve members including the l ead_er~ _ ~~e~e 
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disappointed ·at the decision made questioning the 'sustainabil ity' of the cooperatives. Though 
L'1e government intervention 011 some of the cooperative activities was optimistic such as in areas 
of provision of credit services, support !o cooperatives in auditing and provision of some 
education and training.to .cooperative .executive committees, it ·is recommendable -to motivate t!!« . 

.,. " .. 
"- ." cooperatives in the involvement of stich local resources since CObpel'ativ.es are .gaining 

pl'Ominence institut10ns in the rural development strategy by govemment equally irnportant with 
the micro and small scale enterprises . 

e. It was highlighted that the occurrence of favoritism and nepotism. and inactive participation 
:-. -' .~ of the ·cooperative ·committee members had its own contribution on p'oor" cooperative 

performanoe. Thus, it is plausible to give strict guidance and continuous education and training 
to the cooperati ve members and/or -cooperative ·leaders so as to pave the defaults by concerned 
bodies in legitimacy support. 

, ~, . .. . _. -.- ,--~- -. '" 

-- --'... --~'-'"' 

.~ -. ~ 
--.. "..~-.-
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Addis Ababa University School of Graduate Studies 
Institute of Regional and Local Development Studies 

PART 1. INSTRUCTION 

This questionnaire is to be filled by enumerators assigned by the researcher. 
Tt is strictly forb idden to g ive the questionnaire to other persons for the sake 
of filling any data. Viable data is expected £1'om the enumerators as there 
will be £1:equent supervision and follow up by the researcher. 

Annex 1 
Questionnaire for cooperative household members 

Part 2. GENERAL 

2. 1 Region 
2.2 Woreda 
2.3 Tabia( Kebele) 
2.4 I Name of cooperative 
2.5 I Name of enumerator 
2.6 Name of Supervisor 
2.7 Date ofTnterview 

PART 3: COOPERATIVE HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS INTERVIEW 

3. 1. Would yo u p lease tell me your educational background? 

I. Til iterate 

2. Literate (Read and write only) 

3. 1-4 grade complete 

4. 5-9 grade complete 

5. 9-12 grade complete 

6. Above 12 grade 



I" 
I 

3.2. What is your main occupation? 

1. Farming 

2. Trading 

3. Both farming and trading 

4. Others (Specify) 

3.3. When did you become as a membership in your cooperative? 
In-----------year 

3.4 What factors motivated you to become a membership of your 
cooperati ve? 

1. Government Influence 

2. Earlier cooperative members' initiation 

3. Own interest and aspiration tor cooperatives 

4 . Dividend payments of earlier cooperative members 

5. Cooperat ives service provision 

6. Others (Specify) 

3.5 . Do yo u get the fo llow ing agricu ltural inputs from your cooperative 
service? 

-DAP and UREA (fertili zer) I. Yes 2. No 

-Agricu ltura l Chemicals (pesticides) I. Yes 2. N o 

- Improved Seeds I. Yes 2. No 

- Motor pump, treaded pump and drip irrigation 1. Yes 2.No 



3.6. Generally, how do you evaluate the efficiency of your cooperative in the 
provision of the above inputs? 

Inputs More than Sufficient Sufficient Not 
Sufficient 

DAP and UREA 
Agricultural Chemicals 
Improved seeds 
Motor Pump, treadle 

pump and drip 
irrigation 

3.7. Are you customer of your cooperati ve in purchasing of different 
consumer commodities when needs arise? 

1. No 

2. Sometimes 

3. Always 

3.8 . If your answer for Q.3.7 is No, would you please mention some of the 
main reasons? 

3.9. Do you involve in your cooperative in grain marketing such as in 
purchasing and selling of grains? 

1. Yes 

2. No 



3. J O. If your answer for Q.3.9 is No, would you please mention some of tbe 
main reasons? 

3.11. Have you got credit services from yo ur cooperative particularly for 
fe rtilizer purcbasing (use) in tbe year 2007? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3.12. If your answer for Q.3.ll is No, Would you please mention some of 
the reasons? 

3.13. Generally, how do you evaluate the capacity of your cooperative in 
provision of credit services to its members, particularly for fertilizer 
purchasing (Use)? 

1 . Sufficient 

2. Not Sufficient 

3. Highly Sufficient 

4. Highly not Sufficient 

3. 14. Have you got credit services from your cooperative for yo ur own 
purpose to fulfill your household needs? 

I. Yes 

2. No 



3.15. Have you got dividend payments from your cooperative so far') 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3.16. Generally, how do you evaluate your cooperative in making profit and 
di vidend distri bution to its members? 

I. Hi gh 

2. Medium 

3. Low 

4. Poor 

3.17. Have you ever been given education or training from your cooperative 
so far? 

I . Yes 2. No 

3.18. Have you got awareness creating session held by your cooperative 
lead ers so far? 

1. Yes 2. No 

3.1 9 . How do you evaluate your cooperative leaders in mobilizing and 
parti c ipating members in different cooperative activ ities? 

I. Very good 

2. Good 

3. Medium 

4. Low 

5. Poor 



3.20 . How do you evaluate the overall parti cipation of members on decision 
making held your cooperative leaders? 

I. Not good 

2. Satisfactory 

3. Good 

4. Very good 

3.21. Do you bel ieve that the decisions made by your cooperative leaders are 
transparent? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

3.22 . If your answer for Q 3.2 1 is No, would you please state the reasons? 

, 
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3.23. Do you think that your cooperative has contribution to the fo l rowil~g of 
your assets? 
Assets Has contribution Has no N umbers 

contribution 
Live stock 
Hens 
Honey bee 
colony 
Agricultural 
implements such 
as 'Maresha' 

i 
i 
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3.24 . Do you think that your cooperative has contribution on improving of 
your li ving conditions of the fo ll owing scenarios? 

Scenarios I Has contribution Has no Extent ~-
contribution or 

Able to send children to school and I 
cover educational expenditure 
Ab le to cover household expend iture 

I and buy furniture : 

I Changing a house from hut to 
corrugated roofing 
Use of health service 
Renewing the existing house 
Improving household feeding system 
Access to use pit toilet I 

3.25 . Have you ever so ld your agricultural products such as grains to your 
cooperatives so far? 

l. Yes 2. No 

3.26 . Would you please tell me where you sell your agricultural produce 
such as grains on most cases when needs arise? 

1. To your cooperative 

2. To other cooperative 

3. To public markets 

4. To private Traders 

5. Others( Specify) 

al1lount 

I 
i 
I 

i 



3.27. Would YOLI please tell me the extent of your participatiol1ln the 
meeting held by the General Assembly of your cooperative? 

1. Always attend 

2. Most of the time attend 

3. Sometimes attend 

4. Never attend 

3.28. Have you participated directly or indirectly through your 
representatives in drafting of bylaws of your cooperative? 

l. Yes 

2. No 



3.29. Would you please describe your perception towards your cooperative 
given the fo llowing positive statements? 

I S.No Strongly Strongly I 
Statements agree Agree Disagree disagree 

1 I I am of importance the i . cooperative i 
[ 2 Every members I 
I pal1icipation is significant I 
I to the group 
~ i It would be helpful that .) 

each members express 
their thoughts during the 

[ meeting 
4 ! There is a need leadership I I training among the 

I officers of the cooperati ve 
5 Our cooperative has bright 

I future i 
6 Every member of the I 

cooperative is treated 
I equally , 

7 My cooperative helps me 

I to become more I 
responsible I [ , 

8 I A II members are expected 
I I to participate in the 
I 

activities of the I 
I cooperative 

Average Total 



Annex 2 

Focus group discussions 

I. The provision capacity of cooperatives to the different agricultural 
inputs and members ' demand 

2. Marketing interaction between members and cooperatives such as in 
gra in marketing and consumer commodities 

3. Cooperatives provision of credit services to their members and access 
to cred it services 

4. Cooperatives and access to the involvement of local natural resources 
5. Cooperat ives and their abi lity in profit and capita l making and 

dividend payments to their members 

6. Or,Qani za tional capacity of the cooperative executive committees to 
undertake their duties 

7. Membership growth and motivating factors contacted with non
member farmers 

8. Contribut ion of cooperatives on the li velihood of members 
9. Issues re lated factors affecting the performance of cooperatives 

commitments of cooperative leaders and members 

part icipation in different cooperative activities 

Favoritism and nepotism 

Perception and atti tude of cooperative members 

Government intervention 



Annex 3 

Key informants interview 

1. Cooperatives and their capacity to provide education and training to 

their members 

2. Organizationa l capacity of the different executive co mmittees to 

undertake th e outlined duties of the committees 

3. Cooperatives and their capita l status 

4. Membership growth and motivat ing factors 

5. Job creating opportunity of the cooperatives 

6 . Contribution of cooperatives on living cond itions of their members 

7. Cooperati ves provision capacity of agricultura l inputs and their 

members' demands 

8. Cooperatives credit service capacity to their members and access· to 

credit service 

9. Cooperatives and their access to their involvement of local natural 

resources 

10. Cooperatives and their ability in profit making, capital and di vidend 

payments 

11. Issues related to factors affecting the performance of cooperatives 

4> Commitment of cooperatives leaders and 

pal'ticipation in di fferent cooperative activities 

" favori tism and nepotism 

• perception and atti tude of cooperative members 

members 

• marketing interaction between members and cooperatives 

.. Issues related to the cooperative union 

o Governme nt in tervention 



Annex 4 

Establishment year of the study cooperatives 

2 

3 

4 

Name of cooperative 

Lemlem Primary Multipurpose cooperative 

Mayferes Primary Multipurpose Cooperative 

Declebit Primary MU lti purpose Cooperative 

Maysiye Primary MUltipurpose Cooperati ve 

Annex 5 

Establishment yea r 

1990 E.c 

1992 E.c 

1992 E.c 

1992E.c 

Average purchasing price, and sold price of fertilizer per quintal 

Fertilizer type 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

IDAI' 

DAP purchasing price 320.95 298.96 389.89 395.75 642.70 

DAP ,(J ld I" i~" 320.9~ 298.86 389.89 40 1.75 676.41 

Margin 0 0 0 6 11 .71 

2.UREA 

UREA purchasing price 288.1 3 248.27 368.45 368.45 574 

UREA so ld price 288.13 248.27 368.45 374.45 605.67 

Ma rgin 0 0 0 6 31.67 



Annex 6 

Membership years of cooperative members 

Yea r of being memberships Fl'equency Percent 

Less than 3 years 17 12. 1 

3 years 20 14.3 

More than 3 years 103 73.6 

Towl 140 100 

An nex 7 

Access to facility se rvices of the cooperatives 
,,. Name of Types of facilities 

coopera Storage Working Office Type com puter Shop Tractor 

tive hou office fumi \yri 

se ture ter 

Lemiem .J .J " X X " X 

Dedebit V .J ...j X X X X 

Mayferes 'v V .J X X V X 

Maysiye 'V .J " X X " X 
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